33

Non-Restricted rifle Cooey .22 Single shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued finish with fixed front
and rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with metal butt plate. Mechanically functions but is well worn.
Almost all bluing worn, overall gray patina with surface pitting. Other use, handling and storage
marks.] serial # NIL, PAL required

34

Non-Restricted rifle Cooey model 60, .22 S, L, LR bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued finish. Fixed
front and elevation adjustable rear. Fitted with Bushnell Sportview 3-7X20mm scope. Smooth wooden
stock with metal butt plate. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Marked "MADE IN
CANADA BY WINCHESTER". Most bluing worn leaving gray brown patina plus other use, handling and
storage marks.] serial # NIL, PAL required

35

Non-Restricted shotgun American Gun Co. model Knickerbocker, 12 ga. unknown chamber two shot
hinge break, w/ bbl length 30" [Choked markings include (CHOKE BORED), bore diameter as measured
6" from muzzle (L .7045, R .710), muzzle diameter (L .7055, R .7105)] [Blued barrel and receiver.
Single bead sight. Hardwood stock missing butt plate. Fine checkering on semi pistol grip and forend.
Matching serial number on receiver, barrels and forend. Other markings including "GENUINE ARMORY
STEEL" on top of barrels etc. Mechanically functions, fitment of most parts loose. Some non-original
screws and other hardware. Most bluing worn leaving gray patina, surface rust and pitting. Pieces of
stock missing near trigger guard plus other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 62084, PAL
required

36

Antique handgun Colt model 1860 Army, 44 Perc. six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl length 201mm
[Blued finish, brass trigger guard. Fixed sights. Smooth wooden grips. Matching serial number on
frame, barrel, trigger guard, cylinder and back strap. Mechanically works reasonably well. Cylinder
lock up occasionally skips. Most bluing worn leaving gray brown patina. Surface pitting and rust. Other
use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 66065, PAL required

37

Four Smith & Wesson M&P 9mm ten round magazines and a speed loader

38

Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 742 Woodsmaster, 308 Win semi automatic, w/ bbl length 20
1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with scope base and rings. Hardwood stock
with branded checkered butt plate. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Fitted with sling mounts.
Includes one detachable magazine. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in
use and handling areas. Some nicks and dings to wood and other use, handling and storage marks.]
serial # A7223787, PAL required

39

Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 700, 375 H&H Mag bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued barrel
and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Fitted with scope bases. Hardwood stock with
branded recoil pad. Fixed riser. Fitted with sling mounts. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend.
Mechanically appears near excellent. Minor marks on bluing and some dings and scratches in stock.]
serial # A6439155, PAL required

40

Non-Restricted rifle Remington model Model Seven KS Custom, 350 Rem. Mag. bolt action, w/ bbl
length 20" [Satin teflon barrel. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Fitted with Leupold quick
detach base and 1" rings. KS Custom Camo Kevlar stock with branded recoil pad. Matching serial
number on bolt. Custom order through Remington from The Alan Gornick Jr. Collection. Mechanically
appears near excellent with use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 7676862, PAL required

41

Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 600 Guide Gun, 350 Rem. Mag. bolt action, w/ bbl length 18
1/2" [Blued ribbed barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Receiver threaded for
optic mount. Five stripe laminated wooden stock. Branded recoil pad. Fitted with sling mounts.
Electric pencil matching serial number on bolt. Mechanically appears to function well. Bluing worn in
use and handling areas. Nicks and gouges in stock plus other use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
42309, PAL required

42

Non-Restricted shotgun Ithaca model 37R Featherlight, 12Ga 2 3/4" pump action, w/ bbl length 27"
[Choked markings include (FULL CHOKE), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.725), muzzle
diameter (Adjustable)] [Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. Mounted to ' THE POLY CHOKE
ADJUSTABLE CHOKE SYSTEM' presumably added since barrel is marked FULL. Smooth wooden stock
with branded butt plate. Corn cob forend. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well.
Approximately 50% of bluing worn with some surface pitting. Nicks and dings and stock but no cracks
seen. Other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 5261334, PAL required

43

Non-Restricted shotgun AKAH model Drilling, 16Ga and unnknown three shot hinge break, w/ bbl
length 27" [Choked markings include (NONE SEEN), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (L
.660, R .668), muzzle diameter (L .063, R .643)] [Blued barrels with fixed front sight and flip up fixed
rear sight. Hardwood stock with branded butt plate. Fixed riser. Checkered semi pistol grip and
forend. Matching serial number on receiver, barrel and forend. Other markings include 'NITRO" on
both barrels, "ALBRECHT KIND" and several other proof marks as seen in photos. Rifle chambering
unconfirmed, rifle barrel stamped 8.7mm 72. Consignor purported 9.3X72R, our research has another
possibility of 8X57J. Mechanically appears near excellent. Thumb actuator for rear sight operation.
Bluing worn in use and handling areas and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 357, PAL
required

44

Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield model SHT LE III*, .303 Brit. ten shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 23"
[Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sight. Parker-Hale style sporter stock. Fitted
with sling rings and includes one detachable magazine. Matching serial number on receiver and
barrel. Non-matching serial number on bolt 4198. Date stamped 1917. Mechanically appears to
function well. Bluing worn in use and handling areas plus other use, handling and storage marks.]
serial # 36547, PAL required

45

Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester & Unknown model 37A & Unknown, 12Ga 2 3/4" & 3" & 12 GA
Single shot & single shot hinge break & hinge break, w/ bbl length 30" & 28 1/2" [Choked markings
include (NONE SEEN), [Two hinge break shotguns, both missing forends. Both with extensive rust.
Recommend local bidders only] serial # C704688 & 5266, PAL required

46

Non-Restricted rifle Cooey model Sureshot, 22LR single shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 27" [Blued
finish with fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Smooth stock with metal butt plate. Fitted
with sling rings. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Most bluing worn with gray brown
patina. Nicks and dings in stock but no cracks seen. Other use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
NIL, PAL required

47

Non-Restricted rifle Anschutz model 1386, 22LR bolt action, w/ bbl length 21 1/2" [Blued finish with
fixed front sight and rear sight with adjustment disc missing. Lyman rear peep sight with peep
aperture assembly missing. Smooth wooden stock with plastic butt plate. Action does function, very
sluggish, hopefully just very dirty. Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Lots of scratches on stock
and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 967339, PAL required

48

Set of hand carved Luger wooden grips and a P08 magazine

49

PYTHON 357 MAGNUM quartz wrist watch with pistol grip and bullet style bracelet, made by Jalga,
working at time of cataloguing

50a

Restricted handgun AMT model Hardballer, 45 ACP seven shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 127mm
[Stainless steel. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Checkered wooden grips. Includes one branded
detachable magazine. Mostly satin finish with polished slide sides. Mechanically appears near
excellent with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # A03200, certificate # 20408074,
FRT # 15287-1 PAL required

50b

Restricted handgun Colt model M1911 A1 U.S. Army, .45 ACP seven shot semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 127mm [Browned finish. Fixed sights. Checkered bakelite grips. Includes three detachable
magazines. Includes two lanyard rings. Circa 1943. Markings include "UNITED STATES PROPERTY
M1911A1 U.S ARMY" and serial number on left side of frame. "GHD" on left side of frame behind
trigger and "P" near mag release etc. Both magazines with lanyard rings have the Canadian C broad
arrow markings. Mechanically appears near excellent with only minor use, handling and storage
marks.] serial # 1194966, certificate # 20408202, FRT # 36102-2 PAL required

50c

Restricted handgun Colt model Government Model, .45 ACP seven shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length
127mm [Blued finish with fixed sights. Checkered wooden grips. Includes three detachable magazines,
one with lanyard ring. Flat mainspring house with fitted lanyard ring. Bluing worn in use, handling and
holster areas with plum brown patina. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # C9822, certificate # 20408075, FRT # 18047-2 PAL required

50d

Restricted handgun Walther (AC/44) model P38, 9mm Luger eight shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length
127mm [Blued finish with fixed sights. Bakelite grips. Includes two detachable magazines.
Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Matching serial number on frame, barrel and slide.
Other markings include "ac 44" on left side of slide. German military marks on slide and frame etc.
Bluing worn in use and handling areas plus other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 6591e,
certificate # 20410455, FRT # 23288-5 PAL required

50e

Restricted handgun Mauser model C96 Conehammer, 7.63X25 Mauser? ten shot semi automatic, w/
bbl length 140mm [Blued finish with fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Wooden grips, lanyard ring
and includes vintage wooden holster/ shoulder stock. Matching serial number on frame, barrel,
hammer, firing pin keeper, bolt stop, trigger group, mag follower, locking lug, bolt etc. No serial
number seen on stock. Mechanically appears excellent with moving parts fitting as if new. Presumably
re-blued as there is virtually no wear including on barrel crown and other high rub areas but there is
some pitting on barrel prior to bluing. Proof marks seen on both sides of barrel and marked
"WAFFENFABRIK MAUSER OBERNDORF A/N" on top of barrel. Stock/ holster has been repaired
including hinged lid, which was broken and re-glued and other nicks, gouges and marks plus long crack
6" down from top, no pieces are missing.] serial # 7811, certificate # 1874856 D, FRT # 28788-4 PAL
required

50f

Restricted pair of handguns Uberti model Colt 1851 Navy London, .36 Percussion six shot single action
revolvers, w/ bbl length 191mm & 191mm [Pair of single action revolvers each with blued octagonal
barrels, cylinders, back strap and trigger guards. Case hardened frames, ramrod and lever and smooth
wooden grips. Serial no. 69198 has UC C 15 on left side of grip. Cylinder not rotating but no obvious
signs of corrosion with only minor handling marks. Serial no.68764 has LC C 15 on left side of grip.
Mechanically appears to function well. Right side has pitting and storage rust. Includes wooden fitted
case with flask, bullet mold and other accessories, obvious victim of flooding with water damage to
the box and contents.] serial # 68764 & 69198, certificate # 20410789, FRT # 148100-1 PAL required

50g

Restricted rifle Inland model M1 Carbine, 30 Carbine five shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 460mm
[Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with metal
butt plate. Includes one detachable magazine pinned to five rounds. Mechanically appears to function
well. Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Rust on butt plate and other use, handling and storage
marks.] serial # 5413815, certificate # 20408674, FRT # 158769-1 PAL required

50h

Restricted handgun Colt model 1847 Walker, .44 Percussion six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl
length 229mm [Blued barrel, cylinder and back strap. Brass trigger guard. Case hardened frame,
hammer and ramrod. Included fitted wooden box with accessory compartments and brass flask.
Revolver is engraved with battle scenes and marked Model U.S.M.R. Matching serial number on

frame, barrel, cylinder, trigger guard and backstrap. Mechanically appears near excellent and possibly
unfired with only minor use and handling marks. Box and other contents have water damage
indicating that the gun was stored separately from the box at the time of flooding.] serial # 3681, PAL
required
50j

Restricted handgun Colt model 1862 Police Gen 2, .36 Percussion five shot single action, w/ bbl length
139mm [Blued barrel, cylinder, backstrap and trigger guard. Case hardened frame and ramrod.
Smooth wooden grips. Mechanically appears near excellent and possibly unfired. Matching serial
number on barrel, frame, trigger guard and backstrap. Bluing on cylinder and barrel almost 100%
intact. However bluing on backstrap and trigger guard approximately 50% worn. Other use, handling
and storage marks.] serial # 53343, certificate # 20444589, FRT # 33767-1 PAL required

50k

Restricted handgun Colt model Thunderer, .41 Rem six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl length
151mm [Blued barrel, cylinder and trigger guard. Case hardened frame. Branded checkered grips.
Matching serial number on frame, trigger guard and back strap. Mechanically including single and
action trigger operation, indexing and cylinder locking appear to function reasonably well. Bluing worn
in handling areas and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 158286, PAL required

50m

Restricted handgun Ruger model 22/45, 22LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 134mm
[Stainless upper assembly. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Black polymer frame. Includes
original molded box, manual and two detachable magazines. Mechanically and aesthetically appear
excellent. Likely only had light use with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
22005986, certificate # 10686023, PAL required

50n

Restricted handgun Vostok model Margolin MCM, 22LR ten shot semi automatic, [Blued finish. Target
adjustable sights. Branded checkered plastic grips with right strong hand thumb rest. Includes fitted
wooden box, two matching serial numbered detachable magazines and other accessories including
weights that can be added to fitted compensator, grip base, tools, assorted parts etc. Mechanically
appears near excellent with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 1467, FRT # 23224-6
PAL required

50p

Restricted rifle Saginaw General Motors model US M1 Carbine, 30M1 five shot semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 457mm [Blued style finish on barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights.
Wooden stock with stamped metal butt plate. Included period appropriate green sling and one
detachable magazine pinned to five rounds. Fitted by bayonet lug. Mechanically appears to function
reasonably well. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 3374635, certificate #
18566151, PAL required

50q

Restricted handgun Norinco model NP28, 9mm ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 128mm [Blued
finish with fixed sights. Branded plastic grips. Includes original box, manual and one detachable
magazine. Fitted with extended mag release and safety. Appears near excellent, likely had light use
with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # BD00364, certificate # 11755926, PAL
required

50r

Restricted handgun Colt model woodsman, 22LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 152mm
[Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Branded checkered grips with right strong hand
thumb rest. Fitted with extended back strap attachment. Includes two detachable magazines.
Mechanically and aesthetically appear near excellent with only minor use, handling and storage
marks.] serial # 135983S, certificate # 10463216, PAL required

50s

Restricted handgun Colt model U.S Army Model 1901, .38 cal six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl
length 152mm [Blued finish with fixed sights. Smooth wooden grips. Fitted with lanyard ring and
includes unmarked leather holster. Marked 'COLT D.A. 38" chambers are straight bore, not stepped
and will accommodate .38 special although there is NO confirmation that it is the intended .38 round.

Other markings include matching serial number on frame, crown and cylinder release, "R.A.C." on left
side of frame and underside of barrel, "US ARMY MODEL 1901" and "NO 170951" heel. Note:
presumably 170951 is the correct serial number, however currently registered 0951 EXPECT DELAYS
IN TRANSFER. Mechanically functions although action is a bit stiff, bluing worn in use, handling and
holster areas and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 0951, certificate # 9301685, PAL
required
50t

Restricted handgun Herbert Schmidt model 21, 22LR/22Mag six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl
length 140mm [Blued barrel and cylinders. Blued style finish on alloy receiver, back strap and trigger
guard. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden grips. Includes .22 LR cylinder and .22
Magnum cylinder. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Matching serial number on
frame and barrel. Tooling marks on sight set screws. Bluing worn on use, handling and holster areas
plus other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 557471, PAL required

50u

Restricted handgun H&R model 676, 22LR/22Mag six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl length
140mm [Blued barrel, cylinders and trigger guard. Case hardened frame and extractor housing. Fixed
sights. Smooth wooden grips. Includes .22 LR cylinder and .22 Magnum cylinder. Mechanically appears
to function well. Appears to have had only light use. .22 LR cylinder has some unexplained tooling
marks or nicks, otherwise minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # AR44808, PAL required

50v

Restricted handgun Ruger model New Model Single Six, 22LR six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl
length 165mm [Blued barrel, frame and cylinder. Anodized alloy trigger guard and back strap. Fixed
front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden branded grips. Mechanically appears to function
well. Appears to have light use with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 6532525,
PAL required

50w

Restricted handgun Ruger model Mark II Target, 22LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 140mm
[Blued bull barrel and frame. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Branded checkered plastic grips.
Includes three branded detachable magazines. Mechanically appears to function well. Appears to
have only had light use, although does need cleaning. Minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
21194560, PAL required

50xa

Restricted handgun Ruger model Blackhawk (1972), 357 Mag. six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl
length 165mm [Blued barrel, frame and cylinder, black alloy backstrap, trigger guard and extractor rod
housing. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth branded wooden grips. Mechanically appears
to function well. Bluing worn in use, handling and holster areas. Some tooling marks on screws and
other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 3142377, certificate # 5524425, PAL required

50xb

Restricted handgun Ruger model Blackhawk, .357 Mag./9mm six shot single action, w/ bbl length
165mm [Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth branded wooden grips. Includes
box, manual, shipper, .357 Magnum cylinder and 9mm Luger cylinder. Consignor purports
manufactured in 1962, our research determines date of manufacture is 1969. Mechanically and
aesthetically appear excellent. Possibly unfired or barely fired. No visible cylinder ring on 9mm
cylinder and hint of cylinder ring on .357 cylinder, plus a few other minor handling marks.] serial #
3000218, certificate # 5524419, PAL required

50xc

Restricted handgun Ruger model Blackhawk (1972), 357 Mag. six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl
length 165mm [Blued barrel, cylinder and frame. Black alloy extractor rod housing. Brass backstrap
and trigger guard. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth branded wooden grips. Mechanically
appears near excellent. Bluing worn in use, handling and holster areas and other use, handling and
storage marks.] serial # 3119476, certificate # 3119476, PAL required

50xd

Restricted handgun Ruger model New Model Blackhawk (1982, .357 Max. six shot single action
revolver, w/ bbl length 266mm [Blued finish with fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth

branded wooden grips. Includes original box, manual and shipper. Mechanically and aesthetically
appear near excellent. Likely only test fired or lightly fired. A hint of a cylinder ring and a couple of
minor handling marks.] serial # 60004997, certificate # 5526027, PAL required
50xe

Restricted handgun Ruger model Blackhawk (1971), 30 Carbine six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl
length 191mm [Blued barrel, frame and cylinder. Black alloy ejector rod housing, backstrap and trigger
guard. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth branded wooden grips. Our research shows it to
be the first serial number issued in 1971. Mechanically appears excellent. Most bluing intact with
wear in use, handling and holster areas.] serial # 5013531, certificate # 5525879, PAL required

50xf

Restricted handgun Ruger model Blackhawk (1971), .45 Colt six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl
length 191mm [Blued finish with fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth branded wooden
grips. Includes original box and manual. Mechanically and aesthetically appear near excellent. Very
little use. Possibly only test fired. A hint of a cylinder ring and a few minor handling marks.] serial #
4511157, certificate # 5523895, PAL required

50xg

Restricted handgun Ruger model Blackhawk (1971), 30 Carbine six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl
length 189mm [Blued barrel, cylinder and frame. Black alloy extractor rod housing, backstrap and
trigger guard. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth branded wooden grips. Mechanically
appears excellent and likely had ligght use with a very faint cylinder ring and other use, handling and
storage marks.] serial # 5015870, certificate # 5525883, PAL required

50xh

Restricted handgun Ruger model Blackhawk (1972), .45 Colt/ .45 ACP six shot single action revolver,
w/ bbl length 191mm [Blued barrel, cylinder and frame. Black alloy extractor rod housing, backstrap
and trigger guard. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth branded wooden grips. Included .45
Colt cylinder and .45 ACP cylinder. Mechanically appears excellent. Likely had very little use. Cylinder
ring on .45 Colt cylinder, no cylinder ring on .45 ACP cylinder which does not appear to have ever had
use. Some handling scratches on cylinder and frame and other minor handling marks.] serial #
4513428, certificate # 5523896, PAL required

50xj

Restricted handgun Ruger model New Model Blackhawk '76, .45 Colt six shot single action revolver,
w/ bbl length 113mm [Blued barrel, frame and cylinder. Black alloy extractor rod housing, backstrap
and trigger guard. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth branded wooden grips. Mechanically
appears near excellent. Bluing worn in use, handling and holster areas and other use, handling and
storage marks.] serial # 4628391, certificate # 5455237, PAL required

50xk

Restricted handgun Norinco model 1911 Frame, .45 ACP NIL semi automatic, w/ bbl length 126"
[INCOMPLETE FIREARM. Appears to have complete lower with custom parts including mag well,
Wilson grips, ambidextrous safety, extended mag release, skeletonized hammer etc. Serial number
not found anywhere on frame. Slide has no internal parts ie: firing pin etc., nor does it have sights.
Barrel marked "SLM 45 ACP. Because of the lack of serial number EXPECT DELAYS IN TRANSFER.] serial
# 1105666 NOT ON FRAME, certificate # 9939273, PAL required

51

Non-Restricted rifle Anschutz model 1386, 22LR single shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 21 1/2" [Blued
finish. Front sight missing, fixed rear sight. Receiver threaded for rear aperture sight, no sight
included. Smooth wooden stock with plastic butt plate. Stock has been cut away to fit aperture sight.
Action functions but is sluggish, probably just dirty. Lots of scratches on stock and barrel plus other
use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 967309, PAL required

52

Non-Restricted rifle CIL/Anschutz model 125, 22 S-L-LR bolt action, w/ bbl length 21 1/2" [Blued finish.
Front sight missing, fixed rear sight. Smooth wooden stock with plastic butt plate. Includes one
branded detachable magazine. Mechanically does function, needs a good cleaning. Marked
'CANADIAN INDUSTRIES LIMITED'. Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Lots of scratches on stock
and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 796926, PAL required

53

Non-Restricted rifle Zastava model LKM85, 7.62X39 bolt action, w/ bbl length 20 1/2" [Blued barrel
and receiver. Front sight missing. Adjustable rear sight and fitted with Bushnell Legend Ultra-HD
scope. Hardwood stock with branded recoil pad. Checkered semi pistol and fore grip. Fitted with sling
mounts and Limbsaver Sharpshooter X-Ring barrel dampener. Mechanically appears near excellent.
Use, handlling and storage marks.] serial # 44257, PAL required

54

Non-Restricted shotgun Remington model 870 Express Magnum, 12Ga 2 3/4" & 3" pump action, w/
bbl length 27 1/2" & 20" Rifled bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.7265), muzzle diameter
(Threaded)] [Satin Cerakote type finish. Single bead sight. Wooden stock with branded recoil pad.
Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Includes 20" rifled barrel for 2 3/4" & 3" shells. Fixed front and
adjustable rear sights. Mechanically appears near excellent and likely only had light use with only
minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # B888261M, PAL required

55

Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 70 Jack O'Conner, 270 Win. bolt action, w/ bbl length 21 1/2"
[Blued barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Deluxe walnut stock with Decelerator recoil pad. Includes
original box and manual. Features jewelled bolt, engraved mag base and stock button, Jack O'Connor
signature on trigger guard. Fixed cheek riser. Fine checkering etc. Mechanically and aesthetically
appear excellent. Consignor purports unfired and condition appears to support that claim, so likely
only factory test fired.] serial # 35CZY09694, PAL required

56

Non-Restricted rifle Dakota Arms model 10 Deluxe, .257 Roberts single shot falling block, w/ bbl
length 23" [Blued barrel. No fixed sights. Fitted with Zeiss Conquest 3-9X40 scope, serial no. 3146377.
Case hardened receiver, lever, trigger guard and 1" scope rings and skeletonized grip button. Two
piece deluxe walnut stock with Decelerator recoil pad. Fitted with sling mounts. Includes original box
for scope. Markings include "DAKOTA ARMS " on underside of receiver in front of lever and low serial
number 0069 on underside of receiver behind lever opening, "257 ROB" on left side of rear end of
barrel. Mechanically and aesthetically appear excellent. Consignor purports that the rifle has shot less
than a box of ammunition and condition would support that claim. Inspection shows one pinhead
sized ding on left side of stop and perhaps one or two other equally slight marks] serial # 0069, PAL
required

57

Non-Restricted shotgun Warrior model Lever Action, 12Ga. 2 3/4", 3" lever action, w/ bbl length 18
1/2" [Choked markings include (NONE), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.7155), muzzle
diameter (Threaded)] [Satin black barrel and receiver. Fiber optic front sight. Checkered wooden stock
and forend. Includes set of screw in chokes. Fitted with sling rings. Does not appear to have had a lot
of use with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 160357, PAL required

58

Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1892, .32 WCF lever action, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued barrel and
receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight wooden stock with curved
metal butt plate. Saddle ring missing but mount intact. Barrel originally had full length tube,
evidenced by mounting slot and hole on underside of barrel. Overall presume there has been a
marriage of parts. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Most bluing worn off of receiver
and 30-40% worn off of barrel. Nicks, gouges and dings in stock plus old crack repairs and probably
application of some sort of varnish plus other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 759667, PAL
required

59

Non-Restricted rifle Browning (Belgium) .308 bolt action, w/ bbl length 22 1/2" [Blued barrel and
receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Fitted with scope marked Leupold VX-2 3-9X40, serial
no. 236183AA with original box. Semi deluxe hardwood stock with White Line recoil pad. Checkered
semi pistol and foregrip. Marked 'MADE IN BELGUIM, BROWNING ARMS COMPANY ST.LOUIS AND
MONTREAL". Mechanically and aesthetically appear excellent with only minor use, handling and
storage marks.] serial # L2373, PAL required

60

Non-Restricted rifle Weatherby model Vanguard, 22-250 Rem. bolt action, w/ bbl length 24"
[Cerakote finish on tapered barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Leupold 6-18 VX-II scope,
serial number 108459U. Gray and black synthetic stock with branded recoil pad. Fitted with sling
mounts. Includes original box and manual for rifle and for scope. Mechanically and aesthetically
appear excellent. Possibly only test fired, if at all.] serial # VB025425, PAL required

61

Non-Restricted rifle Kimber model 8400, 270 WSM bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Satin blued tapered
barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Leupold VX-III 4.5-14 X 40mm long range scope, serial
no. 153639T. Hardwood stock with branded recoil pad. Includes original box and manual for rifle and
scope. Mechanically and aesthetically appear excellent. Very light use, possibly only test fired.] serial #
KW21361, PAL required

62

Non-Restricted rifle Ruger model 10/22, 22LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 18 1/2" [Blued
barrel and black finish alloy receiver. Fixed front sight. Rear sight removed. Fitted with Nikon Prostaff
Rimfire scope. Hardwood stock with branded recoil pad. Fitted with sling rings. Includes ten round
detachable magazine. Original box and manual for rifle and scope plus original rear sight, included in
box. Mechanically and aesthetically appear excellent and likely had very little use with only minor use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # 82063562, PAL required

63

Non-Restricted rifle CZ model 453 American, 17 HMR bolt action, w/ bbl length 22 1/2" [Blued barrel
and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Tasco 2.5X-10X42 scope. Hardwood stock with branded butt
plate. Checkered semi pistol and foregrip. Includes two detachable magazines. Mechanically and
aesthetically appear excellent with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # A304684, PAL
required

64

Non-Restricted rifle Remington model Woodsmaster 742, 30-06 SPRG. semi automatic, w/ bbl length
22" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front sight, rear sight removed and not included. Fitted with
Weaver K6 scope. Wooden stock with Decelerator recoil pad. Includes two detachable magazines.
Mechanically appear near marks.] serial # 103524, PAL required

65

Colt .22 LR conversion kit for full sized 1911 firearms. Includes blued slide with fixed front and
adjustable rear sights. Colt branded barrel, two magazines, slide lock, original box and instruction
sheet. Appears to have had little use with only minor use, handling and storage marks.

67

Non-Resricted rifle Parker-Hale model 1853 Enfield, .58 Cal percussion Single Shot muzzle loading, w/
bbl length 39" [Blued barrel. Fixed front and adjustable rear sight. Full length musket stock. Brass butt
plate and trigger guard. Includes ram rod and original box. Mechanically and aesthetically appear near
excellent. Possibly unfired with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 3836, PAL
required

68

Antique handgun Juaristi Eibar model Pinfire SXS, 11mm Pinfire two shot hinge break, w/ bbl length
120mm [Blued barrels and receiver. No sights. Smooth wooden grips with decorative finial. Folding
triggers. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Most bluing worn leaving gray brown
patina plus other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # KD12418, No PAL required

69

Non-Restricted rifle J. Stevens model Visible Loading Repeater, 22LR pump action, w/ bbl length 24"
[Blued octagonal barrel and receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden
stock with metal butt plate and corncob forend. Includes vintage soft case. Mechanically needs work.
Action and trigger cycle most of the times with intermittent malfunctions including hammer not falling
and action getting locked in the rear position. Magazine tube is loose fitting and plunger on inner tube
has had old repairs, top screw through receiver does not tighten. Bluing worn in use and handling
areas leaving gray brown patina on receiver and tube. Some nicks and gouges in stock and forend and
other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # G560, PAL required

70

Non-Restricted rifle FAMAE model SG 540-1 ERE Elite, 5.56mm five shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length
18 1/2" [Black battle style finish. Adjustable front and rear sights. Green stock, pistol grip and forend.
Thick rubber butt plate. Includes tan sling, two original magazines plus fitted with AR Mag conversion
kit, two kit guides and four AR mags, note all mags pinned to five rounds. Note: See GSDesigns.ca for
information on adapter kit. Mechanically and aesthetically appear near excellent with only minor use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # 00198, PAL required

71

Non-Restricted rifle Rossi model RH92 Ranch Hand, 44 Mag lever action, w/ bbl length 12" [Blued
barrel and receiver. Smooth wooden stock with metal butt plate. Fitted with saddle ring. Includes
original box and manual. Mechanically and aesthetically appear excellent and likely had very little use
with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 5GP033672, PAL required

72

Non-Restricted rifle Russian model SKS, 7.62X39 five shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 20" [Black
barrel and receiver. Adjustable front and rear sights. Wooden stock with metal butt plate. Includes
cleaning kit in stock, cleaning rod and folding bayonet. Matching serial number on receiver, bolt
trigger guard and stock, non-matching 301 on mag base. Mechanically appears to function well, likely
had little use since refurbishing. Some finish flaked off of stock and other use, handling and storage
marks.] serial # 466, PAL required

73

Non-Restricted rifle Mosin Nagant (Izhevsk) model M91/30, 7.62X54R bolt action, w/ bbl length 29"
[Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Full wood stock with metal butt plate.
Mechanically appears near excellent. Matching serial number on barrel, bolt, mag base, butt plate etc.
Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # TB2585, PAL required

74

Non-Restricted rifle Browning (Belgium) model BAR M76, 7mm Rem. Mag. semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 24 1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Hardwood stock with
branded recoil pad. Fitted with sling rings. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Mechanically and
aesthetically appear near excellent. Likely only had light use with only minor use, handling and storage
marks.] serial # 44094, PAL required

75

Non-Restricted rifle Browning (Japan) model BLR, .308 lever action, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued barrel
and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Straight hardwood stock with branded recoil pad.
Checkered stock and forend. Includes one detachable magazine and leather sling. Mechanically and
aesthetically appear near excellent. Very few slight marks in bluing. Some storage dings and marks on
stock predominantly on right side plus other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 13218RT127,
PAL required

76

Non-Restricted shotgun Browning (Belgium) model Auto 5 Magnum Twelve, 12Ga 3" semi automatic,
w/ bbl length 31" [Choked markings include (NONE SEEN), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle
(.724), muzzle diameter (.687)] [Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. Hardwood stock with
branded recoil pad. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Mechanically and aesthetically appear
near excellent. Minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 73V18469, PAL required

77

Non-Restricted rifle Browning (Belgium) model BAR M76, 300 Win Mag. semi automatic, w/ bbl length
24 1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Fitted with Redfield 3X-9X
scope. Hardwood stock with branded recoil pad. Fitted with sling rings. Mechanically and aesthetically
appear excellent with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 51192, PAL required

78

Non-Restricted shotgun Browning (Japan) model Citori, 12Ga 2 3/4" two shot hinge break, w/ bbl
length 30" [Choked markings include (TOP * , BOTTOM **), bore diameter as measured 6" from
muzzle (Top .727, Bottom .723), muzzle diameter (Top .6895, Bottom .704)] [Blued ribbed barrels.
Double bead sight. Hardwood stock with branded recoil pad. Matching serial number on receiver,
barrels and forend. Mechanically and aesthetically appear near excellent. Minor use and handling
marks plus what appears to be like hard water spotting on stock.] serial # 14706RP143, PAL required

79

Antique handgun Remington model New Model Army, 44 Percussion six shot single action, w/ bbl
length 201mm [Blued finish. Smooth wooden grips. Brass trigger guard. Includes fitted with wooden
box with flask and bullet mold. Non-matching serial number under barrel 90234. Mechanically
functions reasonably well. Indexing , cocking and trigger operation seem reliable. Ramrod fitment a bit
loose but does stay in lock position. Overall brown patina which is worn to silver in use and handling
areas. Box, flask and bullet mold have water damage but there appears to be no water damage to the
gun indicating that it was stored separately from the box at the time of flooding.] serial # 90553 under
grip, No PAL required

80

Antique handgun Smith & Wesson model Top Break, unconfirmed .44 six shot semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 203mm [Blued finish with fixed sights. Smooth wooden grips. Unconfirmed .44 caliber, possible
.44 Russian or .44 American. Rear chamber bore .441, front of cylinder bore .441, length of the
cylinder 1.454. Mechanically appears to function well including reliable indexing, hammer and trigger
operation, locking and unlocking, ejection etc. Bluing worn in use and handling areas with overall
natural gray patina. Use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 3728, No PAL required

81

Redfield "3200" 12X Target Scope with ring mounts, serial no. U01324 in foam lined hard case

82

Bausch & Lomb 2-7X 32 scope, serial number AC11244, no box included

83

Bushnell Sportview 3-9X32 scope serial no. J74216, includes mounts plus a Mossberg M4D 4 Power
rifle scope with mounts and a small telescope on tri-pod

84

Martini Henry bayonette and scabbard plus white leather belt hanger

85

Mauser rifle bayonet with leather scabbard and belt hanger

86

Krag Jorgensen bayonet with metal scabbard with belt hanger marked US 1900

87

Two rifle bayonets including Jungle Carbine in metal scabbard with webbed belt hanger and an AR 15
bayonet with metal scabbard and webbed hanger, origin not confirmed, see markings

88

Two bayonets including M1 Carbine in metal scabbard and webbed hanger and a FN FAL marked
1957, in metal scabbard with webbed hanger

89

Two Gerber knives including Mark II dagger with sharpener and leather sheath, and a Gerber Mark 1
with leather sheath

90

Selection of collectible knives including G. Wostenholm & Son IXL hunting knife with 5" blade and
leather sheath, and large 10" G. Wostenholm & Son IXL with canvas wrapped sheath metal scabbard
plus a D-Day Commemorative dagger with engraved blade and solid brass handle plus a set of three
small throwing knives

91

Two 20 count boxes of Winchester Alberta Diamond Jubilee ammunition 38-55 cal, 255 grain SP

92

Two full 20 count boxes of Winchester Little Big Horn Centennial 1876-1976 44-40 cal ammunition,
200 grain SP plus a empty Winchester Klondike Commemorative 30-30 box

93

Selection of vintage ammunition including a 50 count box of Dominion .32 S black powder, a 50 count
box of Dominion .32 Long Colt, a 50 count box of Winchester .32 Colt Interior Lubrication, a 10 count
box of Kynoch .280 Rimless Nitro-Express and a 25 count box with 7 rounds of Mauser Pistol 7.63

94

Three vintage boxes of .30 calibre ammunition including two 50 count of M1 Carbine FMC, and one 20
count box of Ball M2

95

Selection of assorted ammunition including ten rounds of .405 Winchester, twenty rounds of .45-75,
selection of .41 short, .41 LAD etc.

96

Four full 50 count boxes and one partial box with 16 count of .357 Rem Max. 158 grain, Semi-jktd HP

97

World War I Canada CEF 1916 leather belt with pistol holster, ammo. pouch and brass snake buckle,
purportedly from 58 Regiment West Rifles

98

Vintage Police/ R.C.M.P. leather holster with shoulder strap and whistle for Colt 45 New Service

99

Vintage leather flap holster with mag pouch on leather linked belt with brass buckle and a Soviet
Army officer's leather belt

100a

Prohib 12-6 handgun Beretta model 950B, 25 ACP eight shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 60mm
[Blued finish with fixed sights. Branded checkered plastic grips. Includes one detachable magazine.
Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Some
pitting, scratches plus other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # A20380V, certificate #
13074411, FRT # 16516-4 PAL required

100b Prohib 12-6 handgun Beretta model M-418, 25 ACP eight shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 60mm
[Stainless steel with fixed sights. Smooth branded grips. Gold toned trigger. Includes one detachable
magazine and leather flap holster. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Stamped "1957"
along with other proof marks. Both grips are loose with tooling marks on screws. Wear of gold finish
on trigger. Other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 24631C, certificate # 16258616, FRT #
17075-2 PAL required
100c

Prohib 12-6 handgun EM-GE model Valor, .32 S&W Long six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl length
54mm [Blued style finish with fixed sights. White plastic grips. Matching serial number on frame and
barrel. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Marks and scratches to finish including the
word RAW scratched into left side of frame, left side of grip cracked at top. Appears to have some
rough residue over the entire firearm, plus some surface rust plus other use, handling and storage
marks.] serial # 35489, certificate # 12525905, FRT # 18786-3 PAL required

100d Prohib 12-6 handgun EM-GE model Valor, .32 S&W Long six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl length
54mm [Blued style finish with fixed sights. White plastic grips. Matching serial number on frame and
barrel. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well with the exception of the hammer which will
not lock on single action. Marks and scratches to finish. Some surface rust plus other use, handling
and storage marks.] serial # 14328, certificate # 12525984, FRT # 18786-3 PAL required
100e

Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt model Python, .357 Mag. six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl length
102mm [Blued finish with fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth branded wooden grips with
finger grooves. Includes Styrofoam and cardboard box with non matching serial number and some
ephemera. Mechanically appears excellent with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
88309E, certificate # 19538437, FRT # 17532-4 PAL required

100f

Prohib 12-6 handgun Belgian model Constable, .38 Corto six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl length
83mm [Nickel plated finish. Fixed sights with smooth wooden grips. Fitted with lanyard ring. Engraved
cylinder and frame. Markings include a crown over JR on left side of frame, crown over R on right side
of frame, LG proof on cylinder etc. Mechanically needs work. Trigger does not easily reset. Cylinder
does not reliably index etc. Most plating intact wtih expected wear and use in handling areas plus
othe use, handing and storage marks.] serial # 6913, certificate # 12526988, FRT # 69687-3 PAL
required

100g

Prohib 12-6 handgun Fn Browning model 1906 Vest, 25 ACP six shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length
54mm [Blued finish with fixed sights. Branded checkered grips. Includes one detachable magazine.
Markings include "6043" on right side of frame, "1495" on left side of framed plus assorted proof
marks etc. Mechanically appears to function. Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Other use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # 788299, certificate # 5022567, FRT # 16730-2 PAL required

100h Prohib 12-6 handgun Smith & Wesson model Top Break DA, 38 S&W five shot double action revolver,
w/ bbl length 83mm [Nickel plated with fixed sights. Branded checkered grips. Matching serial number
on cylinder. Mechanically double action, hammer and trigger operation as well as indexing work
reasonably well, no single operation. Approximately 50% of nickel worn of leaving gray patina
including other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 46215, certificate # 12535343, PAL required
100j

Prohib 12-6 handgun Smith & Wesson model 5904, 9mm ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length
102mm [Blued slide with fixed front and adjustable three dot rear sights. Black anodized alloy frame.
Branded checkered plastic grips. Includes one detachable magazine. Extended slide release and
ambidextrous safety. Mechanically appears to function with bluing worn in use and handling areas
and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # TCJ0976, certificate # 18620341, FRT # 22090-1
PAL required

100k

Prohib 12-6 handgun H&R model Dutch Politie Defndr Spl., 38 S&W five shot double action revolver,
w/ bbl length 64mm [Blued finish. Fixed front and rear sights. Checkered wooden grips. Made in
'WARCHESTER MASS USA" for the Dutch police. Double action, hammer and trigger plus cylinder
indexing appear to work reasonably well. No single action operation. Bluing worn in use and handling
areas leaving some pitting on all surfaces especially cylinder.] serial # J4242, certificate # 13074409,
PAL required

100m Prohib 12-6 handgun Llama model Especial, 32 ACP eight shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 95mm
[Blued finish. Fixed sights. Branded checkered faux ivory grips. Includes one detachable magazine.
Fitted with lanyard ring. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use and
handling areas plus other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 155736, certificate # 1625865,
FRT # 20683-2 PAL required
100n Prohib 12-6 handgun Browning model BDA, .380 Auto ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 96mm
[Blued finish with fixed sights. Smooth branded grips. Includes one detachable magazine.
Mechanically and aesthetically appear excellent with only minor use, handling and storage marks.]
serial # 425RN10442, certificate # 12853193, PAL required
100p Prohib 12-6 handgun Smith & Wesson model Model 1, 22 Short seven shot single action revolver, w/
bbl length 81mm [Blued barrel and cylinder. Brass frame. Fixed sights with smooth wooden grips.
Hammer and trigger operation work well. Indexing intermittent and cylinder does not lock in place. All
bluing worn with pitting on metal surfaces especially cylinder. Other use, handling and storage marks.]
serial # 123012, certificate # 10924792, PAL required
100q Prohib 12-6 handgun Uberti model Maverick, 45 LC two shot single action/ hinge break, w/ bbl length
83mm [Blued barrels, case hardened frame. Fixed sights with smooth wooden grips. Barrel locking
lever fits loosely, bottom firing pin missing. Hammer and trigger appear to work well. Use, handling
and storage marks.] serial # 2062, certificate # 13454375, PAL required
100r

Prohib 12-6 handgun Unknown model Ruby, .32 ACP semi automatic, w/ bbl length 81mm [Painted
type black finish with fixed sights. Textured grips. Includes one detachable magazine. No maker's
marks, proof marks or the like. The only markings appear to be serial number on right side of frame
and caliber on left side of slide. Mechanically appears to function well. Likely had little use. Use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # 2219, certificate # 19263145, PAL required

100s

Prohib 12-6 handgun Astra model 4000 Falcon, .32 ACP semi automatic, w/ bbl length 98mm [Blued
finish. Fixed sights. Branded checkered bakelite grips. Includes one detachable magazine.
Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Well worn finish leaving gray brown patina and
other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 843811, certificate # 16752966, PAL required

100t

Prohib 12-6 handgun Unique model 9 Coup, .32 ACP semi automatic, w/ bbl length 80mm [Blued
finish. Fixed sights. Branded plastic grips. Includes one detachable magazine. Fitted with lanyard ring.
Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use, handling and holster areas plus
other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 399448, certificate # 5022569, PAL required

100u Prohib 12-6 handgun Smith & Wesson model 28-2 Highway Patrolman, 357 Mag. six shot double
action revolver, w/ bbl length 101mm [Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Soft touch
Hogue grips with finger grooves. Mechanically appears near excellent with only minor use, handling
and storage marks.] serial # N502769, certificate # 18506124, PAL required
100v

Prohib 12-6 handgun FEG model PA-63, 9mm Makarov semi automatic, w/ bbl length 100mm [Blued
slide and trigger guard. Alloy frame. Fixed sights. Checkered plastic grips with right strong hand thumb
rest. Includes one detachable magazine numbered 0993. Matching serial number on slide.
Mechanically appears to function well. Likely had light use with only minor use, handling and storage
marks.] serial # BD8680, certificate # 5022549, PAL required

100w Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt model MK IV Series 80 Officers, .45 ACP semi automatic, w/ bbl length
93mm [Stainless steel. Fixed three dot sights. Checkered plastic grips plus soft touch Pachmayr grips.
Includes two detachable magazines, manual and non-original foam lined plastic case. Mechanically
appears excellent and likely had very little use with only minor use, handling and storage marks.]
serial # SF18643, certificate # 20065905, PAL required
100xa Prohib 12-6 handgun Smith & Wesson model 34-1, 22LR six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl length
102mm [Blued finish with fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth pearlized grips. Mechanically
and aesthetically appear near excellent and likely only had light use with only minor use, handling and
storage marks. NOTE: Currently registered in the old system, expect delays in transfer] serial #
M129320, certificate # K-577187, PAL required
101

Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield model No 2 MK IV*, 22LR Single Shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 25"
[Blued finish. Fixed front sight, original rear sight removed but included. Fitted with D. O. W. MARK VII
micro adjustable rear sight. Brass butt plate. Full wood stock. Sling rings and green webbed sling.
Emptied removable magazine stamped "22" on bottom. Non sleeved barrel conversion, originally
made from SMLE MK III. Matching serial number on receiver, bolt, front ca, stock etc. Other markings
include 22 No.2 on bolt, JJCO NY NY on right rear of receiver, MA Lithgow SMLE III 1940 on right side
of band, NO 2 MK IV* and 1/ 47 on right side of stock etc. Mechanically appears near excellent with
use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # B37456, PAL required

102

Non-Restricted rifle J. Stevens A & T Co. 32-20 ( Bored out from 25 Single Shot falling block, w/ bbl
length 26" [Blued part round, part octagonal barrel. Fixed front sight, barrel mounted rear sight
removed and plugged. Fitted with rear tang mounted micro adjustable peep sight, no brand name
seen. Smooth wooden stock, curved metal butt plate and fixed cheek rest. Barrel re-bore information
provided by consignor and not confirmed. Action has had work and needs work including breech
which does not clear bore when falling. Mismatched screws etc. Wood and metal appear refinished.
Other use, handling and storage marks including tooling marks to screws.] serial # 51781, PAL
required

103

Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 94 Ill. Sesquicentennial, 30-30 Win. lever action, w/ bbl length
20" [Blued barrel, receiver and full length tube. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth
wooden stock with checkered gold toned metal butt plate. Illinois token inset in stock. Other gold
toned accents include saddle ring, trigger and loading gate. Markings include ILLINOIS
SESQUINCETENNIAL 1818-1968 on right side of barrel, LAND OF LINCOLN on left side of receiver.
Mechanically appears to function reasonably well, bluing worn in use and handling areas, some minor
pitting and other use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # IS9613, PAL required

104

Non-Restricted rifle Marlin model XT-22, 22LR bolt action, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued barrel and
receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Fitted with Tasco 3-9 scope. Black polymer
stock, fitted with sling rings. Includes one detachable magazine. Mechanically appears near excellent
and likely only had light use. Minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # MM08371A, PAL
required

105

Non-Restricted rifle Barnett model Ten X, 22LR Single Shot Under lever action, w/ bbl length 29"
[Blued barrel and receiver. Target adjustable front and rear sights. Exotic hardwood stock, appears to
be Rosewood constructed of three approximately 1" thick boards, the left section appears to have delaminated at some point and been re-glued. Appears to be sleeved barrel, see photos. Mechanically
appears to be near excellent. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 149, PAL
required

106

Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield model S No 4 MK1 *, .303 Brit. 10 Shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 22"
[Parkerized style finish on barrel and receiver. Fixed front sight, no rear sight. Fitted with Bushnell
4X32 scope. Sporter style wooden stock with recoil pad, fixed cheek riser. Fitted with sling mounts
and includes one detachable magazine. Markings including "CUSTOM" on top of barrel, "US
PROPERTY" on top of receiver, no serial number on bolt etc. Mechanically appears near excellent.
Only minor use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 32890, PAL required

107

Non-Restricted rifle Cooey model 82, 22LR Single Shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 26 3/4" [Blued barrel
and receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear and adjustable rear peep sights. Full wood
stock with flat metal butt plate. Fitted with sling rings. Gray brown patina on all metal. Mechanically
appears to function well. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL
required

108

Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 94, 30-30 Win. lever action, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued barrel,
receiver and full length tube. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear buckhorn sights. Black polymer
stock and forend. All metal surfaces appear to have been stripped of their original finish and has
applied mottled black finish, presumably to achieve a custom look. Mechanically appears to function
well. Use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 4292215, PAL required

109

Non-Restricted rifle B.S.A Martini - internati model ISU, 22LR Single Shot Under lever action, w/ bbl
length 28" [Blued barrel and receiver. Original fixed sights removed. Fitted with Zenison 4X32 scope.
Hardwood stock and forend. Branded adjustable recoil pad. Forend fitted with rail and includes one
sling ring and hand support. Marked "MADE IN ENGLAND". Mechanically appears near excellent with
only minor use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # FG2824, PAL required

110

Non-Restricted rifle Squires Bingham model 14, 22LR bolt action, w/ bbl length 22 3/4" [Blued barrel
and receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Fitted with Bushnell 3X-7X Banner
scope. Wooden stock with plastic butt plate. Fitted with rear sling mount, front sling mount missing.
Includes one detachable magazine. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Small section of
right rear scope mount removed for bolt clearance. 50% of paint on trigger guard is chipped. Other
use, handling and storage marks including digs and gouges on wood.] serial # A064321, PAL required

111

Non-Restricted rifle CZ model 455, 22LR bolt action, w/ bbl length 20 1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver.
No fixed sights. Fitted with Nikon 4.5-14X40 scope. Laminated wooden stock with branded recoil pad.
Fitted with sling mounts. Includes one detachable magazine. Mechanically appears excellent and likely
only had light use with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # A922631, PAL required

112

Non-Restricted rifle Marlin model XT-22, 22LR bolt action, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued barrel and
receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with B.S.A. Platinum 8-32X44 scope. Laminated wooden stock with
branded checkered plastic butt plate. Fitted with sling mounts and includes one detachable magazine.

Mechanically appears near excellent and likely had very little use. Only minor use, handling and
storage marks.] serial # MM25205D, PAL required
113

Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 550-1, 22LR semi automatic, w/ bbl length 23 1/2" [Blued
barrel and receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Fitted with Bushnell 4X custom
scope. Wooden stock with branded checkered plastic butt plate. Fitted with sling rings and includes
leather sling. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Section of butt plate below lower
screw is missing. Some bluing worn in use and handling areas and other use, handling and storage
marks on wood and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required

114

Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield model No 7 Lng Brnch 1944 22, 22LR Single Shot bolt action, w/ bbl
length 25 1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Full wood stock fitted
with three sling rings. Includes one detachable magazine with no markings, appears to be standard
.303 mag. Includes wooden chest marked 'CGB 7148 C No. 7" etc. Mechanically appears near
excellent. Marked .22 " LONG BRANCH 1944" on left side on receiver. Matching serial number on bolt
etc. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # IL0049, PAL required

115

Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield model No 4 MK 1 *, 22LR Single Shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 25 1/4"
[Blued barrel and receiver. Adjustable rear sight and fixed Parker-Hale style front sight. Full wood
stock with metal butt plate. Fixed with three sling rings. Includes hollowed out magazine stamped
"22". Mechanically appears to function well. Rear of trigger guard has been drilled and tapped to
accommodate screw used as trigger stop. Screw tang on right side of band missing and replaced with
square nut. Includes period appropriate wooden crate. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and
metal.] serial # 12L6667, PAL required

116

Non-Restricted rifle Sako model AV, 300 Win. bolt action, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued style finish on
barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Simmons 3-9X40 8-Point scope. Black painted stock
with recoil pad. Fitted with rear sling mount, front sling mount missing. Stock has integral bi-pod.
Ported and threaded muzzle. Mechanically appears to function well. Use, handling and storage marks
including some scratches to black stock finish.] serial # 617225, PAL required

117

Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 700, 22-250 Rem bolt action, w/ bbl length 26" [Black satin
oxide finish on bull barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Hawke Sidewinder 6.5-20X 42 Half
Mill-Dot red and green illuminated stock, working at time of cataloguing. Black synthetic stock with
branded recoil pad. Includes branded leather sling and folding bi-pod. Mechanically and aesthetically
appear excellent. Likely had very little use with only minor handling and storage marks.] serial #
G6935395, PAL required

118

Non-Restricted rifle Remington/ Carl Gustaf 8 X 58R Single Shot rolling block, w/ bbl length 29" [Blued
barrel and receiver. Fixed front and rear sights. Smooth wooden stock and forend. Metal butt plate.
Stock mounted rear sling mount and barrel mounted front sling mount. Matching serial number found
on barrel, breech block, hammer, stock, forend, butt plate etc. Other markings include "709/96" on
right side of barrel, a crown over upper case C and J.B. GM on top of barrel, two line address on upper
tang etc. Caliber not marked on firearm, 8 X 58R cal, was provided by consignor and not verified.
Mechanically appears to function well. Bluing worn in use and handling areas with some minor pitting.
Stock medallion is missing from right side. Other use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.]
serial # 9217, PAL required

119

Antique rifle Brown Ballard model NO. 46, .46 Cal Single Shot lever action, w/ bbl length 30" [Blued
barrel and receiver. Fixed front and two position flip rear sight. Smooth wooden stock and forend.
Missing butt plate. Includes second longer forend and rings. Matching serial number on barrel and
receiver. Other markings include "NO 46" on top of barrel "BROWN MFG. CO. NEWBURYPORT, MASS
BALLARD'S PATENT NOV. 5 1861" on left side of receiver etc. Action will need work. Breech block does

not clear chamber, hammer and trigger need work etc. Most bluing worn leaving gray brown patina.
Cracks and nicks in stock and forend. Tooling marks on screws and other use, handling and storage
marks.] serial # 20828, No PAL required
120

Antique handgun Colt model Navy Percussion, .32 cal (?) Six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl length
151mm [Blued octagonal barrel, cylinder and frame. Brass trigger guard and back strap. Smooth
wooden grips. Matching serial number on barrel, frame, cylinder, trigger guard and back strap. Other
markings include "ADDRESS SAM L COLT NEW YORK CITY" on top of barrel etc. Ram rod mechanism is
missing. Some chunks of both grips are missing. No original bluing left. Action does not cycle or index.
Buy as project.] serial # 77132, No PAL required

121

Bisley Works armourers kit including assorted gauges in fitted wooden hinged case.

122

Parker-Hale model 5A aperture sight box containing Central No. 4 micro-adjustable aperture sight

123

Selection of Enfield parts including sights, bolt etc.

124

Three scopes including Cabela's Pine Ridge Multi Turret 6-18X40, Simmons 3-9X32 22 Mag, Pentax
Gameseeker III 8.5-32X50AO, all with original boxes

125

Bushnell Nitro 6-24X50mm scope, serial no. BB01364 with original box and manual.

126

Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester model 50, 12Ga. 2 3/4" semi automatic, w/ bbl length 28"
[Choked markings include (FULL), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.7295), muzzle
diameter (.697)] [Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. Wooden stock with branded checkered
plastic butt plate. Checkered pistol grip and forend. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well.
Bluing worn in use and handling area. Use, handling and storage markings on wood and metal
including some gouges in stock and scratches in finish.] serial # 99584, PAL required

127

Non-Restricted rifle Lakefield model 64B, 22LR No Mag semi automatic, w/ bbl length 20 1/2" [Blued
barrel and receiver. Fixed front sight, rear sight missing. Fitted with Simmons 3-7X20 scope. Wooden
stock with checkered plastic butt plate. Checkered semi pistol and foregrip. Mechanically appears to
function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use and handling areas and a few spots of surface rust and
pitting. Other use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # L045586, PAL required

128

Non-Restricted rifle Browning model Safari, 270 cal bolt action, w/ bbl length 22 1/2" [Blued barrel
and receiver. Fixed front sight, no rear sight. Fitted with Weaver K4 60-B scope. Wooden stock with
branded butt plate. Fixed riser. Fitted with sling rings and includes leather sling. Decorative engraving
on mag base and trigger guard. Other markings include "MADE IN BELGUIM" on left side of barrel,
"BROWNING ARMS COMPANY ST. LOUIS MO. & MONTREAL P.Q." on left side of barrel and other
assorted proof marks etc. Mechanically appears to function well. Above average condition with some
use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 2L15515, PAL required

129

Non-Restricted shotgun H. Spencer & Co model SXS, 12 Ga. 2 1/2" Two shot hinge break, w/ bbl length
30" [Choked markings include (CHOKE BORED), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (L .7175,
R. 7195), muzzle diameter (L .7165, R. 717)] [Blued Damascus barrels and receiver. Single bead sight.
Hardwood stock with metal butt plate. Semi pistol grip and lower portion of stock have decorative
carving including stag head and foliage. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Most bluing
worn leaving gray brown patina and some pitting. Small crack in stock on left side of trigger guard.
Forend cracked on left front, no pieces missing. Other use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
10058, PAL required

130

Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1894, .38-55 lever action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued half round,
half octagonal barrel, receiver and mid length tube. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth
straight wooden stock with curved metal butt plate. Mechanically appears to function reasonably
well. Unconfirmed marriage has occurred in that either it originally had a different barrel or full length

mag tube, original front mag tube support removed, see photo. Most metal has aged brown patina.
Wood does not appear to have original finish. Stock has had old repairs, probably visible in photos on
left side and upper and lower tangs and other small areas. Use, handling and storage marks on wood
and metal.] serial # 22200, PAL required
131

Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield model S.H.T. LE III *, 303 Brit. Ten shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 25"
[Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Sporterized stock with brass butt
plate. Includes one detachable magazine. Bluing worn in use and handling areas, some surface pitting.
Mechanically function but has seen lots of service. Old cracks and modifications to stock. Other use,
handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 18148, PAL required

132

Non-Restricted rifle Sako model A III, 338 Ultra bolt action, w/ bbl length 28" [Blued barrel and
receiver. No fixed sights. Deluxe hardwood stock with branded recoil pad. Fixed riser. Checkered semi
pistol and foregrip. Fitted with sling mounts. Muzzle is threaded and fitted with protective cap.
Includes zip lock bag with scope mounts and rings plus screw on flash hider. Mechanically appears
near excellent. Some nicks and gouges to wood and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
551412, PAL required

133

Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 700, 300 R.U.M bolt action, w/ bbl length 28" [Satin stainless
barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with optic rail. Black synthetic soft touch Hogue stock with
recoil pad. Includes original camouflage stock with recoil pad and one magazine. Mechanically
appears near excellent. Minor use, handling and storage marks] serial # T6265559, PAL required

134

Non-Restricted rifle Sako model AV, 300 Ultra Mag bolt action, w/ bbl length 29 1/2" [Stainless barrel
and blued receiver. No fixed sights. Black composite stock with texturized finish. Recoil pad, fixed
riser. Fitted with sling mounts. Muzzle is threaded for device and fitted with protective cap. Includes
Ziplock bag with scope bases, ring and flash hider. Mechanically appears near excellent with use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # 813728, PAL required

135

Non-Restricted rifle Enfield (ERA) model P14, .303 Brit. bolt action, w/ bbl length 26" [Blued barrel and
receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Sporterized wooden stock with metal butt plate.
Fitted with sling mounts. Matching serial number on receiver, barrel and bolt. Mechanically appears
to function reasonably well. Most bluing worn leaving gray patina. Several modification made over the
years and both wood and metal appear to have Shellac finish. Use, handling and storage marks to
wood and metal.] serial # 96607, PAL required

136

Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 700, 7mm R.U.M bolt action, w/ bbl length 29" [Satin stainless
barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with optic rail. Black Hogue polymer stock with soft touch
and recoil pad. Mechanically appears near excellent with only minor use, handling and storage marks.]
serial # S6381279, PAL required

137

Non-Restricted rifle Sako model Mod 75, 300 R.U.M bolt action, w/ bbl length 28" [Satin stainless Ron
Smith custom barrel. Model V action with camouflage finish. Semi-deluxe hardwood stock with recoil
pad. Fixed riser and fitted with sling mounts. Includes baggy with scope bases and rings. Mechanically
appears excellent. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 989946, PAL
required

138

Non-Restricted shotgun Remington model 870 Wingmaster, 12Ga 2 3/4" pump action, w/ bbl length
26" [Choked markings include (IMP CYL), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.724), muzzle
diameter (.7155)] [Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. Smooth wooden stock with branded
recoil pad. Corn cob forend. Includes second 19" barrel marked "FULL CHOKE", however it has been
cut down, bore measures .731 and muzzle .732. Mechanically appears to function well. Bluing worn in
use and handling areas. Some nicks and gouges in wood and other use, handling and storage marks.]
serial # S725300V, PAL required

139

Non-Restricted rifle Ruger model 10/22, 22LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 21" [Polished
stainless Lilja Long Rifle Match barrel. No fixed sights. No fixed sights. Fitted with Leupold VX-II 3-9X
33 mm rimfire scope, serial no. 188243R. TacStar camouflage telescoping stock with pistol grip and
storage for two magazines. Includes a total of three magazine and adjustable front pistol grip. Includes
original blued barrel and laminate stock. Mechanically appears near excellent with only minor use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # 82620791, PAL required

141

Non-Restricted rifle Fabrique Nationale (Egypt model FN49, 8mm Mauser five shot semi automatic, w/
bbl length 23" [Restored surplus military including re-parkerized barrel and receiver. Replacement
wooden stock, missing butt plate. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Includes one detachable
magazine. Appears to be Egyptian markings on receiver. Mechanically appears near excellent a likely
had very little use since restoration.] serial # 11268, PAL required

142

Non-Restricted rifle Tokarev model SVT 40, 7.62X54R five shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 24 1/2"
[Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Wooden stock with stamped metal butt plate.
Includes one detachable magazine and cleaning rod. Mechanically appears to function reasonably
well. Matching serial number on bolt written with electric pencil. Non-matching serial number on
stock and magazine etc. Repairs and modification to stock during restoration process. Other use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # 86062, PAL required

143

Non-Restricted rifle Firearms INT'L Corp model Bronco, 410 , 3" Single Shot rotating hinge, w/ bbl
length 20" [Blued barrel and black finish alloy receiver and skeletonized stock. Single bead sight.
Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Finish worn in use and handling areas with other
use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 26427B, PAL required

144

Non-Restricted rifle Firearms INT'L Corp model Bronco, 22 S-L-LR Single Shot rotating hinge, w/ bbl
length 16 1/2" [Blued barrel with fixed sights. Cast iron and steel skeletonized stock. Mechanically
appears to function well. Minor bluing and finish wear. Cast iron appears to have intentional plum
finish. Minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # B17684, PAL required

145

Non-Restricted shotgun Norinco model 1897, 12Ga 2 3/4" pump action, w/ bbl length 20" [Choked
markings include (NONE SEEN), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.727), muzzle diameter
(.7285)] [Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. Smooth wooden stock with checkered plastic
butt plate. Corn cob forend. Mechanically appears near excellent. Likely had very little use with only
minor use, storage and handling marks.] serial # K192398, PAL required

146

Non-Restricted shotgun Veal & Son (Bristol) model SXS, 12Ga. chamber unknown two shot hinge
break, w/ bbl length 29 1/2" [Choked markings include (NONE SEEN), bore diameter as measured 6"
from muzzle (L .716, R .7175), muzzle diameter (L .6925, R .7175)] [Blued Damascus barrels. Single
bead sight. Hardwood stock. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Hammers and trigger function.
Forend fitment is loose. Forend lug to barrel fitment is rusted and loose. Most bluing worn leaving
pitted rusted patina. Buy as project gun. Bonus shotgun, Cooey Model 840, 12 GA, 3", 36" barrel,
serial 40191. Marked FULL CHOKE. Bore measures .720, Muzzle measures .701. Action functions but
does not include a forend.] serial # NIL, PAL required

147

Non-Restricted rifle Parker Hale model Safari, 8X 63 bolt action, w/ bbl length 23" [Blued heavy barrel
and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with scope base and 1" rings. Laminated target stock with recoil
pad. Fixed riser and fitted with sling mounts. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well.
Caliber markings not visible and purported by consignor to be 8X 63 (unconfirmed by auction house).
Bluing worn in use and handling areas, some minor pitting plus other use, handling and storage
marks.] serial # Z31568, PAL required

148

Non-Restricted rifle Pieta model PPS/50, 22LR semi automatic, w/ bbl length 16" [Blued style finish.
Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. One piece smooth black polymer stock. Includes one

detachable drum magazine. Mechanically appears to be near excellent and likely only had light use
with minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # PP004901, PAL required
149

Non-Restricted rifle Cooey model 60, 22 bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued barrel and receiver.
Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sight. Smooth wooden stock with metal butt plate. Action
needs some work. Mag tube is loose and bolt sometimes jams. Most bluing worn leaving gray brown
patina. Some nicks and gouges in wood and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # NIL, PAL
required

150a

Restricted handgun Ruger model Old Army, 45 Perc. Six Shot single action revolver, w/ bbl length
190mm [Stainless steel. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth branded wooden grips.
Includes brief case fitted to hold firearm, projectiles, powder, cleaning supplies etc. Mechanically
appears excellent. Possibly unfired with no powder residue seen and minor use, handling and storage
marks.] serial # 14506370, certificate # 20338599, PAL required

150b Restricted handgun Luger [DWM] model P08, 9mm Luger eight shots semi automatic, w/ bbl length
106mm [Blued finish. Fixed sights. Checkered wooden grips. Includes one detachable magazine: serial
no. 6251[?]. Mechanically appears to function reasonable. Re-barreled to restricted length Dlask
Arms. Matching serial number found of frame, slide, toggle, extractor, side plate etc. Other markings
include 1916 on slide, proof marks on right side etc. Wooden mag base cracked. Bluing worn in use,
handling and holster areas and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 8657, FRT # 23656-17
PAL required
150c

Restricted handgun Luger (Stoeger) model Luger 22, 22 LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length
114mm [Blued finish. Fixed sights. Smooth wooden grips. Includes one detachable magazine.
Mechanically appears to function well. Mechanically appears to function well. Tooling marks on screw
head on left side above trigger guard. Otherwise only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
20714, certificate # 20343471, FRT # 24272-1 PAL required

150d Restricted handgun Ruger model MKIII Hunter, 22LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 175mm
[Stainless steel. Fluted barrel. Fixed fiber optic front sight and adjustable rear sight and fitted with
optic rail. Branded checkered wooden grips. Includes original box, manual. Three detachable
magazines and multiple front sight inserts. Mechanically appears near excellent with only minor use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # 27384085, certificate # 20343473, FRT # 123293-1 PAL required
150e

Restricted handgun Ruger model 22/45, 22LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 140mm
[Stainless steel bull barrel and receiver. Fiber Optic front sight, original rear sight removed. Fitted with
WEIG-A-TINNY scope mount with Burris Strike Force red dot optic, working at time of cataloguing.
Polymer frame with branded grips. Includes original box, manual, baggy with original rear sight and
four detachable magazines. Mechanically appears near excellent. Some scratches on metal and
tooling marks visible on left side where frame meets optic rail, possibly tooling marks from removal of
sight. Use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 22392036, certificate # 20343472, FRT # 22447-4 PAL
required

150f

Restricted handgun Glock model 17 Gen 4, 9mm ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 114mm [Satin
black slide. Black polymer frame. Fixed sights. Includes original box, manual, two magazines and
loading aid. Integral flashlight mount. Mechanically appears near excellent and likely only had light
use with only minor use, handling and storage marks] serial # ABFG372, certificate # 20343474, FRT #
130833-1 PAL required

150g

Restricted handgun Safari Arms/Pietta model Navy Mod. 1851, 44 Percussion six shot single action
revolver, w/ bbl length 187mm [Blued octagonal barrel. Brass frame, back strap and trigger guard.
Fixed sights. Smooth wooden grips. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Marks on
cylinder from cycling action. Engraving and letter gilding is mostly worn. Cylinders and barrel do not

show signs of much use however, hammer, frame around hammer and other areas have surface rust
and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 136759, certificate # 20343470, FRT # 119062-1
PAL required
150h Restricted handgun CVA model Remington New Model Army, 44 Percussion six shot single action
revolver, w/ bbl length 203 mm [Blued octagonal barrel. Brass frame, back strap and trigger guard.
Fixed sights. Smooth wooden grips. Cylinder is seized, corrosion in cylinders and barrel and other
areas. Buy as project.] serial # B91859, certificate # 20343476, FRT # 36778-1 PAL required
150j

Restricted handgun Girsan model Yavuz 16 Compact MC, 9mm ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length
110mm [Stainless slide and frame. Three dot fixed sights. Branded plastic checkered grips. Includes
original foam lined box and one detachable magazine. Integral lanyard ring and flashlight/laser mount.
Mostly satin finish with polished slide sides and barrel. Mechanically appears near excellent and likely
only had light use with minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # T636813B00358, certificate #
20343475, FRT # 128541-1 PAL required

150k

Restricted handgun Walther ( byf 42) model P38, 9mm eight shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length
127mm [Blued finish. Fixed front and rear sights. Bakelite grips. Includes leather flap holster with
German military buckle and two detachable magazines. Mechanically appears to function reasonably
well. German military stamps on slide and frame. Matching serial number seen on frame, slide, locking
lug, barrel etc. Bluing worn in use, handling and holster areas and other use, handling and storage
marks. Note: Our company does not condone or support any extremist political ideologies past or
present. These items are intended for historically collectability purposes only.] serial # 591a,
certificate # 15756653, FRT # 129983-1 PAL required

150m Restricted handgun Erma model EP 22, 22LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 115mm [Blued
finish. Fixed sights. Checkered wooden grips. Includes two detachable magazines and leather flap
holster. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Thumb safety locator detent missing.
Bluing worn in use, handling and holster areas. Other use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
77669, PAL required
150n Restricted handgun Ruger model SR9, 9mm ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 106mm [Black
finish over stainless steel slide. Fixed three dot sights. Black polymer frame with integral laser/
flashlight mount. Includes molded plastic case, two detachable magazines, manual and fitted with
Viridan Green Laser sight, working at time of cataloguing. Mechanically and aesthetically appears near
excellent and likely only had light use with minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 33113147,
PAL required
150p Restricted handgun Walther model P22, 22LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 127mm [Black
anodized alloy slide. Fixed three dot sights. Black polymer frame with integral flashlight / laser mount.
Fitted with faux compensator. Includes foam lined hard case, two detachable magazines and tools.
Mechanically and aesthetically appear near excellent and likely had light use with only minor use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # Z130035, PAL required
150q Restricted handgun Uberti model 1858 New Army, .44 Percussion six shot single action revolver, w/
bbl length 202mm [Blued octagonal barrel, frame and cylinder. Brass trigger guard. Smooth wooden
grips. Mechanically appears to function well and likely only had light use. Visible cylinder ring, minor
bluing wear and some discolouration to the brass plus other use, handling and storage marks.] serial
# D17668, FRT # 95655-4 PAL required
150r

Restricted handgun Uberti model 1875 Outlaw, 44-40 six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl length
140mm [Blued barrel, cylinder and trigger guard. Case hardened frame, smooth wooden grips. Fixed
sights. Includes original box. Mechanically appears near excellent. Visible cylinder ring and other use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # U85487, FRT # 117899-7 PAL required

150s

Restricted handgun Uberti model 1875 Outlaw, 44-40 six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl length
191mm [Blued barrel, cylinder and trigger guard. Case hardened frame. Smooth wooden grips.
Includes original box and manual. Mechanically appears near excellent and likely had light use. Visible
cylinder ring and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # U98205, FRT # 117899-2 PAL
required

150t

Restricted handgun Uberti model 1858 New Army Conv., 44 W.C.F six shots single action revolver, w/
bbl length 140mm [Blued octagonal barrel, cylinder and frame. Brass trigger guard and smooth
wooden grips. Mechanically appears near excellent and likely had very little use. Slight cylinder ring
and very minor pinhead sized pits on extractor rod tube plus other use, handling and storage marks.]
serial # X32944, FRT # 128233-6 PAL required

150u Restricted handgun Norinco model M93, 22LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 118mm [Blued
finish. Fixed sights. Checkered plastic grips. Includes two detachable magazines, original box and
manual. Mechanically appears near excellent and likely had only light use with minor use, handling
and storage marks.] serial # 951813, FRT # 137716-1 PAL required
150v

Restricted handgun Ruger model GP100, 357 Mag. six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl length
106mm [Stainless steel. Fixed front and rear sights with front fiber optic insert. Texturized wooden
grips. Mechanically appears near excellent. Laser etched 'MATCH CHAMPION' on left side of barrel.
Only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 17708495, certificate # 19139583, FRT # 2246810 PAL required

150w Restricted handgun H&R model 999 "Sportsman", 22LR nine shots hinge break/ double action
revolver, w/ bbl length 151mm [Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Branded
checkered wooden grips. Mechanically appears near excellent and likely only had light use with only
minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # AX143030, FRT # 19509-2 PAL required
150xa Restricted handgun Colt model M 1911 AI US Army, 45 cal eight shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length
127mm [Blued style finish. Fixed sights. Checkered grips. Fitted with lanyard ring and includes one
detachable magazine. Markings include "FJA" behind left side of trigger guard "P" below mag release,
'UNITED STATES PROPERTY' on right side of frame. Mechanically appears to function. All metal
surfaces have been refinished. Some areas have rough texture to the finish. Pitting underneath finish
plus other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 1247506, certificate # 9865540, PAL required
150xb Restricted handgun Colt model M 1911 AI US Army, 45 cal eight shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length
127mm [Blued finish. Fixed front and fixed Wilson Combat rear sight. Checkered grips. Includes one
detachable magazine. Fitted with lanyard ring. Checkered curved mainspring housing. Textured
adhesive on front of grip. Marked 'FJA" on left side of framed behind trigger "P" below mag release,
'UNITED STATES PROPERTY" on right side of frame. Slide not original to frame. Markings on left side of
frame have been mostly polished away. Metal appears re-blued, pitting underneath finish.
Mechanically appears to function with use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 1209469, certificate
# 11664184, PAL required
150xc Restricted handgun Colt model M 1911 AI US Army, .45 cal eight shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length
127mm [Blued style finish. Fixed sights. Checkered wooden grips. Includes one detachable magazine.
Markings include 'GHD" on left side of frame behind trigger guard, "P" below mag release, "UNITED
STATES PROPERTY" on right side of frame etc. Action and trigger function reasonably well. Thumb
safety does not stop hammer from falling. Metal appears refinished. Some areas have taken colour
different from other with other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 927941, certificate #
9103936, PAL required
150xd Restricted handgun Colt model MKIV / Series'70 Gov., .45 cal eight shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length
127mm [Blued finish with fixed front and rear sights. Branded checkered wooden grips. Includes one

detachable magazine. Slide and frame have different finish, possibly something was replaced or
refinished. Markings include ' Pst .45M 911 A1" on right side of frame etc. Mechanically appears to
function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use and handling areas plus other use, handling and storage
marks.] serial # 37143, certificate # 10815441, PAL required
150xe Restricted handgun Star model B, 9mm semi automatic, w/ bbl length 127mm [Blued finish with fixed
front and rear sights. Checkered grips. Includes three detachable magazine including one stamped
"Star 883", one stamped "STAR" and one with a crown and "56155". Other markings include 'SPAIN'
on right side of trigger guard, "P" inside a circle on left side of trigger guard etc. Mechanically appears
to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use and handling areas, some scratches and other use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # 65366, certificate # 9920379, PAL required
150xf Restricted handgun Colt model New Service, .45 cal six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl length
152mm [Satin gray finish. Fixed sights. Smooth wooden grips fitted with lanyard ring. Mechanically
appears to function reasonably well. Satin gray, green refinished with evidence of minor pitting
especially on left side. Other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 283384, certificate # 9237724,
PAL required
150xg Restricted handgun Excam Ltd. 22LR six shot single action, w/ bbl length 119mm [Blued style finish.
Fixed front and rear sights. Smooth wooden grips. Includes cardboard and Styrofoam non-matching
box. One of three trigger guard to frame mounting screws are missing. Mechanically appears to
function well. Use, handling and storage marks. Estate documents incomplete, expect delays, check
back for updates.] serial # C14102, PAL required
150xh Restricted handgun Uberti model American Quick Draw, .357 Mag. six shot single action revolver, w/
bbl length 139mm [Blued barrel, cylinder, back strap and trigger guard. Case hardened frame. Smooth
wooden grips. Mechanically appears to function well. Minor finish wear in use, handling and holster
areas. Visible cylinder ring. Estate documents incomplete, expect delays, check back for updates.]
serial # H669, PAL required
150xj Restricted handgun Hammerli model International, .22 LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length
152mm [Blued finish. Fixed front and target adjustable rear sights. Right strong hand adjustable
hardwood grips. Includes Winchester branded foam lined hard case, two detachable magazines,
trigger with key and two different barrel weights, one attached and one loose. Mechanically appears
excellent, minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # G31806, certificate # 11748004, PAL
required
150xk Restricted handgun CZ model 75, 9mm Luger ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 113mm [Black
polycoat finish with fixed front and rear sights. Branded checkered wooden grips. Includes one
detachable magazine and zippered soft case. Mechanically appears excellent with only minor use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # A8973, PAL required
151

Non-Restricted rifle Lucznik model BRS99, 9mm Luger five shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 19"
[Black battle finish. Adjustable front sight and two position flip rear sight. Telescoping stock. Polymer
pistol grip and forend. Includes five round magazine and faux silencer. Mechanically appears near
excellent with only minor use, storage and handling marks.] serial # ML0185, FRT # 118955-5 PAL
required

152

Non-Restricted rifle JARD model J68, 9mm Luger ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 18 1/2" [Black
battle style finish. No fixed sights. Fitted with 14" top rail. Uses Glock magazines and includes one
PMAG 12 GL9 ten round magazine. Mechanically appears near excellent and likely had light use with
only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # J1222, FRT # 182582-1 PAL required

153

Non-Restricted rifle U.S Springfield Armory model 1898, 30-40 Krag bolt action, w/ bbl length 30"
[Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Full wood military stock with metal
butt plate. Bluing worn leaving gray brown patina and surface pitting. Mechanically appears to
function reasonably well. Cracks and dings in stock including section missing in front of bolt and other
use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 147522, PAL required

154

Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1895, 405 W.C.F lever action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued barrel
and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight wooden stock with curved metal
butt plate. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Markings include "ESPECIALLY FOR
SMOKELESS POWDER" , "CORDITE 47-300 MAX', '405 EX' plus assorted proof marks on barrel etc.
Barrel and receiver re-blued. Evidence of some prior pitting. No bluing on butt plate. Use, handling
and storage marks including some dings on wood.] serial # 47887, PAL required

155

Non-Restricted rifle J. Stevens model Favorite 1915, .25 Stevens single Shot falling block, w/ bbl length
24" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight
wooden stock. Missing butt plate. Mechanically appears to function. Most bluing worn leaving gray
patina and surface pitting. Old repairs to stock including large cracks. Use, handling and storage
marks on wood and metal.] serial # V743, PAL required

156

Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model Canadian Centennial '67, 30-30 cal lever action, w/ bbl length
26" [Blued octagonal barrel, receiver and full length tube. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights.
Smooth straight wooden stock with metal butt plate. Mechanically appears near excellent and likely
had little use, however has suffered some unfortunate storage damage, mostly limited to water
damage to butt plate and rear of stock. Plus other use, handling and storage marks on wood and
metal.] serial # 81295, PAL required

157

Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1876 Musket, 45-75 lever action, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued
barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Full wood stock with curved metal butt
plate. Fitted with saddle ring. Lower tang screw is missing. Note: based on serial number as listed in
the hardcover book "ARMS ACCOUTREMENTS OF THE MOUNTED POLICE 1873-1973" (lot 289 or lot
290), it is a confirmed N.W.M.P issued rifle and N.W.M.P stamped on right side of stock Mechanically
appears to function well. Bluing worn in use and handling areas leaving overall natural gray brown
patina. Small cracks in front of forend with no pieces missing. Other use, handling and storage marks
to wood and metal.] serial # 45380, PAL required

158

Non-Restricted rifle Marlin model 795 Micro-Groove, 22LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 18"
[Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Fitted with Scorpion Optics
4-12X40 scope. Black polymer stock. Checkered semi pistol and foregrip. Includes two detachable
magazines, approximately 10 and 8 rounds. Mechanically appears near excellent with only minor use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # MM09746Q, PAL required

159

Non-Restricted rifle Euroarms Of America 50 cal percussion Single Shot muzzle loading, w/ bbl length
28" [Blued octagonal barrel. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Half length wooden stock, curved
brass butt plate, trigger guard, patch box and other accents. Fixed cheek riser. Set trigger.
Mechanically appears to function well. Possibly unfired or test fired and cleaned extremely well.
Minor pitting on barrel. Some storage moisture damage to patch box lid and butt plate plus other
minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 44955, PAL required

160

Non-Restricted rifle Colt model Lightning, .44 CF pump action, w/ bbl length 26" [Blued octagonal
barrel, receiver and full length tube. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Straight wooden
stock with curved metal butt plate. Checkered forend. Marked .44 Cal presumably .44-40. Action
needs works, often jams but does cycle intermittently. Front sight blade appears to be bone. Bluing
worn in use and handling areas. Overall gray brown patina. Cracks leading back from both upper and

lower tang. Some old repairs and other use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial #
16975, PAL required
161

Three knives, each with leather scabbards, folding saw, compass, ammo. sling and knife sharpener

162

Small suitcase with assorted ammunition including full 20 count box of Winchester 270 Winchester
150 grain Power-Point SP, two full 20 count box of Federal Classic .270 Win 150 grain of Hi-Shok
SPRN, ten rounds of Imperial .270 Winchester, full 25 count box of Imperial 12 gauge 2 3/4" no. 6 plus
a selection of .22 LR

163

Size 35 original outershell, a vintage Esso button up shirt and a pair of Marv Holland size 46 T red
coveralls

164

Three soft rifle cases

165

Four full 20 count boxes of Hornady Express .22-250 Rem, 50 grain V-Max ammunition, P/N 8336

166

Selection of .22-250 Rem ammunition included 33 rounds of Winchester 45 grain JHP, 89 rounds of
assorted reloads in blue reusable cases and 48 empty cases in blue reusable case

167

Selection of ammo. including approximately 40 rounds of .38 S&W, 14 rounds of .38 Spcl., 7 round of
9mm Mauser, and 10 rounds of 9mm Luger

168

Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield model No 4?, .303 Brit. five shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued
barrel and receiver. Fixed front and Parker-Hale rear peep sight. Sporter style stock with Churchill
branded checkered butt plate. Fixed riser and checkered semi pistol and fore grip. Includes one
detachable short magazine, fitted with rear sling mount, front sling mount is missing. Mechanically
appears to function, although in well worn condition. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and
metal.] serial # 0L7093, PAL required

169

Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 12, 22 S-L-LR pump action, w/ bbl length 23 1/2" [Blued
octagonal barrel and receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock
with metal butt plate and corn cob forend. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Surface
rust on all metal parts leaving plum brown patina. Some areas mechanically cleaned including top of
barrel, side of receiver etc. Front tube mount is wired together. Aggressive chewing type marks on
bottom of stock and forend. Cracks to stock. Buy as project gun.] serial # 753957, PAL required

170

Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1894, 32-40 lever action, w/ bbl length 26" [Blued barrel,
receiver and full length tube. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Straight stock with
curved metal butt plate. Non-original checkering on stock and forend. Hardware store eyelet used for
rear sling mount. Mechanically appears to function. Surface rust and pitting on all metal surfaces. Old
cracks and gouges to wood and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 316986, PAL required

171

Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 742 Woodsmaster, 30-06 Sprg. semi automatic, w/ bbl length
22" [Blued barrel and receiver. Threaded for fixed sights, none fitted. Fitted with Bushnell Sportview
3-9X 40 scope. Semi deluxe hardwood stock with branded checkered butt plate, checkered semi pistol
grip and forend. Fitted with sling rings and includes Butler Creek padded sling and one magazine.
Mechanically appears to function well. Crack at bottom rear of stock and other use, handling and
storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # AZ124112, PAL required

172

Non-Restricted shotgun Savage Arms model Canadian Sportsman 269 Se, 12 Ga 3" pump action, w/
bbl length 30" [Choked markings include (NONE SEEN), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle
(.725), muzzle diameter (.704)] [Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. Wooden stock with recoil
pad. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Mechanically appears to function well. Bluing worn in use
and handling areas and minor pitting. Nicks and gouges to wood. Other use, handling and storage
marks to wood and metal.] serial # D150071, PAL required

173

Non-Restricted shotgun Remington model 870 Express Super Magnum, 12Ga 2 3/4", 3", 3 1/2" pump
action, w/ bbl length 25 1/2" [Satin black ribbed barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. Black polymer
stock with branded recoil pad. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Mechanically appears near
excellent with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # AB374868A, PAL required

174

Non-Restricted rifle Ruger model 10/22 Carbine, 22 LR Ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 16 1/2"
[Stainless and carbine fiber Volquartsen barrel. No fixed sights. Fitted with Tasco 6-24 scope. Black
polymer telescoping stock with pistol grip. Includes one detachable magazine, fitted with extended
mag release. Mechanically appears to function well. Scope turret caps missing. Use, handling and
storage marks] serial # 12327395, PAL required

175

Non-Restricted rifle Norinco model SKS-D, 7.62 X 39 ten shots semi automatic, w/ bbl length 18"
[Blued barrel and receiver. No original fixed sights. Fitted with Wartac 10" rail with folding fixed sights
and Bushnell red/green optic, working at time of cataloguing. Polymer Tapco extending stock with
pistol grip. Includes on 10 round magazine and webbed sling. No bayonet. Mechanically appears to
function. Use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 0265737, PAL required

176

Non-Restricted rifle Ruger model 10/22, 22LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 18 1/2" [Satin
black finish. No fixed sights. Full length top rail with NcSTAR 3-9X42 electronic optic, working at time
of cataloguing. Telescope ATI stock, pistol grip, extended mag release. Includes one detachable
magazine. FAB Defense Line forward pistol grip with integral bi-pod and flashlight. Mechanically
appears to function. Use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 82726969, PAL required

177

Non-Restricted rifle Mauser model 98, 8mm ? bolt action, w/ bbl length 21 1/2" [Blued barrel and
receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Bushnell Banner 4X scope. Custom stock with recoil pad. Includes
leather sling. Action cycles. Consignor purports that it is 8mm, not confirmed by auction house. Nonmatching serial numbers include 549 on barrel, 0663 on top of safety lever, 9804 and 3922 on mag
base etc. Top of receiver below rear scope mount ground away. Left side of rear scope mount ground
away. Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Nicks and gouges in stock and other use, handling and
storage marks.] serial # 2549gg, PAL required

178

Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model Canadian Centennial '67, 30-30 lever action, w/ bbl length 26"
[Blued octagonal barrel, receiver and full length tube. Smooth straight wooden stock with curved
metal butt plate. Stock mounted rear sling mount and tube mounted front sling mount. Mechanically
appears near excellent and likely has had little use, however does have water damage to butt plate
and half way up stock. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 84016, PAL
required

179

Non-Restricted rifle U.S Springfield Armory model 1905, 30-06 bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued
barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Full wood military stock with metal butt
plate. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. No serial number found on bolt, 211 on mag
base, P in a circle on stock behind trigger guard, very faint stamp on left side of stock above trigger
guard, possibly SA above CAW in a box. Blued parts have overall brown patina with some surface
pitting, dings and marks in stock plus other use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.]
serial # 263442, PAL required

180

Non-Restricted rifle Mossberg model 351KA, 22LR semi automatic, w/ bbl length 23" [Blued barrel and
receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with plastic butt plate and fixed
riser. Mechanically appears to function reasonable well. Use, handling and storage marks on wood
and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required

181

Non-Restricted rifle Mossberg model 144, 22LR bolt action, w/ bbl length 26" [Blued barrel and
receiver. Fixed hooded front sight and Mossberg S-100 Microclick rear peep sight. Custom stock,
missing butt plate. Includes one detachable magazine. Rear sling mount and ring missing.

Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Most bluing intact. Use, handling and storage
marks on wood and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required
182

Non-Restricted rifle Mossberg model 45CA, 22 S-L-LR bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued barrel and
receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Wooden stock with metal butt plate. Fitted
with sling rings. Mechanically appears to function. Most bluing worn leaving overall brown patina.
Stock appears re-finished. Surface rust on butt plate. Receiver drilled and tapped for optic. Use,
handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required

183

Non-Restricted rifle Mossberg model 51M(a), 22LR semi automatic, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued barrel
and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Full wood stock with metal butt plate. Plastic
trigger guard with integral finger grooves. Missing rear sling mount and ring. Left side of receiver is
drilled and tapped with a total of four holes, presumably for scope mounts. Most bluing intact, some
wear and use in handling areas and small section of receiver just above charging handles has tooling
marks. Other use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required

184

Non-Restricted rifle Mossberg model 377 Plinkster, 22LR semi automatic, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued
barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Fisher-Dietz 4X32 scope. Plastic simulated wood stock
with plastic butt plate. Target style strong grip and checkered foregrip. Fitted with sling rings.
Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Two holes in underside at front end of stock, likely
for once attached bi-pod. Tape residue on right side of stock and other minor use, handling and
storage marks.] serial # M01934, PAL required

185

Non-Restricted rifle Mossberg model 320K, 22 S-L-LR single shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued
barrel and receiver. Fixed front sight, rear barrel mount sight removed. Fitted with Mossberg S-130
micro adjustable peep sight. Smooth wooden stock with Pachmayr recoil pad. Mechanically appears
near excellent. Left side of receiver drilled and tapped for peep sight and area of stock removed for
same peep sight. Otherwise only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # NIL, PAL required

186

Vintage US Army leather belt and ammo. pouch with brass buckle and a WWII leather 911 holster with
mag pouch and belt plus a rifle bi-pod in canvas US bag

187

Three vintage collectible belt buckles including Colt, Winchester and Remington

188

Three vintage collectible belt buckles including Smith & Wesson, Ruger and Colt Revolvers

189

Assortment of musket rifle accessories including small powder measure, Alamo motif copper powder
flask, tin of no. 11 caps, suede style ball bag with musket balls and wads plus a fringe suede style
shoulder bag and an unmarked leather rifle scabbard etc.

190

Large selection of assorted caliber ammunition including .380 Automatic, .32 Automatic, .25
Automatic, .45 Colt, .45 ACP etc. note: all have water damage

191

Wooden crate containing a selection of ammo., mags and clips including .223, 5.56, .22-250, 22WMR
Maxi Mags, .303 British etc. note: all has water damage

193

Selection of ammunition including over 1700 rounds of assorted .22 ammo. note: all with water
damage

194

Metal ammo. box containing 1000 round of .40 S&W reloads

195

Wooden crate containing fifteen 50 count bricks of .40 S.W. reloads, 750 in total

196

Wooden crate containing thirteen 50 count bricks of .40 S.W. reloads, 650 in total

197

Wooden crate containing thirteen 50 count bricks of .40 S.W. reloads, 650 in total

198

Wooden crate containing thirteen 50 count bricks of .40 S.W. reloads, 650 in total

199

Wooden crate containing thirteen 50 count bricks of .40 S.W. reloads, 650 in total

200a

Prohib 12-6 handgun Glock model 19, 9mm semi automatic, w/ bbl length 98mm [Blued slide.
Polymer frame. Fixed front and rear sights. No mag included. Mechanically appears to function well.
Minor bluing wear in use, handling and holster areas plus other use, handling and storage marks.]
serial # TP983US, certificate # 5438868, PAL required

200b Prohib 12-6 handgun Ruger model SP101, 22LR Six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl length 101mm
[Stainless steel. Fixed front sight and and windage adjustable rear sight. Soft touch grips. Includes
original box and manual. Mechanically appears near excellent and likely had very little use. Minor
use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 57060381, certificate # 7004387, PAL required
200c

prohib 12-6 handgun Smith & Wesson model 5906, 9mm ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length
102mm [Satin stainless finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Branded polymer grips. Includes
one detachable magazine. Mechanically appears near excellent and likely only had light use with only
minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # TCU8772, certificate # 8396289, FRT # 22091-1 PAL
required

200d prohib 12-6 handgun Colt model MK IV/ Srs. 80 Govt Model, 380 Auto seven shot semi automatic, w/
bbl length 83mm [Blued finish. Fixed front and rear sights. Branded checkered wooden grips. Includes
two detachable magazines branded COLT. Mechanically appears excellent. Likely had very little if any
use. Minor bluing wear in use and handling areas.] serial # RC44089, certificate # 9105245, FRT #
36197-1 PAL required
200e

prohib 12-6 handgun Freedom Arms model Mini Revolver FA-S-22, 22LR five shot single action
revolver, w/ bbl length 25mm [Stainless steel. Fixed sights with smooth grips. Includes brass belt
buckle designed to hold revolver. Original foam and cardboard box. Soft case and original
documentation. Mechanically appears excellent, possibly unfired or at most test fired with only minor
use, handling and storage marks.] serial # A28153, certificate # 9143966, FRT # 19271-1 PAL required

200f

prohib 12-6 handgun North American Arms co. model NAA 22-S, 22 S five shot single action revolver,
w/ bbl length 29mm [Stainless steel. No sights. Smooth grips. Includes original fitted box.
Mechanically appears excellent. Likely only test fired with only minor use, handling and storage
marks.] serial # 7466, certificate # 10255443, FRT # 21083-2 PAL required

200g

Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt model 1894 Bisley SA, .32 Colt six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl length
191mm [Blued finish with fixed sights. Checkered wooden grips. Flat top target model with
removable front sight insert. Matching serial number on frame, trigger guard and backstrap.
Mechanically appears excellent. Either in exceptionally good original condition or quality restoration.
Checkering is sharp. Niter blue hammer, rear sight, trigger etc. No tooling marks seen and overall
minor use, handling and storage marks. ] serial # 250070, certificate # 20457858-P, FRT # 31580-69
PAL required

200h Prohib 12-6 handgun Smith & Wesson model 37 Airweight, .38 SPL five shot double action revolver,
w/ bbl length 46mm [Blued barrel and cylinder. Black finish alloy frame. Fixed sights. Checkered
rubber grips. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Finish worn in use, handling and
holster areas. Other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # J410090, certificate # 4499537, FRT #
22036-3 PAL required
200j

Prohib 12-6 handgun Armininus model HW38, 38 SPL. six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl length
102mm [Blued barrel and cylinder. Black alloy frame. Fixed sights. Checkered grips. Matching serial
number on frame and crane. Mechanically appears to function well. Medallion missing from left side
of frame. Finish worn in use and handling areas plus other use, storage and handling marks.] serial #
407499, certificate # 5814597, FRT # 15569-2 PAL required

200k

Prohib 12-6 handgun Beretta model 950B, 6.35 cal eight shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 60mm
[Blued finish with fixed sights. Branded checkered plastic grips. Includes two branded detachable
magazines. Mechanically and aesthetically appears near excellent. Likely had very little use with only
minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # A23951V, certificate # 20457842- P, FRT # 16516-3
PAL required

200m Prohib 12-6 handgun Walther model PPK, 7.65mm semi automatic, w/ bbl length 84mm [Blued finish.
Fixed sights. Checkered aluminum grips. Includes one branded detachable magazine. Fitted with
lanyard ring. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Letter on slide is quite worn and signs
of minor pitting on what appears to be re-blued slide. Bluing worn in handling and holster areas and
other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 406090, PAL required
200n Prohib 12-6 handgun Walther model PP, 7.65mm semi automatic, w/ bbl length 95mm [Blued finish
with fixed sights. Branded checkered plastic grips. Includes two branded detachable magazines, one
with finger rest and one without, and original box. Mechanically appears to function well. Matching
serial number on slide and frame. Bluing worn in use and handling areas and other use, handling and
storage marks.] serial # 398283, PAL required
200p Prohib 12-6 handgun CZ model Vzor 70, 7.65mm semi automatic, w/ bbl length 95mm [Blued finish.
Fixed sights. Textured plastic grips. Includes one detachable magazine with finger rest. Mechanically
and aesthetically appears near excellent with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
619609, certificate # 6072805, PAL required
200q Prohib 12-6 handgun FN Browning model 1900, 32 Auto seven shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length
102mm [Blued finish. Fixed sights. Checkered branded grips. Includes one detachable magazine.
Matching serial number on frame, slide etc. Other markings including assorted proof marks on slide
and frame. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use, handling and
storage areas and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 234315, certificate # 8193649, PAL
required
200r

Prohib 12-6 handgun Beretta model 1934, 7.65 semi automatic, w/ bbl length 88mm [Blued finish.
Fixed sights. Smooth branded grips. Includes one detachable magazine with finger rest. Mechanically
appears to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use, handling and storage areas. Tooling marks on
left of rear sight. Other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 785957, certificate # 8883716, PAL
required

200s

Prohib 12-6 handgun Smith & Wesson model 18, 22LR six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl length
102mm [Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Branded checkered wooden grips.
Mechanically appears to function well. Only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # K314095,
certificate # 4924651, PAL required

200t

Prohib 12-6 handgun Webley & Scott model Mark IV, 38 S&W six shot hinge break double action
revolver, w/ bbl length 76mm [Blued finish with fixed sights. Branded checkered grips. Fitted with
lanyard ring. Matching serial number on barrel. Other markings include "MADE IN ENGLAND",
"WEBLEY" on right side of barrel. Assorted other proof marks etc. Mechanically appears to function
reasonably well including indexing. Some tooling marks on screws. Bluing worn in use, handling and
holster areas and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # A38491, certificate # 14082445, PAL
required

200u Prohib 12-6 handgun Beretta model 1934, 9mm Corto semi automatic, w/ bbl length 86mm [Blued
finish with fixed sights. Smooth branded grips. Includes one detachable magazine with finger rest.
Matching serial number on frame and slide. Bluing worn in use, handling and holster areas plus other
use, handling and storage marks.] serial # F80940, certificate # 6050761, PAL required

200v

Prohib 12-6 handgun Browning model Baby, 6.35 six shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 51mm [Blued
finish with fixed sights. Checkered branded grips. Includes original cardboard box and done
detachable magazine. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use and
handling areas and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 21431, certificate # 8193716, PAL
required

200w Prohib 12-6 handgun Browning model Baby, 25 Auto six shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 51mm
[Blued finish with fixed sights. Checkered branded grips and includes one detachable magazine.
Marked 'MADE IN BELGIUM'. Mechanically and aesthetically appear near excellent with only minor
use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 343503, certificate # 6072806, PAL required
200xa Prohib 12-6 handgun S&W model 10-7, .38 Special six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl length
103mm [Blued finish. Fixed sights. Unbranded soft touch grips with finger grooves. Mechanically
appears to function well. Bluing worn in use, handling and holster areas. Marks on both sides of top
strap indicate possible mounting of clamp on scope mount, plus other use, handling and storage
marks. Estate documents incomplete, expect delays, check back for updates.] serial # 9D11566, PAL
required
201

Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 94 Trapper Saddle Ring, 30-30 Win. lever action, w/ bbl length
16" [Blued barrel, receiver and full length tube. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight
wooden stock with checkered plastic butt plate. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. In
need of a good cleaning. Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Nicks and dings in stock and forend
but no cracks seen. Other use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 5074606, PAL
required

202

Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield model SHT LE III, .303 Brit. ten shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 25"
[Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Sporterized stock with aluminum
butt plate. Includes a ten shot magazine and modern leather sling. Mechanically functions although in
need of cleaning. Matching serial number on receiver, barrel and bolt. Bluing worn in use and
handling areas with some pitting. Other use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial #
R1549, PAL required

203

Non-Restricted rifle Remington model Rolling Block, 22 S-L-LR Single Shot falling block, w/ bbl length
20" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and rear sights. Smooth straight wooden stock with
branded metal butt plate. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Bluing worn leaving gray
patina. Stock and forend presumed refinished. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.]
serial # S267159, PAL required

204

Non-Restricted rifle Cooey model 75, 22LR Single Shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 26 3/4" [Blued finish.
Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Wooden stock with metal butt plate. Fitted with sling
rings. Includes two bolt, both of which appear to function reasonably well. Bluing worn leaving gray
brown patina. Stock refinished and crack repaired at front right side. Use, handling and storage marks
on wood and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required

205

Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 514, 22LR Single Shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 24 3/4" [Blued
barrel and receiver. Fixed front and rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with branded plastic butt plate.
Action appears to function, in well worn condition. Repair to trigger guard and non-original screw.
Bluing worn and half of barrel has heavy dark finish, possibly remnants of original bluing or something
added after. Appears to have assorted home gunsmithing plus use, handling and storage marks to
wood and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required

206

Non-Restricted shotgun Ithaca model 37 Featherlight, 12Ga 2 3/4" pump action, w/ bbl length 30"
[Choked markings include (FULL CHOKE), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.728), muzzle
diameter (.645)] [Blued barrel and receiver. Single fiber optic front sight. Smooth wooden stock with

plastic butt plate, currently with shop made extender between stock and butt plate. Corn cob forend.
Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Most bluing worn leaving gray brown patina. Nicks
and gouges in stock but no cracks seen. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial #
6758004, PAL required
207

Non-Restricted shotgun IGA model Coachgun, .410 Ga 3" two shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 20"
[Choked markings include (L *, R *), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (L .415, R .416),
muzzle diameter (L .3955, R .3955)] [Blued barrels and receiver. Single bead sight. Wooden stock with
plastic butt plate. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Matching serial number on receiver and
barrels. Mechanically appears to function well. Made in Brazil and imported by Stoeger. Use and
handling marks including some dings to wood, scratches to underside of barrel etc.] serial #
C83166915, PAL required

208

Non-Restricted rifle Deutsche Werke model Model 1, 22LR Single Shot breech block, w/ bbl length 19"
[Blued finish. Fixed front and rear sights. Smooth wooden stock. Mechanically appears to function
although in well worn condition. Bluing worn in use and handling areas leaving gray brown patina. Old
repairs to stock including extensive rebuild on right front. 6" long crack on left front of stock. Use,
handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required

209

Non-Restricted shotgun Iver-Johnson (?) model Excel, .410 Ga, chamber unknown Single Shot hinge
break, w/ bbl length 26" [Choked markings include (NONE SEEN), bore diameter as measured 6" from
muzzle (.4045), muzzle diameter (.3915)] [Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. Smooth
wooden stock with plastic butt plate. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Matching
serial number on frame, barrel and forend. Believed to be manufactured4 by Iver-JohnsonMost
bluing worn leaving gray brown patina. Two pencil eraser sized pieces of butt plate missing at top.
Paint splotches, dings and nicks and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 13813, PAL
required

210

Non-Restricted air rifle Baikal model TJ-22, .177 cal Single Shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 17 1/2"
[Blued finish. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with branded
butt plate. Mechanically appears to function. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.]
serial # 37120, PAL required

211

Non-Restricted shotgun Remington model 870 Wingmaster, 20Ga Magnum NON FUNCTIONING pump
action, w/ bbl length 28" [Blued ribbed barrel and receiver. Heavily water damaged. Action does not
cycle.] serial # V446904N, PAL required

212

Non-Restricted shotgun Springfield model 94B, 12Ga, unknown chamber Single Shot hinge break, w/
bbl length 30" [Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. Plastic stock and forend. Mechanically
functions. Heavily rusted on all metal surfaces. 3" crack on front of forend. Trigger guard is loose.
Name and address carved into left side of stock. Includes canvas bag.] serial # NIL, PAL required

213

Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 62A, 22 S-L-LR pump action, w/ bbl length 23" [Refinished
barrel and receiver in dark green mat tones. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Smooth
wooden stock, branded plastic butt plate. Corn cob forend. Matching serial number on trigger guard
and receiver. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Wood is presumed to be refinished as
well. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 260921, PAL required

214

Non-Restricted rifle Mossberg model 151M(a), 22LR semi automatic, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued barrel
and receiver. Fixed front and Marbles barrel mounted adjustable rear sight and Mossberg micro
adjustable rear peep sight. Full wooden stock with metal butt plate. Sling rings missing. Mechanically
appears to function reasonably well. Most bluing worn leaving gray brown patina. Some dings and
gouges in stock plus other use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL
required

215

Non-Restricted rifle Mossberg model 350KA, 22 SHV-L-LR semi automatic, w/ bbl length 23 1/4"
[Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Fitted with Weaver B4
scope. Wooden stock with branded plastic butt plate. Fitted with sling ring and includes one
detachable magazine. Action and trigger appear to function reasonably well. Trigger guard and
combination finger groove assembly does not sit flush against the stock. Stock appears re-finished.
Bluing worn in use and handling areas plus other use, handling and storage marks on wood and
metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required

216

Non-Restricted rifle Mossberg model 151K, 22LR semi automatic, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued barrel and
receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Wooden stock with plastic butt plate. Mechanically
appears to function well. Most bluing intact with some wear in use and handling areas. Appears to be
original finish on stock. Some handling and use dings plus other use, handling and storage marks on
wood and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required

217

Non-Restricted rifle Mossberg model 51M, 22LR semi automatic, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued barrel and
receiver. Fixed front and Mossberg No. 4 rear peep sight. Full wood stock with metal butt plate.
Includes front and rear sling rings and two front sight hoods. Rear barrel mount sight is missing.
Receiver drilled and tapped on top and left side. Mechanically appears to cycle and function. Has
clearly seen it's share of use. Bluing worn in use and handling areas, some pitting. Some gouges in
wood plus other use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required

218

Non-Restricted rifle Mossberg model 146B, 22 S-LR bolt action, w/ bbl length 26" [Blued barrel and
receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with plastic butt plate. Includes
both sling rings. Left side of receiver drilled and tapped for peep sight. Mechanically appears to
function reasonably well, albeit a bit stiff. Red dot safety indicator missing. Most bluing worn leaving
gray patina with some surface pitting. Other use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.]
serial # NIL, PAL required

219

Non-Restricted rifle Mossberg model 151M(b), 22LR semi automatic, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued barrel
and receiver. Fixed and front and Mossberg S130 rear peep sight. Full wood stock with plastic butt
plate. Both sling rings missing. Barrel mounted rear sight removed. Mechanically appears to function
reasonably well. Most bluing intact. Some wear in use and handling areas. Some pitting on receiver
where scope mount would have been clamped. Some dings and gouges in stock and other use,
handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required

220

Non-Restricted rifle Mossberg model 151K, 22LR semi automatic, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued barrel and
receiver. Fixed front sight and rear sight removed and fitted with Mossberg No. M4D 4X scope.
Smooth wooden stock with plastic butt plate. Mechanically appears to function well. Most bluing
intact. Some minor surface rust. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # NIL,
PAL required

221

Winchester Calgary Stampede cardboard sleeve, sticker residue and paper damage beside Calgary
Stampede logo.

222

Eight 50 count boxes of Remington 9mm luger, 147 grain MC L 9mm 9

223

Two full 50 count boxes plus one containing 40 count of Ultramax .40 S&W lead semi wad cutter

224

Eight 25 count boxes of .12 gauge including three Winchester 2 3/4" No.2, three Federal 2 3/4" No. 7
1/2" and two Rio 3 1/4" No. 4

225

Six 25 count boxes of Winchester Super- X .12 gauge 3 1/2" BB loads

226

Blue plastic container with 343 rounds of 7.62 X 51 (.308)

227

Selection of firearms accessories including foam lined hard handgun case, black duffel bag and
contents including Uncle Mikes holster with shoulder harness and belt., Gunmate holster with
shoulder harness, four soft hand gun cases, two speed loaders, Super blue, cleaning kits, Ruger
padlock, plastic ammo. container, Lionheart knife in sheath etc.

228

Two soft rifle cases including TufForce and Cabelas

229

Gunguard foam lined hard rifle case

230

Green webbed style ammo. pouch with six AK style magazines

231

Type 81 5/75 drum magazine, blocked to 5 rounds includes second internals

232

Archangel stock to fit a Ruger 10/22 plus two magazines

233

Metal ammo. box containing 500 count box of Fiocchi .22 Long Subsonic 40 HSP, 50 count of
Winchester .22 Long 36 grain, a 50 count box of Federal .22 Long 40 grain, a 50 count box of Aguila .22
Long Super Extra 40 grain, a CCI box containing 44 rounds of 22 LR 40 grain plus a full 25 count box of
Remington Gameload 16 gauge 2 3/4" no. 7 1/2, a 50 count box of PMC Starfire .45 Auto 230 grain
Jacketed HP, black ammo. clip with 22 rounds of 30-06 reloads, red ammo. box containing 23 rounds
of .357 Mag. reloads and one dummy 50 cal round

234

Winchester Super X Model 1, 12 gauge, 2 3/4" Full Trap Choke double bead 30" barrel

235

Winchester 1894 .38-55 Win ammo. reloading tool

236

Enfield- Snider triangular bayonet with leather scabbard and belt holster

237

Vortex Viper 6.5-20X50 scope with rings and original box.

238

Tasco 2.5X-10X-42 scope with original box

239

Conquest HD5 5-25X50 scope, serial no. 04624860 with original box

240

Leupold VX-III 3.5-10X40mm scope, serial no. 270797N with original box and manual

241

Schmidt Bender Zielfernrohr 4-16X50 PMII-Modele scope, serial no. 343881, includes original box, set
of scope covers, scope mounts and boot, illumination working at time of cataloguing

242

Nightforce NXS-5.5-22X56 ZeroStop .250 MOA scope, serial no. YO4030. Includes original box, CD
manual, factory lens covers, fitted with flip up covers, sunshade and scope boot

243

Swarovski Habicht 4-16X50 scope, serial no. P732743879, includes original box, manual and fitted
with flip up scope covers.

244

Swarovski Z6i 2-12X50 scope, serial no. R783336731. Includes original box and manual, Swarovski flip
up caps and lens covers, illumination working at time of cataloguing

245

Nightforce NXS 3.5-15X56 scope, serial no. P03309. Includes original box and flip up caps

246

Non-Restricted shotgun Cooey model 840, 16Ga, chamber unknown Single Shot hinge break, w/ bbl
length 30" [Choked markings include (FULL CHOKE), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle
(.666), muzzle diameter (.642)] [Blued barrel and receiver with single bead sight. Hardwood stock
with plastic butt plate. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Matching serial number on receiver and
barrel. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Wood and metal appear refinished. Metal
has evidence of most bluing being worn prior to refinishing plus assorted other use, handling and
storage marks.] serial # 13118, PAL required

247

Non-Restricted shotgun Cooey model 840, 12Ga. 2 3/4" & 3" Single Shot hinge break, w/ bbl length
30" [Choked markings include (FULL CHOKe), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.734),
muzzle diameter (.7045)] [Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. Wooden stock with plastic butt

plate. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Matching serial number on receiver and barrel.
Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Non-original screw in back of trigger guard. Metal
and wood appear refinished. Most bluing appears worn prior to re-bluing. Nicks and dings in stock, no
cracks seen plus assorted use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 73854, PAL required
248

Non-Restricted shotgun H&R model 48 Topper, 20Ga. chamber unknown Single Shot hinge break, w/
bbl length 30" [Choked markings include (CHOKED), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle
(.6175), muzzle diameter (.599)] [Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. Matching serial number
on receiver and barrel. Smooth wooden stock with plastic butt plate. Mechanically appears to
function reasonably well. Wood and metal appear refinished. Original bluing appears well worn prior
to refinishing and some surface rust and pitting predominately on barrel. Trigger guard appears to
have been repaired with epoxy. Non-original screws in butt plate. Nicks and gouges to wood and
other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 37590, PAL required

249

Non-Restricted rifle Stiga model Mauser, 9.3X62 bolt action, w/ bbl length 20 1/2" [Blued barrel and
receiver. Fixed front and Williams adjustable rear sight. Smooth hardwood stock with recoil pad.
Fitted with sling rings. Matching serial number on receiver, bolt and mag base. Other markings include
"STIGA SWEDEN" on top of barrel plus other proof marks etc. Barrel and receiver appear re-blued.
Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Some dings and scratches in stock and larger chip
at right side of bolt. Other use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 78215, PAL
required

250a

Restricted handgun Ruger model MK II, 22LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 121mm [Blued
finish. Fixed sights. Checkered plastic grips. Includes one branded magazine. Mechanically appears
near excellent. Likely only had light use and only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
1897338, certificate # 8453700, FRT # 22438-2 PAL required

250b Restricted handgun Norinco model 1911 A1 C, .45 ACP eight shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length
109mm [Blued finish with fixed front and rear sights. Branded soft touch wrap around grips.
Mechanically appears excellent. Likely only had light use with only minor use, handling and storage
marks.] serial # 304086, certificate # 8348650, FRT # 164942-1 PAL required
250c

Restricted rifle German Sports Gun model GSG MP40 Carbine, 9mm Luger five shot semi automatic,
w/ bbl length 255mm [Black battle finish. Fixed front and two position rear sight. Folding skeletonized
stock. Plastic pistol grip inserts and side panels. Includes one detachable magazine. Mechanically
appears near excellent and likely had light use with only minor use, storage and handling marks.]
serial # BL46946, FRT # 157786-8 PAL required

250d Restricted rifle FAMAE model SAF SA, 40 S&W five shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 200mm [Black
battle finish. Adjustable sights plus top rail. Polymer stock. Includes a five round detachable
magazine. Mechanically appears near excellent with only minor use, handling and storage marks.]
serial # S02135, FRT # 118426-3 PAL required
250e

Restricted rifle FAMAE model MINISAF SA, 9MM five shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 115MM
[Black battle finish. Adjustable sights plus top rail. Polymer stock with strong and support hand pistol
grip. Includes a five round detachable magazine. Mechanically appears near excellent with only minor
use, handling and storage marks] serial # BP02732, FRT # 118664-3 PAL required

250f

Restricted handgun Unique model D2, 22LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 108mm [Blued
finish. Fixed sights. Checkered plastic grips with right strong hand thumb rest. Includes one detachable
magazine. Mechanically appears to function well. Use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 640889,
certificate # 20182498, FRT # 23060-2 PAL required

250g

Restricted handgun Bersa model Thunderer 9 Pro, 9mm Luger ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length
108mm [Blued slide and frame. Three dot fixed sights. Branded checkered plastic grips. Integral
flashlight/ laser mount. Includes original foam lined plastic case and two detachable magazines.
Mechanically appears excellent with only minor use, storage and handling marks.] serial # H18439,
certificate # 18939855, FRT # 139264-1 PAL required

250h Restricted handgun Norinco model NP762, 7.62x25mm ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length
112mm [Blued finish. Three dot fixed sights. Soft touch wrap around grips. Includes original moulded
case, two detachable magazines and tool. Fitted with integral flashlight/ laser mount. Matching serial
number on frame and slide. Barrel marked .30 Bore. Mechanically appears near excellent and like only
had light use with only minor use, storage and handling marks.] serial # J15006774, certificate #
19962361, FRT # 194676-2 PAL required
250j

Restricted handgun Norinco model M1911A1C Hi-Cap, 45 ACP ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length
109mm [Blued finish. Fixed fiber optic front sight. Adjustable rear sight. Checkered plastic grips.
Checkered main spring housing. Skeletonized hammer and trigger. Extended mag release, slide
release and ambidextrous safety. Integral flashlight/ laser mount. Includes original fitted case, two
magazine and cleaning rod. Mechanically appears near excellent and likely only had light use with
minor use, storage and handling marks.] serial # BB13013, certificate # 19988441, FRT # 164942-1 PAL
required

250k

Restricted handgun Star model FR, 22LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 110mm [Blued finish.
Fixed sights. Smooth wooden grips with right strong hand thumb rest. Mechanically functions
reasonably well. Includes one detachable magazine. Virtually all bluing worn or removed. Surface
pitting on all metal parts. Grips appear shop made with only minor use, storage and handling marks.]
serial # 662752, certificate # 19152847, FRT # 22257 PAL required

250m Restricted handgun FN model Hi Power, 9mm Luger ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 120mm
[Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Soft touch Pachmayr grips. Includes three
detachable magazines and parts of a second rear sight. Mechanically appears near excellent. Matching
serial number on slide, barrel and frame. Other markings include assorted proof markings on frame
etc. Use, handling and storage marks including minor pitting on left side of slide.] serial # 76C2077,
certificate # 19141351, FRT # 25273-1 PAL required
250n Restricted handgun CZ model 75 SP-01, 9mm Luger ten shots semi automatic, w/ bbl length 114mm
[Black Polycoat finish. Fixed sights. Branded checkered soft touch grips. Includes three detachable
magazines and Uplula mag. loader. Fitted with integral laser/ flashlight mount. Mechanically appears
near excellent with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # B732531, certificate #
19435862, FRT # 123758-5 PAL required
250p Restricted handgun Browning model Challenger, 22LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 172mm
[Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Checkered wooden grips. Includes one branded
detachable magazine and branded soft case. Marked 'MADE IN BELGIUM". Mechanically appears
excellent with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 94270U7, FRT # 16709-2 PAL
required
250q Restricted handgun Hi-Standard model Sentinel R-102, 22LR nine shots double action revolver, w/ bbl
length 152mm [Blued barrel and cylinder. Satin black finish on alloy frame and trigger guard. Fixed
front and rear sights. Checkered plastic grips. Includes Lawrence 1C 598 leather holster marked
'HAMDEN CONN. USA', note: retention strap is too short to secure firearm. Mechanically appears to
function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use, handling and holster areas. Extra finish wear including
cylinder ring and wear cylinder rotates past frame plus other use, handling and storage marks.] serial
# 1161952, FRT # 19757-4 PAL required

250r

Restricted handgun Hi-Standard model Double-Nine W-102, 22LR nine shots double action revolver,
w/ bbl length 114mm [Blued barrel and cylinder. Alloy frame, trigger guard and backstrap with
blackened finish. Fixed front and rear sights. White faux ivory grips with brass medallions. Includes
tooled leather "HUNTER 3100-37" holster. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Some
minor pitting on hammer and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 1100576, FRT # 20036-1
PAL required

250s

Restricted handgun Uberti model 1875 Army, .357 Mag. six shots single action revolver, w/ bbl length
190mm [Blued barrel and cylinder. Case hardened frame and back strap with brass trigger guard.
Fixed sights. Smooth wooden grips. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in
use and handling areas. Visible cylinder ring plus other use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
00729, FRT # 117899-1 PAL required

250t

Restricted handgun Ruger model Blackhawk, 44 Magnum / .44-40 six shots single action revolver, w/
bbl length 165mm [Blued barrel, frame and cylinder. Brass back strap and trigger guard. Fixed front
and adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden grips. Includes .44 Mag/ Spl. cylinder and .44-40 cylinder.
Mechanically appears near excellent and likely only had light use. Minor use, handling and storage
marks.] serial # 7501, FRT # 22462-1 PAL required

250u Restricted handgun Enfield .38 S&W six shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 126mm [Black battle finish.
Fixed sights. Smooth wooden grips. Fitted with lanyard ring. Matching serial number on frame, barrel
and cylinder. Other markings include broad arrow, proof marks in 42 on top of barrel, E.B.I. on
cylinder and other assorted proof marks. Includes leather flap holster. Mechanically appears to
function reasonably well. Finish worn in handling and holster areas plus other use, handling and
storage marks.] serial # V4132, PAL required
250v

Restricted handgun Browning model Challenger III, 22LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length
140mm [Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth branded wooden grips. Includes
two branded detachable magazines. Gold toned trigger. Mechanically appears near excellent. Likely
only had light use with minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 655PX04325, FRT # 40074-3
PAL required

250w Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson model 19-5, .357 Mag. six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl
length 150mm [Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Branded checkered wooden grips.
Mechanically appears near excellent. Minor bluing wear in use and handling areas, slight cylinder ring
plus other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # ADR4613, FRT # 21948-5 PAL required
250xa Restricted handgun Uberti model 1875 Army, .45 Colt six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl length
189mm [Blued barrel and cylinder. Case hardened frame. Brass trigger guard. Fixed sights. Smooth
wooden grips. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Includes soft case. Bluing worn in
use, handling and holster areas plus extra bluing wear in middle of extractor rod.] serial # 08134, PAL
required
250xb Restricted handgun CZ model 75, 9mm Luger ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 113mm [Black
polycoat finish with fixed front and rear sights. Branded checkered wooden grips. Includes one
detachable magazine. Mechanically appears to work well with finish wear in use, handling and holster
areas and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 119892, PAL required
250xc Restricted handgun CZ model 52, 7.62X25mm Tokarev semi automatic, w/ bbl length 117mm
[Parkerized style finish with fixed sights. Grips appear to be bakelite. Includes one detachable
magazine. Matching serial number on frame, barrel and slide. Other markings include "rid" on left side
of frame, crossed swords "53" and other proof marks on right side of frame. Mechanically and
aesthetically appear near excellent with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # S13457,
PAL required

250xd Restricted handgun Walther model PPK, 9mm Kruz semi automatic, w/ bbl length 119mm [Blued
finish with fixed front and rear sights. Branded plastic grips. Includes one detachable magazine with
finger rest marked "PPK 7.65mm" Retro fitted with extended restricted length barrel with threaded
muzzle. Perfect for addition of faux silencer for James Bond role playing night!! Mechanically appears
to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use, handling and holster areas and other use, handling
and storage marks.] serial # 248531A, PAL required
250xe Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson model 460V, 460 S&W Magnum five shot double action revolver,
w/ bbl length 106mm [Stainless steel with fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Branded soft touch
grips with finger grooves. Includes original foam lined hard case, manual, key for integral safety and
two muzzle devices, one fitted to firearm and one not. Marked 460V on right side. Mechanically
appears near excellent with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # CRJ1518, certificate
# 18045918, PAL required
250xf Restricted handgun Sig Sauer model P220, .45 Auto semi automatic, w/ bbl length 106mm [Black
Cerakote type finish. Fixed front and rear sights. Includes foam lined hard case, manual and two
detachable magazines. Mechanically and aesthetically appears excellent, likely only had light use with
minor use, handling and storage marks. ] serial # G312212, certificate # 965680, PAL required
250xg Restricted handgun Uberti model Richards Army Conversion, 45 Colt six shot single action revolver, w/
bbl length 140mm [Blued barrel, cylinder, backstrap and trigger guard. Case hardened frame and
hammer. Fixed front and rear sights. Engraved cylinder. Includes original box. Mechanically and
aesthetically appear near excellent. Likely only had light use with only minor use, handling and storage
marks.] serial # X18896, certificate # 17795296, PAL required
250xh Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson model 17-4, 22LR six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl length
152mm [Blued finish with fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Fitted with Hogue soft touch grips
with finger grooves. Includes original box. Although appears to have had very little use. Action gets
snug at one consistent point in rotation. Otherwise only slight cylinder ring and minor bluing wear.]
serial # 93K6396, certificate # 1908064, PAL required
250xj Restricted handgun Ruger model New Model Blackhawk, .45 Colt & .45 ACP six shot single action
revolver, w/ bbl length 117mm [Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth branded
wooden grips. Includes .45 Colt cylinder and .45 ACP cylinder plus original box. Mechanically appears
excellent. Slight cylinder ring and holster wear. Otherwise minor use, handling and storage marks.]
serial # 4637886, certificate # 18691952, PAL required
250xk Restricted handgun Colt model MK IV Series'70 Govt., .45 ACP seven shots semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 127mm [Blued slide, nickel plated frame with fixed front and target adjustable rear sights.
Fitted with branded soft touch grips. Includes model appropriate plated magazine and three
additional blued magazines. Original nickel plated slide and box. Mechanically appears excellent. Most
bluing intact with some use and handling marks including bluing wear from case ejection, marks from
slide lock manipulation and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 71284B70, certificate #
7110691, PAL required
251

Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield model G.R.I 1943 No 1 MK III*, .303 Brit. Ten shot bolt action, w/ bbl
length 25" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth sporterized stock
with brass butt plate. Fitted with sling ring and includes modern Mossy Oak sling and one detachable
magazine. Matching serial number on receiver, barrel and bolt. Other markings include model and
date stamp on right side of band plus assorted proof marks etc. Mechanically appears to function
reasonably well. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 90998G, PAL required

252

Non-Restricted rifle Stiga model Mauser, 6.5X55 bolt action, w/ bbl length 22 1/2" [Blued barrel and
receiver. Fixed front and rear sights. Fitted with Leupold Rifleman 2-7X33mm scope, serial no.

243884T. Sporter style hardwood stock with branded plastic butt plate. Checkered semi pistol and
fore grip. Matching serial number on receiver and bolt. Non-matching 988 on mag base. Metal
appears refinished. Action appears to function reasonably well. Sling rings missing. Nicks and dings in
stock and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 9078, PAL required
253

Non-Restricted rifle Interarms model Mark X, 30-06 bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued barrel and
receiver. Barrel tapped for front and rear sights but none installed. Fitted with scope bases. Hardwood
stock with branded recoil pad. Fixed riser, checkered semi pistol and foregrip. Non matching serial
numbered bolt 9671. Mechanically appears to function well. Bluing worn in use and handling areas.
Nicks and dings in stock plus other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # B260205, PAL required

254

Non-Restricted shotgun Le Centaure Gun model SXS, 12Ga. 2 1/2" two shot hinge break, w/ bbl length
19" [Choked markings include (L. FULL CHOKE, R. NONE SEEN), bore diameter as measured 6" from
muzzle (L .7105, R .7095), muzzle diameter (L .710, R .7095)] [Blued barrels and receiver. Hardwood
stock with metal butt plate. Fixed riser. Very faint remnants of checkering on semi pistol grip and
forend. Markings include 'MACHINE MADE SAFETY ACTION CENTAURE GUN" on both lock plates,
rampant horse on both barrels surrounded by 'FLUSS STAHL FIEN" and "LE CENTAURE" on both
barrels, "ESKILSTUNARODEN WEXIU" on top of barrels, "IMPORT" on top of right barrel plus assorted
proof marks etc. Barrels appear re-blued. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Hammer
screws do not match each other. Receiver to barrels is a slightly loose fit. Use, handling and storage
marks on wood and metal.] serial # 2567, PAL required

255

Non-Restricted rifle Stiga model Mauser, 270 Win bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued barrel and
receiver. Fixed front and rear sights. Hardwood stock with recoil pad. Sling mounts missing. Top of
receiver drilled and tapped for scope. Top of bolt handle has been ground away presumably to clear
once fitted scope. Other unexplained modifications include epoxy filler in stock below bolt handle and
some grinding to receiver in that same area. Matching serial number on receiver, bolt and mag base.
Wood and metal appear refinished. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial #
16509, PAL required

256

Non-Restricted rifle Russian model SKS, 7.62X39 five shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued barrel
and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with metal butt plate.
Fitted with folding bayonet and includes cleaning rod, and baggy of accessories including sling,
stripper clips, pouch etc. Matching serial number on receiver, bolt, mag base, trigger guard and stock.
Other marking include * over 1954 and lower case r on left side of stock and XXXXXX over prerefurbishing serial number on stock. Mechanically appears near excellent and likely had very little
use. Arsenal refurbished surplus military issue rifle.] serial # K05186, PAL required

257

Non-Restricted shotgun Cooey model 84, 12Ga, chamber unknown Single Shot hinge break, w/ bbl
length 30" [Choked markings include (FULL), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.725),
muzzle diameter (.7085)] [Blued barrel and single bead sight. Case hardened receiver. Smooth
wooden stock with plastic butt plate. Matching serial number on receiver and barrel. Mechanically
appears to function well. Rust inside hinge mechanism and on barrel and receiver. Scratches to wood
finish and other use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 38976, PAL required

258

Non-Restricted rifle Cooey model 39, 22LR Single Shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 21 3/4" [Blued barrel
and receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with metal butt
plate. Action and trigger function, however a bit stiff and dry. Most bluing worn, surface rust on
trigger guard and other areas on barrel. Nicks and gouges on wood and other use, handling and
storage marks.] serial # NIL, PAL required

259

Non-Restricted rifle FN Browning model Trombone, 22LR pump action, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued barrel
and receiver. Fixed front and rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with metal butt plate and corncob

forend. Matching serial number on front and rear halves. Other markings include Belgian and other
proof marks etc. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well, although in need of a good
cleaning. Elevation screw on rear sight is broken. Bluing worn in use and handling areas and other use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # 60976, PAL required
260

Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 12, 22LR pump action, w/ bbl length 21 3/4" [Barrel barrel and
receiver. Fixed front and rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with branded plastic butt plate. Corncob
forend. Action and trigger function although stiff and dry and shows signs of being in overall well worn
condition. Bluing worn in use and handling areas leaving gray brown patina. Stock has large cracks on
right front and underneath and fit poorly to the receiver plus other use, handling and storage marks.]
serial # 127724, PAL required

261

Non-Restricted rifle J. Stevens model Favourite Model 1915, 22LR Single Shot falling block, w/ bbl
length 18" [Blued heavy barrel and receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights and fitted
with Marbles rear peep sight. Smooth wooden stock with branded plastic butt plate. Mechanically
appears near excellent with minor use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal. Addition
notes as per consignor, see photos.] serial # Z219, PAL required

262

Non-Restricted rifle Colt model Lightning M1884, 44-40 cal pump action, w/ bbl length 26" [Blued
barrel, receiver and full length tube. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden
stock with curved metal butt plate. Mechanically appears near excellent with minor use, handling and
storage marks to wood and metal. Addition notes as per consignor, see photos.] serial # 79454, PAL
required

263

Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1894, 30 W.C.F lever action, w/ bbl length 21" [Blued barrel,
receiver and full length tube. Two position folding front sight, no barrel mounted rear sight. Fitted
with Marble tang mounted peep sight. Smooth wooden stock with curved metal butt plate. Includes
Cody Museum factory letter. Mechanically appears near excellent. Only minor use, handling and
storage marks to wood and metal. Addition notes as per consignor, see photos.] serial # 781293, PAL
required

264

Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1873, 44 W.C.F lever action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued octagonal
barrel, receiver and full length tube. Fixed front and adjustable rear sight. Smooth wooden stock with
curved metal butt plate. Fitted with front and rear sling mounts. Barrel stamped BESL [British Empire
Service League]. Includes Cody factory letter. Mechanically appears near excellent. Addition notes as
per consignor, see photos.] serial # 510549B, PAL required

265

Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1886, 45-70 lever action, w/ bbl length 26" [Blued octagonal
barrel and full length tube. Case hardened receiver. Fixed front sight, elevation adjustable rear sight
and fitted with Marbles tang mounted peep sight. Smooth wooden stock with curved metal butt
plate. Includes Cody Museum factory letter. Mechanically appears near excellent. Only minor use,
handling and storage marks to wood and metal. Addition notes as per consignor, see photos.] serial #
77432, PAL required

266

Non-Restricted rifle Colt model Lightning M1884, 22 S-L pump action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued
octagonal barrel and receiver. Fixed front and rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with checkered
plastic butt plate. Mechanically appears near excellent with only minor use, handling and storage
marks. Addition notes as per consignor, see photos.] serial # 25581, PAL required

267

Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1895, 30 US lever action, w/ bbl length 28" [Blued barrel and
receiver. Fixed front sight. No barrel mounted rear sight. Fitted with Providence Tool Co. receiver
mounted adjustable peep sight. Smooth wooden stock with curved metal butt plate. Includes Cody
Museum factory letter. Mechanically appears near excellent. Only minor use, handling and storage
marks. Addition notes as per consignor, see photos.] serial # 47563, PAL required

268

Non-Restricted shotgun Hudsons Bay Company model Imperial No. 5, 12Ga. 2 1/2" Two shot hinge
break, w/ bbl length 30" [Choked markings include (NONE SEEN), bore diameter as measured 6" from
muzzle (L .724, R .7145), muzzle diameter (L .6945, R .6835)] [Browned Damascus barrels. Case
hardened frame. Single bead sight. Hardwood stock with checkered butt plate. Checkered semi pistol
grip and forend. Matching serial number on frame, barrels and forend. Mechanically appears to
function well. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal. Addition notes as per consignor,
see photos.] serial # 123005, PAL required

269

Non-Restricted shotgun Remington model 1894 B-Grade, 12Ga. chamber unknown Two shot hinge
break, w/ bbl length 30" [Choked markings include (NONE SEEN), bore diameter as measured 6" from
muzzle (L .725, R .7275), muzzle diameter (L .701, R .7015)] [Blued Damascus barrel. Case hardened
frame. Single bead sight. Hardwood stock with branded butt plate. Checkered semi pistol grip and
forend. Matching serial number on receiver, barrels and forend. Mechanically appears to function
well. Minor use, handling and storage marks. Addition notes as per consignor, see photos.] serial #
132147, PAL required

270

Non-Restricted shotgun Remington model 1889 Grade 1, 12Ga. chamber unknown Two shot hinge
break, w/ bbl length 30" [Blued barrel and case hardened frame. Single bead sight. Hardwood stock.
Branded butt plate. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Matching serial numbers on frame, barrels
and forend. Mechanically appears to function well. Note two two small dents on side of left barrel.
Other minor use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal. Addition notes as per consignor,
see photos.] serial # 54091, PAL required

271

Non-Restricted rifle Marlin model 1893, 30-30 lever action, w/ bbl length 26" [Blued octagonal barrel
and full length tube. Case hardened receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight
stock with curved metal butt plate. Mechanically appears near excellent. Includes Cody Museum
factory letter. Minor use, handling and storage marks. Addition notes as per consignor, see photos.]
serial # 342076, PAL required

272

Non-Restricted shotgun Remington arms model M 1900, 12Ga. chamber unknown Two shot hinge
break, w/ bbl length 30" [Choked markings include (NONE), bore diameter as measured 6" from
muzzle (L .723, R .723), muzzle diameter (L .6965, R .6955)] [Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead
sight. Hardwood stock. Plastic butt plate. Matching serial numbers on frame, barrels and forend.
Mechanically appears to function well. Minor use, handling and storage marks. Addition notes as per
consignor, see photos.] serial # Q360060, PAL required

273

Non-Restricted rifle Savage Arms model M 1899 Takedown, 250-3000 Savage lever action, w/ bbl
length 22" [Browned barrel. Case hardened receiver. Fixed front, adjustable rear sight and fitted with
Marbles tang mounted peep sight. Hardwood stock with branded butt plate. Checkered semi pistol
grip and forend. Mechanically appears near excellent. Take-Down button fits a bit too tightly. Minor
use, handling and storage marks. Addition notes as per consignor, see photos.] serial # 169270, PAL
required

274

Non-Restricted rifle Mossberg model 50, 22LR semi automatic, w/ bbl length 23 1/2" [Blued barrel and
receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with metal butt plate. Left side
of receiver drilled and topped for optic mount and for peep sight. Right side of receiver marked 2112.
Mechanically appears to function reasonably well and has obviously seen it's share of use. Presumed
re-blued but not confirmed. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 2112, PAL
required

275

Non-Restricted rifle Mossberg model 46M, 22 S-L-LR bolt action, w/ bbl length 23" [Blued barrel and
receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights and fitted with Mossberg No.4 peep sight. Full wood
stock with plastic butt plate. Sling rings missing. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well.

Red coloured insert for safety is missing. Bluing worn in use and handling areas with some minor
pitting. Some dings and gouges in stock and other use, handling and storage marks to wood and
metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required
276

Non-Restricted rifle Mossberg model Chuckster 640K, 22 Mag W.M.R bolt action, w/ bbl length 24"
[Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with branded
plastic butt plate. Fitted with sling rings. Includes detachable magazine. Front sight insert is missing.
Receiver threaded for peep sight. Mechanically appears near excellent. Stock has had diamond
shaped plastic inlays on both sides. Some dings and gouges but mostly minor use, handling and
storage marks.] serial # NIL, PAL required

277

Non-Restricted rifle Mossberg model 46M, 22 S-L-LR bolt action, w/ bbl length 23" [Blued barrel and
receiver. Fixed front and Mossberg No. 4 rear peep sight. Full wood stock with plastic butt plate.
Includes front and rear sling rings. Barrel mounted rear sight removed. Mechanically appears to
function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use and handling areas, some minor pitting plus other use,
handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required

278

Non-Restricted rifle Mossberg model 140k, 22 S-LR bolt action, w/ bbl length 24 1/2" [Blued barrel
and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with plastic butt plate.
Fitted with sling rings and includes one detachable magazine. Mechanically appears to function
reasonably well. Combination trigger guard and finger groove assembly does not fit flush against
stock. Green insert for safety indicator missing. Minor bluing wear in use and handling areas with
some surface pitting. Nicks and gouges to stock and other use, handling and storage marks to wood
and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required

279

Non-Restricted rifle Mossberg model 144 LSB, 22LR bolt action, w/ bbl length 27" [Blued heavy barrel
and receiver. Fixed front and Mossberg S331 rear peep sights. Smooth wooden stock missing butt
plate. Includes one detachable magazine. Rear sling mount is missing. Barrel marked "AC-KROGURV"Mechanically appears near excellent and likely had light use. Minor use, handling and storage
marks to wood and metal.] serial # 1104212, PAL required

280

Non-Restricted shotgun Dominion Arms model Grizzly Mag, 12Ga, 2 3/4" No Mag pump action, w/ bbl
length 18" [Choked markings include (NONE SEEN), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.731),
muzzle diameter (.731)] [Flat black finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Fitted with pistol grip
and folding stock. Front and rear sling mounts. Includes three detachable magazines and original fixed
stock and 12 1/2" barrel. Mechanically appears to function well. Likely had little if any use with minor
use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 0095274, PAL required

281

Styrofoam package to fit an RCMP Model 94 Centennial 30-30 rifle and cardboard sleeve for a
Winchester Centennial '66 rifle

282

Selection of collectible and firearms related items including powder horn with leather strap, pair of
brass mining and blasting pliers, four assorted vintage knives, two decor style mini swords, three
chokes and a Mossberg cable lock

283

Selection of collectibles including five spring scales, two .22 mags, Tasco 1-3.5 scope, metal powder
flask, two leather holsters, one with mag pouch plus two rifle bolts

284

Hard cover volume "The Webley Story" by Dowell cpywright 1987

285

Two hardcover Winchester books including "Winchester- The gun that won the west" by Harold F.
Williamson, copyright 1970 and "The Standard Catalog of Winchester Firearms" by Joseph M. Cornell
copyright 2007

286

Three hardcover books including "The British Falling Block- Breech loading rifle from 1865" by
Jonathon Kirton, "British Military Firearms 1650-1850" by Howard L. Blackmore and "The Lyle Official
Arms and Armory Review 1979" by Lyle Publishing

287

Four soft cover firearms books including "Official Guide to Gun Marks- 3rd Edition" by Robert H.
Balderson, "Handbook on Identification Marks on Canadian Firearms" by R. Barrie Manarey,
"Collector's Guide to Fairbairn-Sykes Fighting Knives 1940-1945" by Alan W. Locke and "Remington
Bullet Knices" by Mel Brewster, note: signed by author

288

Hardcover book "Luger-the multinational pistol" by Charles Kenyon Jr., to pocket reference guides
including "Winchester date of manufacture" and "Colt- dates of manufacture 1837-1987" plus
"Handbook of Identification marks on Canadian Arms" soft cover by R. Barrie Manarey and "Pocket
Compendium-Colt Peacemaker Collector

289

Two firearms books including hardcover "The first hundred years- Arms & Accoutrements of the
Mounted Police 1873-1973" by Roger F. Phillips and Donald J. Klancher and Flayderman's Guide to
Antique American Firearms" ninth edition

290

Two firearms books including "The First One Hundred Years- Arms & Accoutrements of the Mountd
Police 1873-1973" by Roger F. Phillips and Donald J. Klancher and "Official Guide to Military
Collectibles" by Richard J. Austin

291

Two hardcover books including "Antique Tins" and "Compacts" plus a soft cover "The Northwest
Mounted Police and the Northwest Rebellion" by Donald J. Kalancher

292

Two vintage wooden gun stocks including Krag 6.5X55 and one with unknown fitment

293

Two vintage Peters shot gun shell boxes including one empty 12 gauge and one full 25 count 16
gauge, 2 9/16"

294

Two vintage Hi-Power shot shell boxes, one empty and one full 25 count box of 12 gauge 2 3/4" no. 6

295

Three full 25 count boxes of Western Super X 12 gauge 2 3/4" No. 6

296

Two vintage boxes of Canuck 10 gauge including full 25 count 2 3/4" No. 4, and 24 count of 2 3/4" No.
6

297

Four vintage shot shell boxes including 25 count full Western Popper-Load, 23 count of Co-op Sporter
No. 2, full 20 count of all plastic Eclipse No. 8 and Sellier & Bellot 14 count

298

Three boxes of collector shotgun ammo., each with 25 rounds including Hunter, Olympic and Boar,
each 12 gauge 2 3/4"

299

Three vintage 25 count boxes of CIL 12 gauge 2 3/4" No. 7 1/2, No. 8 and No.9 plus a box labeled 7
1/2 containing 25 rounds of blanks

300a

Prohib 12-6 handgun Walther model PP, 9mm Browning Short seven shot semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 98mm [Blued finish. Fixed sights. Branded checkered plastic grips. Includes one detachable
magazine with finger rest. Mechanically appears to function well. Marked "Verbeek" on right side of
slide plus assorted proof marks. Bluing worn in use, handling and holster areas plus other use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # 151983P, certificate # 20457841- P, FRT # 23299-15 PAL required

300b Prohib 12-6 handgun Walther model PP, 7.65 eight shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 94mm [Blued
finish. Fixed sights. Branded checkered plastic grips. Includes one detachable magazine with finger
rest. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. . Bluing worn in use, handling and holster
areas plus other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 777915, certificate # 20457839- P, FRT #
23299-2 PAL required

300c

Prohib 12-6 handgun Luger (42) model P08, 9mm Luger eight shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length
102mm [Blued finish. Fixed sights. Checkered wooden grips. Includes two aluminum base magazines
with non-matching serial numbers 2222 and 8428 plus leather flap holster with German military
marks on back and date stamped 1937 and white thread stitching. Matching serial number on frame,
barrel, slide, side plate, extractor, toggle etc. Other markings include "1939" on top of slide, "42" on
toggle, "8.82" under barrel. German military marks on slide etc. Mechanically appears to function
reasonably well. Bluing worn in use, handling and holster areas plus other use, handling and storage
marks.] serial # 2123V, certificate # 20457840- P, FRT # 24067-1 PAL required

300d Prohib 12-6 handgun Luger (DWM) model P08, 9mm Luger eight shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length
100mm [Blued finish with fixed sights and checkered wooden grips. Includes one detachable magazine
with plastic base and detachable shoulder stock which appear new. Matching serial number on frame,
barrel, slide, side plate, toggle etc. Other markings include "DWM" on toggle, "1917" on top of slide,
"DL" and "8.83" on underside of barrel. Proof marks on slide etc. Mechanically appears to function
reasonable well. Presumed re-blued. Over 95% of bluing intact. Use, storage and holster marks.] serial
# 9183L, certificate # TCI - P, FRT # 23656-1 PAL required
300e

Prohib 12-3 rifle FN model L1A1, 7.62 five shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 520mm [Blued finish.
Adjustable sights. Wooden stock and forend with alloy butt plate. Includes five round detachable
magazine. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Use, handling and storage marks on
wood and metal. Appears to be 12-3.] serial # SPF7371, PAL required

300f

Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt model MKIV/ Srs '80 Gov't Model, .380 Auto Seven shot semi automatic, w/
bbl length 81mm [Blued finish. Fixed sights. Soft touch Pachmayr grips. Includes one branded
detachable magazine. Mechanically and aesthetic appear near excellent. Likely had very little use with
minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # RC41579, certificate # TCI - P, FRT # 36197-1 PAL
required

300g

Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt model 1903 Pocket hammerless, .32 Auto eight shot semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 95mm [Blued finish with fixed sights. Branded checkered grips. Includes two detachable
magazines, one branded Colt. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Most bluing intact
with overall plum brown patina. Some wear in use and handling areas and other use and handling
marks.] serial # 392539, certificate # 20457843- P, FRT # 17503-3 PAL required

300h Prohib 12-6 handgun Smith & Wesson model 539, 9mm Luger eight shot semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 100mm [Blued finish with fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Branded checkered wooden
grips. Includes original cardboard box, two detachable magazine and some ephemera. Mechanically
and aesthetically appears near excellent and only appears to have had little use with minor use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # A733154, FRT # 22075-1 PAL required
300j

Prohib 12-6 handgun Walther model PPK, 7.65mm nine shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 84mm
[Blued finish with fixed sights. Branded checkered plastic grips. Includes one detachable magazine
with finger rest. Matching serial number on frame and slide. Mechanically appears to function well.
Most bluing intact with some wear in use, handling and holster areas plus other use, handling and
storage marks.] serial # 179980, FRT # 23276-1 PAL required

300k

Prohib 12-6 handgun RG. IND. model RG14S, 22LR six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl length
76mm [Blued finish with fixed sights. Checkered branded plastic grips. Mechanically appears to
function well with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # Z127068, FRT # 24916-2 PAL
required

300m Prohib 12-6 handgun Iver Johnson model Top Break, .38 S&W five shot double action/ hinge break, w/
bbl length 83mm [Nickel plated with fixed sights. Checkered grips. Marked 'IVER JOHNSON'S ARMS &
CYCLEWORKS, FITCHBURG, MASS. USA" on top of barrel. 90% of nickel plating intact with flaking at

forcing cone and other random areas. Unusual tooling or scratching marks on right side of frame.
Mechanically indexing occasionally does not catch, double and single action triggers work reasonably
well, ejector sometimes catches. Age appropriate use, handling and storage marks.] serial # T18173,
certificate # 16874770, PAL required
300n Prohib 12-6 handgun Smith & Wesson model 27-2, 357 Mag. six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl
length 102mm [Nickel plated. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Checkered branded wooden
grips. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
N811982, certificate # 18284438, PAL required
300p Prohib 12-6 handgun Webley & Scott model 1908, 7.65mm eight shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length
90mm [Blued finish with fixed sights. Checkered grips. Includes one detachable magazine.
Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use, handling and storage areas plus
other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 158180, certificate # 16877025, PAL required
300q Prohib 12-6 handgun Iver Johnson model Safety, .32 S&W five shot double action revolver, w/ bbl
length 102mm [Blued finish with fixed sights. Checkered grips. Fitted with grip attachment with pinky
loop. Marked "IVER JOHNSON'S ARMS & CYCLEWORK, FITCHBURG MASS. USA" on top of barrel.
Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Most bluing intact with wear in use, handling and
holster areas. Other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 63322, certificate # 14082549, PAL
required
300r

Prohib 12-6 handgun Ruger model GP 100, .357 Mag six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl length
103mm [Blued finish with fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Soft touch grips with wooden inserts.
Includes Uncle Mike's Sidekick holster. Mechanically and aesthetically appear near excellent and likely
only had light use with minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 17186456, PAL required

300s

Prohib 12-5 rifle Springfield Armory model BM59, 7.62 X 51mm Nato five shot semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 450mm [Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with rubber
butt plate. Includes two 20 round magazines, each pinned to 5 rounds, sling, integral folding bi-pod,
non-matching serial numbered bayonet with scabbard. Fitted with combination flash hider/
compensator/ grenade launcher and fitted with flip up grenade launcher sights. Fold away winter
trigger, stripper clip lugs. Designed by Berretta for the Italian military to replace the M1 Garand.
Mechanically and aesthetically appear near excellent. Likely had very little use if any. Minor use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # 0000931, certificate # 6374737, PAL required

300t

Prohib 12-5 rifle FN FAL model L1A1, 7.62mm five shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 530mm [Black
battle finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sight. Black synthetic stock, pistol grip and forend. Plastic
butt plate. Markings include "960-2302 D 63" on charging handle, "UE 59 A37885" on side of receiver,
"960-0071 59 D" on underside of receiver etc. Mechanically appears near excellent with use, handling
and storage marks.] serial # A147077, certificate # 18692020, PAL required

300u Prohib 12-5 rifle FN FAL model 1A1 Ishapore, 7.62mm five shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 530mm
[Blued finish. Adjustable front and rear sights. Wooden stock, pistol grip and forend. Aluminum butt
plate. Includes one detachable magazine pinned to five rounds. Matching serial number on side plate
and receiver. Other markings including electric pencil "6903303" on bolt, "R.F.A. 1972" on right side of
receiver etc. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use and handling areas.
Wood is well worn and includes nicks and gouges plus other use, handling and storage.] serial #
BL9367, certificate # 18613354, PAL required
300v

Prohib 12-5 rifle Norinco model 56S-1, 7.62X39mm five shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 483mm
[Blued finish with adjustable front and rear sights. folding stock, wooden pistol grip and forend.
Includes one detachable magazine pinned to five round and cleaning rod. Mechanically appears to
function reasonably well, although has seen it's share of use. Forend end upper and lower cracked, no

pieces missing. Bluing worn on stock sides and butt. Other use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
522920, certificate # 10995208, PAL required
300w Prohib 12-5 rifle Norinco model 87S, 7.62X39mm five shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 535mm
[Blued finish with adjustable front and rear sights. Wooden stock, pistol grip and forend. Includes one
detachable magazine pinned to five round and cleaning rod, fitted with folding bi-pod. Mechanically
appears excellent and likely had little use with minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
870694, certificate # 18893831, PAL required
301

Non-Restricted shotgun Springfield model 67H, 12 Ga. 3" pump action, w/ bbl length 28" [Choked
markings include (MOD.), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.725), muzzle diameter (.7025)]
[Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. Smooth wooden stock with Gun Pads recoil pad.
Corncob forend. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use and handling
areas. Minor surface rust. Dings, scratches and gouges in wood and other use, handling and storage
marks.] serial # NIL, PAL required

302

Non-Restricted shotgun Springfield model 67F, 20Ga 3" pump action, w/ bbl length 28" [Choked
markings include (F), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (. 6265), muzzle diameter (.594)]
[Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. Smooth wooden stock with plastic butt plate. Corn cob
forend. Mechanically appears near excellent. Likely had light use. Use, handling and storage marks on
wood and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required

303

Non-Restricted shotgun Unknown Belguim model SXS, 16Ga. 2 1/2" Two shot hinge break, w/ bbl
length 29 1/2" [Choked markings include (NONE SEEN), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (L
.666, R .6685), muzzle diameter (L .6515. R .664)] [Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead sight.
Hardwood stock with metal butt plate. No maker name seen. Side lock plates marked with upper
cased E inside a diamond, inside a circle. Mechanically function but is in well worn condition. Most
bluing worn leaving gray brown patina. Old repairs to stock, crack in forend, dings in barrels. Other
use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required

304

Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1892 Saddle Ring, 25-20 W.C.F lever action, w/ bbl length 24"
[Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight wooden stock.
Checkered butt plate. Missing saddle ring. Action and trigger function. Most bluing worn. Magazine
tube and barrel not original to each other. Original mounts not used. Front of tube is screwed to
barrel. Forend band missing. Non-original butt plate which is broken and half missing. Pencil sized
section of stock missing on left side of upper tang. Stock and forend cracked. Buy as project.] serial #
610846, PAL required

305

Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 600, 308 Win. bolt action, w/ bbl length 18 1/2" [Blued barrel
and receiver. Fixed front and no rear sight. Fitted with Weaver K4 60-B scope. Hardwood stock with
branded plastic butt plate. Checkered semi pistol and foregrip. Bluing worn in use and handling areas.
Mechanically appears to function well. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial #
80614, PAL required

306

Non-Restricted shotgun CIL model 710D, 12Ga 2 3/4" two shots hinge break, w/ bbl length 30"
[Choked markings include (NONE SEEN), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (L .7245, R
.7245), muzzle diameter (L. 6965, R .6935)] [Blued barrels and receiver. Single bead sight. Hardwood
stock with plastic butt plate. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Mechanically appears to function
well. Marked MADE IN USA on barrels and CANADIAN INDUSTRIES LTD. MONTREAL CANADA on
receiver. Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.]
serial # A125069, PAL required

307

Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 94, 30-30 Win. lever action, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued barrel,
receiver and full length tube. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight wooden stock.

Smooth butt plate. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. In need of cleaning and
lubrication. Butt and screws appear non-original. Bluing worn in use and handling areas leaving gray
brown patina. Wood and metal appear to have been coating with shellac. No cracks found in wood.
Does have age appropriate nicks and marks plus other use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
1860566, PAL required
308

Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1873 Saddle Ring, 44 Cal C.F. lever action, w/ bbl length 20"
[Blued barrel, receiver and full length tube. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight
wooden stock with curved metal butt plate. Includes three piece, appears to be original cleaning rod
stored in stock. Mechanically appears to function quite well, better than average. Non-original screw
in upper tang. Crack on left side of stock below tang. Bluing shows natural gray brown patina. Bottom
of stock has crudely carved lettering, possibly initials, see photos. Other use, handling and storage
marks to wood and metal.] serial # 345477B, PAL required

309

Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 69A, 22 S-L-LR bolt action, w/ bbl length 25" [Blued barrel and
receiver. Fixed front and micro-adjustable Lyman rear peep sight. Smooth hardwood stock with
branded plastic butt plate. Includes one Winchester branded removable magazine and leather sling.
Mechanically appears to function well. Bolt handle fitment slightly loose. Bluing worn in use and
handling areas and other use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL
required

310

Non-Restricted rifle Marlin model 29, 22 S-L-LR pump action, w/ bbl length 23" [Blued barrel and
receiver. Fixed front and rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with curved metal butt plate and corn cob
forend. Virtually all bluing worn, minor pitting. Appears to have small metal repair to left rear side of
outer magazine sleeve. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Use, handling and storage
marks on wood and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required

311

Non-Restricted rifle Weatherby model Mark V, 300 Magnum. bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued
barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Weatherby Imperial 6-62 scope. Hardwood stock with
branded recoil pad. Fixed cheek riser. Fitted with sling ring and includes leather sling. Mechanically
appears to function well. Marked MADE IN W-GERMANY. Bluing worn in use and handling areas plus
some areas of mottled bluing degradation. Stock has nick and gouges with obvious signs of field use.
Use, storage and handling marks on wood and metal.] serial # 43492, PAL required

312

Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1892, 25-20 W.C.F lever action, w/ bbl length 25 1/4" [Blued
barrel, receiver and full length tube. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden
stock with curved metal butt plate. Front sight has had old repairs. Rear sight appears modified,
possible filed down buckhorn? Mechanically appears to function reasonably well, albeit a bit stiff.
Most bluing worn leaving gray brown patina plus some brassy toned discolouration. Nicks and gouges
in stock and forend but no cracks seen. Other use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.]
serial # 397898, PAL required

313

Non-Restricted rifle J. Stevens model High Power, 35 Rem. lever action, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued
barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with curved metal
butt plate. Barrel marked NICKEL STEEL. Mechanically appears to function well. Bluing worn in use and
handling areas. Overall gray brown patina. Nicks and gouges in wood and other use, handling and
storage marks.] serial # 2726, PAL required

314

Non-Restricted rifle Savage Arms model 3C, 22 S-L-LR Single shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 25 3/4"
[Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front sight. No barrel mounted rear sight. Fitted with adjustable rear
peep sight. Smooth wooden stock with plastic butt plate. Left rear of receiver has assorted threaded
holes presumably from different iterations of rear sight. Stock has been cut in that same areas for the

same reason. Mechanically appears to work reasonably well. Bluing worn leaving gray brown patina
plus other use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required
315

Non-Restricted rifle Sako model AV, 338 Win Mag bolt action, w/ bbl length 20 1/2" [Blued barrel and
receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Burris 4X Fullfield scope. Full wood stock with branded recoil pad,
fixed riser and checkered semi pistol and foregrip. Fitted with rear sling mount and front sling ring.
Marked MADE IN FINLAND and IMPORTED BY STOEGER. Mechanically appears excellent with only
minor use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 596131, PAL required

316

Non-Restricted shotgun Browning model Auto 5 Magnum Twelve, 12Ga 3" pump action, w/ bbl length
27 1/2" [Choked markings include (NONE SEEN), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.725),
muzzle diameter (.705)] [Blued ribbed barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. High gloss finish stock
with branded recoil pad. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Marked MADE IN BELGUIM.
Mechanically appears near excellent with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
75V36076, PAL required

317

Non-Restricted shotgun IGA model Coachgun, 12Ga 3" Two shots hinge break, w/ bbl length 20"
[Choked markings include (L ***, R ****), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (L .725, R .725),
muzzle diameter (L .7085, R .716)] [Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. Wooden stock with
plastic butt plate. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Mechanically appears excellent. Likely had
very little use with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # C84805416, PAL required

318

Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1873, 357 Mag / 38 SPL lever action, w/ bbl length 24 1/4"
[Blued octagonal barrel and full length tube. Case hardened receiver. Fixed front and elevation
adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with case hardened curved metal butt plate. Marked
MADE IN JAPAN. Mechanically appears near excellent. Likely only had light use with minor use,
handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 00053ZT73M, PAL required

319

Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 94AE Saddle Ring, 44 Rem. Mag. lever action, w/ bbl length 16"
[Blued barrel, receiver and full length tube. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden
stock with branded plastic butt plate. Marked MADE IN NEW HAVEN. Mechanically appears excellent.
Likely only had light use. Other use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 5592524,
PAL required

320

Non-Restricted rifle PolyTechnologies model Type 81 LMG, 7.62X39 Russian five shot semi automatic,
w/ bbl length 20 1/2" [Blued finish. Adjustable sights. Wooden stock with metal butt plate housing
storage compartments. Integral folding bi-pod. Includes original foam lined cardboard box, two 5
round magazines, sling, oil bottle and manual. Mechanically appears excellent. Likely had very little if
any use with only minor use, storage and handling marks.] serial # 20200445, FRT # 160486-5 PAL
required

321

Non-Restricted rifle PPK model Brno KMS 619, 9mm Luger five shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 20
1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and windage adjustable rear sight. Smooth wooden stock
with branded checkered plastic butt plate. Includes one detachable magazine pinned to five rounds.
Marked "MADE IN ITALY". Mechanically appears near excellent and likely had only light use. Minor
use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 020860, PAL required

322

Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield model S no4 MK 1*, 303 Brit. No Mag bolt action, w/ bbl length 25"
[No bolt, no mag. Receiver marked 'US PROPERTY". Buy as parts or project. Recommend local buyers
only.] serial # 57C8918B, PAL required

323

Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield model 1918 Sht. LE III, .303 Brit. No Mag bolt action, w/ bbl length 25"
[Missing rear sight, bolt, mag etc. Buy as parts gun. Recommend local buyers only] serial # o 85682,
PAL required

324

Non-Restricted shotgun Janssen Sons & Co. model The Interchangeable, 12Ga, 2 1/2" two shot hinge
break, w/ bbl length 30" [Choked markings include (CHOKE), bore diameter as measured 6" from
muzzle (L .704, R .7095), muzzle diameter (L .704, R .7075)] [Blued Damascus barrels with single bead
sight. Hardwood stock with metal butt plate. Shallow checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Inlaid
shield shaped stock button. Matching serial number on receiver, barrels and forend. Other markings
include ELG and other proof marks etc. Action and triggers function. Barrel to receiver fitment is
slightly loose. Non-original screw on right side hammer. Most bluing worn with overall gray brown
patina. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal, no cracks seen.] serial # 3255, PAL
required

325

Non-Restricted shotgun Unknown model Parts Gun, Single Shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 29 1/2"
[Rough old gun, recommend local buyers only.] serial # NIL, PAL required

326

Non-Restricted shotgun Cooey model 84, 20Ga, chamber unknown Single Shot hinge break, w/ bbl
length 28" [Choked markings include (FULL CHOKE), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle
(.610), muzzle diameter (.5975)] [Blued barrel with single bead sight and case hardened receiver.
Smooth wooden stock with plastic butt plate. Mechanically appears to function well and likely had
use. Surface rust on butt plate screws. Some marks to metal and bluing and other use, handling and
storage marks.] serial # 0089690, PAL required

327

Selection of firearms parts including Winchester Model 12 barrel and forend, selection of assorted
barrels, hinge break receiver etc. Recommend local buyers only PAL REQUIRED

328

Non-Restricted rifle Mossberg model 151K, 22LR semi automatic, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued barrel and
receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with plastic butt plate. Plastic
trigger guard with attached finger grooves. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Bluing
worn in use and handling areas and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # NIL, PAL required

329

Non-Restricted shotgun CIL model 607 Series B, 12Ga 3" pump action, w/ bbl length 27 1/2" [Choked
markings include (F), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.725), muzzle diameter (.701)]
[Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. Wooden stock with plastic butt plate and corncob
forend. Receiver marked "CANADIAN INDUSTRIES LTD. MONTREAL CANADA". barrel marked "MADE
IN USA". Mechanically appears near excellent. Shows little signs of use. Storage scratches and dings
and some minor marks on metal.] serial # A709635, PAL required

330

Non-Restricted rifle Browning (Japan) model SA-22 Grade 1 take-down, 22LR semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 19" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. High gloss hardwood
stock. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Includes original manual. Mechanically appears near
excellent. One threaded plug missing from scope mount holes. Receiver engraved with decorative
scroll. Appears to have had very little use with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
10643NW146, PAL required

331

Non-Restricted rifle Browning (Japan) model A-bolt, 300 Win Mag. bolt action, w/ bbl length 24"
[Blued style finish over stainless steel barrel. No fixed sights. Fitted with Leupold Vari-X III 3.5X10
scope, serial no. Z286291. Black polymer stock with branded recoil pad. Fitted with sling mounts and
flash hider. Mechanically appears to function well. Has seen it's share of field use with bluing worn in
use and handling areas. Dings and scratching on scope house and dings and scratches on stock.] serial
# 21093NW8S7, PAL required

332

Non-Restricted rifle Ruger model M77 Mark II, 30-06 SPRG. bolt action, w/ bbl length 22" [Stainless
barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Bushnell Elite 3200 4-9 scope. Black polymer stock
with recoil pad. Fitted with Butler Creek padded sling. Mechanically appears to function well. Has seen
it's share of field use. Scratches on barrel and receiver, dings and scratches on scope housing and
marks and scratches on stock plus hockey tape on sling.] serial # 78125625, PAL required

333

Non-Restricted shotgun Iver Johnson model Champion, 12Ga., chamber unknown Single Shot hinge
break, w/ bbl length 30" [Choked markings include (CHOKE BORE), bore diameter as measured 6"
from muzzle (.7435), muzzle diameter (.699)] [Blued barrel and case hardened receiver. Single bead
sight. Smooth wooden stock with branded butt plate. Marked "CHAMPION' on left side and 'IVER
JOHNSON'S ARMS AND CYCLEWORKS CANADA LTD. MONTREAL' on right side. Mechanically appears
to function reasonably well although release lever appears to travel to far to the left when locked.
Bluing worn in use and handling areas and other use and handling marks.] serial # 3018, PAL required

334

Non-Restricted rifle Henry model US Survival, 22LR semi automatic, w/ bbl length 16" [Satin black
finish. Fixed front and rear sights. Hollow stock designed to house action, barrel and two detachable
magazines in water resistant fashion. Mechanically and aesthetically appear near excellent and likely
had light use with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # US030978B, PAL required

335

Non-Restricted rifle Stevens model 300, 22LR bolt action, w/ bbl length 13" [Blued style barrel and
receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Black polymer stock with branded butt plate.
Includes one detachable magazine. Receiver threaded for optic mount. Mechanically and aesthetically
appear near excellent and likely had light use with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial
# 1634389, PAL required

336

Non-Restricted rifle Zastava/Remington model 799, 6mm PPC & 7.62X39 bolt action, w/ bbl length 21"
& 20" [Stainless barrel. No fixed sights. Fitted with Burris scope. Laminated wood skeletonized stock
with recoil pad. Fitted barrel is marked 6mm-PPC. 272 NK, consignor purports that it is has sporter
neck so case turning is not required. Also includes original blued barrel marked "CAL 7.62 X39".
Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Scope and rings have lots of handling marks. Bluing
worn in use and handling areas plus other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # ZA850600404,
PAL required

337

Large selection of firearms parts and accessories including barrel bands, screws, trigger guards,
springs, pins, butt plates, recoil pads, Tasco No. 29 scope guide, front and rear sight assemblies, scope
rings and mounts, .22 LR magazines, bolts etc. plus selection of arrow heads

341

Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 88, .308 Win. lever action, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued barrel and
receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Fitted with scope mount. Hardwood stock with Jostam
Mfg. Co. recoil pad. Includes one branded detachable magazine. Mechanically appears to function
well. Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Light nicks and gouges to stock but no cracks seen. Use,
handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 38875, PAL required

342

Non-Restricted rifle Marlin model 1893, 25-36 Marlin lever action, w/ bbl length 26" [Blued octagonal
barrel, receiver and full length tube. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Fitted with J.W. Sidle Phila.
PA scope No. 2062 with receiver mounted adjustment. Smooth wooden stock with curved metal butt
plate. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Top of barrel machined for front scope
mount, left side of receiver drilled and tapped for rear scope mount. Most bluing worn on receiver
lever leaving gray patina and some pitting. Most bluing intact on barrel, mag tube worn in high spot.
Some nicks and dings in wood, no cracks seen plus other use, handling and storage marks to wood
and metal.] serial # 222816, PAL required

343

Non-Restricted rifle Schmidt Rubin model K31, 7.5X55 Swiss six shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 25"
[Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Full wood military stock. Includes
one detachable magazine and leather sling. Matching serial number on receiver, barrel, bolt and
magazine. Mechanically appears near excellent with only minor use, handling and storage marks.]
serial # 541923, PAL required

344

Non-Restricted rifle Husqvarna model M38 1942, 6.5X55 Swedish bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued
barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Full wood military stock. Matching serial

number on receiver, bolt and butt plate. Other markings include Swedish language shooting guide
loosely translated to "Aim for tip ball. Shooting with blunt ball" etc. Mechanically appears near
excellent with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 644530, PAL required
345

Non-Restricted rifle Fabrique National model FN49, 30-06 five shots semi automatic, w/ bbl length 23"
[Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Full wood military stock. Vintage
leather sling. Includes one magazine pinned to five rounds. Matching serial number seen on receiver
cover, bolt, receiver and stock etc. Metal butt plate has one black screw and one silver screw and
appears to be a replacement or repainted. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Use,
handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 36544, PAL required

346

Non-Restricted rifle Enfield (Winchester) model P17, .30-06 bolt action, w/ bbl length 26" [Blued
barrel and receiver. Fixed front and flip-up battle/ adjustable rear sight. Full wood military stock with
metal butt plate. Fitted with leather sling. Bolt numbered 1283958. Marking include 'US MODEL 1917
WINCHESTER' on top of receiver, USA proof mark on receiver and bolt etc. Mechanically appears near
excellent. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 529834, PAL required

347

Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield model No 4 MK 1* Long Branch 19, .303 Brit. ten shot bolt action, w/
bbl length 25" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable Mk III rear sight. Full wood
military stock with metal butt plate. Includes one detachable magazine. Matching serial number on
bolt. Mechanically appear near excellent. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial
# 89L7926, PAL required

348

Non-Restricted rifle Mauser-Werke (Brazilian) model 1935, 7X57mm Mauser bolt action, w/ bbl length
30" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Full wood military stock with
metal butt plate. Includes leather sling, removable muzzle cap, bayonet, cleaning rod and factory
target. Matching numbers found on receiver, bolt, bayonet, mag base, target etc. Mechanically
appears excellent. Some rust on butt plate and other minor areas. Very little handling evidenced by
gold lettering over 90% intact. Use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 5730, PAL
required

349

Non-Restricted rifle Mossberg model 346B, 22LR bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued barrel, receiver
and full length tube. Fixed front and micro adjustable Mossberg S330 rear peep sight. Smooth wooden
stock with plastic butt plate. Fixed riser. Fitted with sling rings. Mechanically appears near excellent
and overall shows signs of light use. Some unfortunate storage damage including rusted butt plate
screws, surface rust in other screw areas in corner and at top of barrel near barrel ring plus other use,
handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required

350a

Restricted handgun Armalite model AR-24, 9mm Luger ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 106mm
[Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear three dot sights. Branded soft touch grips. Includes nonoriginal case and two detachable magazines. Mechanically appears near excellent. Light bluing ware in
use and and handling areas plus other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # US182871, certificate
# 19599686, FRT # 126762-3 PAL required

350b Restricted handgun Tokarev model TT33, 7.62MM eight shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 115mm
[Blued finish. Fixed sights. Branded plastic grips. Includes one detachable magazine. Matching serial
number on frame and slide. Date stamped 1944. Mechanically appears near excellent. Likely had very
little use after amourer restoration. Use, handling and storage marks.] serial # WK3516, certificate #
18148204, FRT # 143571-1 PAL required
350c

Restricted handgun Luger model P08, 9mm Luger eight shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 110mm
[Blued finish. Fixed sights. Checkered grips. Includes one vintage detachable magazine with nonmatching serial number 8582. Matching serial number on frame, slide, lock pin, side plate, toggle,
extractor and other areas. German proof marks on right side of receiver. Marked 41 and "byf". Re-

barreled to restricted length. Mechanically appears to function well. Bluing worn in use, handling and
holster areas and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 2651s, certificate # 17562701, PAL
required
350d Restricted handgun Walther (AC 41) model P38, 9mm Luger eight shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length
127mm [Blued finish with fixed sights. Checkered plastic grips. Includes two detachable magazines,
one with Walther branding. Matching serial number on frame, slide and barrel. Other markings
include German proof marks in assorted areas, "C.A.I. GEORGIA VT. GERMANY P-38 9MM" on right
side of slide etc. Mechanically appears near excellent. Most bluing intact. Minor use, handling and
storage marks.] serial # 4663g, certificate # 17608154, PAL required
350e

Restricted handgun Glock model 20, 10mm Auto ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 117mm
[Black Cerakote slide with fixed sights. Polymer frame with integral laser / flashlight mount. Includes
four detachable magazines and loading aid. Mechanically and aesthetically appear excellent and likely
had little use with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # PMY378, certificate #
16938922, PAL required

350f

Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson model 686-1, .357 Mag six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl
length 152mm [Stainless steel with fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Branded checkered wooden
grips. Mechanically appears near excellent, just in need of cleaning. Some minor discolouration plus
use and handling marks.] serial # AWC9838, certificate # 5541867, PAL required

350g

Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson model 17-3, 22LR six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl length
152mm [Blued finish with fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Checkered wooden grips. Fitted with
trigger widener. Mechanically appears to function well. Bluing worn in use, handling and holster areas
plus other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 6K35117, certificate # 5541863, PAL required

350h Restricted handgun Ruger model New Model Blackhawk, .357 Maximum six shot single action, w/ bbl
length 267mm [Blued finish with fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Pachmayr soft touch grips.
Mechanically appears near excellent and likely had light use. Minor use, handling and storage marks.]
serial # 60004742, certificate # 5541858, PAL required
350j

Restricted handgun Glock model 19X, 9mm Luger ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 106mm
[Coyote coloured PVD corrosive coating on slide with matching coloured polymer frame. Fixed three
dot sights. Includes original foam lined plastic case, three detachable magazines and four different
sized backstraps for personalized fit. Frame has integral flashlight / laser mount. Mechanically and
aesthetically appears excellent. Likely had light use with only minor use, handling and storage marks.]
serial # ADLD147, certificate # 19309290, PAL required

350k

Restricted handgun Sig Sauer model P226 Elite, 9mm Luger ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length
112mm [Black Nitron slide and black anodized alloy frame. Fixed three dot sights. Branded checkered
grips. Includes foam lined hard case, two detachable magazines and manual. Frame has integral
flashlight / laser mount. Mechanically and aesthetic appear excellent and likely only had light use with
minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 47A041038, certificate # 17957041, PAL required

350m Restricted handgun Walther model P1, 9mm Luger eight shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 125mm
[Blued barrel and slide. Black alloy frame. Fixed front and rear sights. Checkered plastic grips. Includes
three detachable magazines, one marked Walther P1 with non-matching serial number, one marked
Walther P38 and one unmarked, and leather flap holster. Markings including '9/64' on right side of
slide, 'W2.82, W5-92' plus proof marks on right side of frame. Serial number and 'W9-42' on left side
of frame, 'BW' on left front of trigger guard etc. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well.
Bluing worn in use and handling and holster areas with other use, handling and storage marks.] serial
# 081897, FRT # 23492-2 PAL required

350n Restricted handgun Star model Model Super B, 9mm Luger eight shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length
127mm [Blued finish. Fixed front and rear sights. Checkered plastic grips. Includes two detachable
magazines. Matching serial number on frame and slide. Other markings include 'B SUPER' on bottom
of grip. '1250781' on left side of frame, '73' on left front of trigger guard, 'MODELO SUPER' on right
side of slide etc. Mechanically appears near excellent with only minor use, handling and storage
marks.] serial # 57991, FRT # 22294-1 PAL required
350p Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson model Hand Ejector 38 M&P, .38 S&W six shot double action
revolver, w/ bbl length 127mm [Battle style finish. Fixed sights with smooth wooden grips. Fitted with
lanyard ring. Mechanically appears to function well, although in need of a good cleaning. Appears to
have remnants of original Cosmoline in action and hinge joints. Finish worn in use and handling areas
and all over light scratches.] serial # 952429, certificate # 5022529, PAL required
350q Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson model Hand Ejector 38 M&P, .38 S&W six shot double action
revolver, w/ bbl length 152mm [Blued finish with fixed sights. Smooth wooden grips. Fitted with
lanyard ring. Matching serial number on frame, barrel and cylinder. Marked 'UNITED STATES
PROPERTY' on top of frame. Mechanically appears to function well. Presumed re-blued but not
confirmed with virtually no bluing wear.] serial # 979515, certificate # 19105755, PAL required
350r

Restricted handgun Webley & Scott model Mark IV (Singapore Police, .38 S&W six shot double action
revolver, w/ bbl length 127mm [Blued finish with fixed sights. Branded checkered grips. Fitted with
lanyard ring. Matching serial number on frame, barrel and cylinder. Other markings include 'SPF 4425
[ Singapore Police Force] plus assorted proof markings. Fitted with cross bolt manual safety.
Mechanically appears to function well. Bluing worn in use, handling and holster areas and overall
brown patina. Some tooling marks on screws and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
B36367, certificate # 5022545, FRT # 119349-31 PAL required

350s

Restricted handgun Browning model Hi Power, 9mm ten shots semi automatic, w/ bbl length 118mm
[Blued finish. Fixed sights Soft touch wrap-around Pachmayr grips. Includes one detachable magazine.
Mechanically and aesthetically appears excellent and likely had light use with only minor use, handling
and storage marks.] serial # B09866, certificate # 10756481, FRT # 25273-1 PAL required

350t

Restricted handgun Tisas/Canuck model Hi Power, 9mm ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length
118mm [Black Cerakote finish. Fixed sights. Checkered wooden grips. Includes original foam lined
plastic case, two magazines and manual. Fitted with ambidextrous CYLINDER & SLIDE ( C&S) safety.
Made specifically for the Canadian market. Marked 'CANUCK PUSLINCH CANADA' on slide and "TRUE
NORTH STRONG AND FREE" on frame. Mechanically and aesthetically appears excellent. Likely had
very litte use. Minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # T062016BL00688, certificate #
18770190, FRT # 16285-1 PAL required

350u Restricted handgun Tisas/Canuck model Hi Power, 9mm ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length
118mm [Stainless steel. Fixed sights. Checkered wooden grips. Includes original foam lined plastic
case, two magazines and manual. Fitted with ambidextrous CYLINDER & SLIDE ( C&S) safety. Made
specifically for the Canadian market. Marked 'CANUCK PUSLINCH CANADA' on slide and "TRUE NORTH
STRONG AND FREE" on frame. Mechanically and aesthetically appears excellent. Likely had very little
use. Minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # T062017BL00953, certificate # 18846896, FRT #
16285-1 PAL required
350v

Restricted handgun Norinco model NP762, 7.62X25mm ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length
112mm [Black Cerakote finish. Fixed three dot sights. Soft touch texturized rubber grips. Includes
original molded case, two detachable magazines and manual. Integral flashlight / laser mount.
Mechanically and aesthetically appears excellent. Possibly only test fired.] serial # J15007016,
certificate # 19976886, FRT # 194676-2 PAL required

350w Restricted handgun Norinco model NZ85B, 9mm ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 114mm [Two
toned blued and silver finish. Fixed three dot sights. Checkered VZ grips. Includes original fitted case,
two detachable magazines and manual. Mechanically and aesthetically appears excellent. Likely had
very use with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # AB01983, certificate # 18740180,
FRT # 120457-1 PAL required
350xa Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson model M&P 9 Pro Core, 9mm Luger ten shot semi automatic, w/
bbl length 125mm [Black Armornite slide. High profile three dot fixed sights. Black polymer frame with
integral flashlight/ laser mount. Includes original foam lined box, a total of three interchangeable back
straps and one detachable magazine. Note: rear slide section removable to incorporate red dot optic
mount to co-witness with iron sights. Mechanically and aesthetically appear excellent and likely only
had light use with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # HVP5554, PAL required
350xb Restricted handgun Colt model Woodsman, 22LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 152mm
[Blued finish with fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Branded checkered plastic grips with right
strong hand thumb rest. Includes one branded detachable magazine and J.C. Higgins leather holster.
Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Most bluing worn leaving overall gray patina, some
pitting plus other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 21981S, certificate # 10895771, PAL
required
350xc Restricted handgun Uberti model Scofield Copy, .45 Colt six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl length
178mm [Blued finish. Fixed front and rear sights. Smooth wooden grips. Case hardened accent pieces.
Mechanically appear near excellent. Bluing worn in use, handling and holster areas and other wise
only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # F00823, certificate # 19095260, PAL required
350xd Restricted handgun Ruger model Old Army, .44 Percussion six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl
length 199mm [Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth branded wooden grips.
Mechanically and aesthetically appear near excellent. Likely had very little use if any. Visible cylinder
ring and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 14545797, PAL required
350xe Restricted handgun Ruger model New Model Blackhawk, .357 Magnum six shot single action revolver,
w/ bbl length 165mm [Blued finish with fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth branded
wooden grips. Mechanically appears near excellent with bluing worn in use, handling and holster
areas and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 3236016, certificate # 7110687, PAL
required
350xf Restricted handgun Colt model Civil War Centennial, 22 Short Single Shot single action, w/ bbl length
152mm [Black finished barrel and cylinder. Gold toned frame, back strap and trigger guard. Smooth
walnut grips. Includes original fitted box branded 'CIVIL WAR CENTENNIAL MODEL', left side of barrel
also marked 'CIVIL WAR CENTENNIAL MODEL", and ".22 CAL SHORT". Scaled down version of a 1860
Army with non rotating cylinder, non functioning ram rod, can be loaded with single .22 cal short by
removing barrel and cylinder. Mechanically appears excellent. Likely only test fired or gently fired.
Minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 19377W, certificate # 7582931, PAL required
350xg Restricted handgun Colt model M1902, 38 ACP semi automatic, w/ bbl length 148mm [Blued finish.
Fixed sights. Smooth wooden grips. Includes one detachable magazine. Fitted with lanyards ring.
Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. 90% of bluing worn with some remaining in low
spots, some scratches on slide and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 11848, certificate #
7945899, PAL required
350xh Restricted handgun Ruger model New Model Blackhawk, .44 Magnum six shot single action revolver,
w/ bbl length 165mm [Blued finish with fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Checkered branded
plastic grips. Includes original box, manual and accessories. Labeled in gold script on top of barrel '50
YEARS OF .44 MAGNUM 1958-2008" Mechanically and aesthetically appear excellent. Likely had very

little use if any. Very slight cylinder ring and handling marks.] serial # 8905059, certificate # 10181684,
PAL required
350xj Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson model 10-8, .38 SPL. six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl
length 154mm [Custom made competition revolver. Blued factory frame. Glenn Custom heavy barrel
and Artistocrat target sight. Branded checkered wooden grips. Hammer spur removed. Custom tuned
action. Mechanically and aesthetically appear excellent with only minor use, handling and storage
marks.] serial # 3D41456, certificate # 11748375, PAL required
350xk Restricted handgun Dan Wesson model 15, .357 Mag. six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl length
153mm [Blued finish with fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Checkered wooden grips. Includes
sight tool. Mechanically appears near excellent. Minor holster wear and three or four blemishes on
barrel. Otherwise minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 76398, certificate # 10608562, PAL
required
351

Antique rifle Enfield model 1871 MK III, .577 Snider Single Shot breech block, w/ bbl length 19" [Blued
barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sight. Smooth wooden stock with brass butt plate
with trap door for cleaning rod storage, note: no cleaning rod included. Brass trigger guard. Includes
hammer pad and leather sight cover/ protector. Matching numbers seen under breech block, under
front sight. Other markings include "III" on top of receiver, crown over VR, cross swords and other
proof marks on barrel and receiver, D.C. [ Dominion of Canada] on left side of stock, Enfield cartouche
over a number I, 'N.W.M.P. [ Northwest Mounted Police] stamp on right side of stock, 1871 ENFIELD
and VR crown on lock plate etc. Bluing worn leaving natural gray brown patina. Mechanically appears
to function well, in fact much better than average with expected use, handling and storage marks to
wood and metal.] serial # 766, PAL required

352

Non-Restricted rifle Gevarm model E1 Take-down, 22LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 19
1/4" [Blued barrel. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Black textured receiver. Smooth
wooden stock with branded plastic butt plate. Includes one detachable magazine. Mechanically
appears to function reasonably well, however action is a bit sticky. Unusual action, fires from open
bolt. Easy one screw take-down. Marked 'MADE IN FRANCE". Stock has different type of finish than
forend. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 130012, PAL required

353

Non-Restricted rifle Ruger model No 1, 22-250 single shot falling block, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued bull
barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with scope bases. Semi deluxe wooden stock with branded
recoil pad. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Marked 'MADE IN THE 200TH YEAR OF AMERICAN
LIBERTY" on left side of barrel. Name and address on top of barrel, 'RUGER NO. 1' on top of receiver,
all in gold accent lettering. Mechanically appears near excellent. Some storage damage showing as
moisture between stock and recoil pad. Moisture between receiver and stock etc. plus other minor
use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 13021877, PAL required

354

Non-Restricted rifle Navy Arms Co. model Henry Rifle, 44RF lever action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued
barrel and full length tube. Brass receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight
wooden stock with brass butt plate. Marked 'HENRY'S PATENT OCT 16 1860, MANUFACT'D BY NAVY
ARMS CO. RICHFIELD NJ' and "C40' on top of barrel. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well.
Storage moisture damage including rust on both side of barrel, but mostly left. Rust on back of bolt,
pitting to lever and other use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal] serial # C40, PAL
required

355

Non-Restricted air rifle Webley & Scott model Mark II, 22 cal Single Shot hinge break, w/ bbl length
17" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Branded recoil pad.
Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and
metal.] serial # 544773, PAL required

356

Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1892 Saddle Ring, 44 W.C.F lever action, w/ bbl length 20"
[Blued barrel, receiver and full length tube. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden
stock with curved metal butt plate. Mechanically needs work. Mag spring extended into action. Barrel
band screws missing. Most bluing worn leaving gray brown patina and some pitting. Cracks and stock
and forend. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 734218, PAL required

357

Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield model C No 4 MK 1 * Long Branch, .303 Brit. ten shot bolt action, w/
bbl length 25" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and flip up adjustable MK 3 rear sight. Full wood
military stock with metal butt plate. Includes one detachable magazine. Matching serial number on
rear band and bolt. Other markings include 1950 on receiver, "RR" on butt plate and bottom rear of
stock. C-tripod marking on stock and forend, K 5 ? on bottom of stock, * in a C on top of receiver etc.
Mechanically appears near excellent wit only minor use, handling and storage marks to wood and
metal.] serial # 91L7938, PAL required

358

Antique rifle Martini Henry model 1873 MK 1, 577/450 Martini-Henry Single Shot falling block, w/ bbl
length 33" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Full wood military stock
with checkered metal butt plate. Included cleaning rod. Markings include "RSAF ENFIELD" roundel
with "WD" [ War Department] arrow on right side side of stock, VR crown , "ENFIELD 1873 I" on right
side of receiver, "WD" and crown over 82 on barrel bands, VR etc. on rear of barrel and left side of
receiver, "IB 96" on left side of stock etc. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Bluing
worn leaving natural brown patina. Water damage to butt plate and upwards into stock. Crack on left
rear of forend plus other use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL
required

359

Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield model No 5 MK 1 ROF(F) 2/45, .303 Brit ten shots bolt action, w/ bbl
length 20 1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Original jungle
carbine stock with rubber recoil pad [ turned hard]. Include one detachable magazine stamped 22
presumably trainer magazine fitted with spring and follower. Matching serial number on bolt and
stock. Other markings include "B' on stock behind trigger guard, 'C1 5 G2" stencil on left side of stock
etc. Mechanically appears to function well. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.]
serial # T5471, PAL required

360

Non-Restricted shotgun J. Stevens 12 Ga. chamber unknown Single Shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 29
1/2" [Choked markings include (CHOKED BORED), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.7185),
muzzle diameter (.6945)] [Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. Smooth wooden stock with
branded plastic butt plate. Marked "ELECTRO STEEL, CHOKE BORED' on top of barrel. Mechanically
functions. Bluing worn leaving gray brown patina and surface pitting. Butt plate cracked and attaching
screws rusted. Deeper nicks and gouges in wood and some cracks. Use, handling and storage marks
on wood and metal.] serial # YO585, PAL required

361

M-1 Carbine folding Paratrooper stock

362

Selection of CZ 58 parts

363

Canvas bag with 100 round AR-15 drum mag pinned to 5 rounds and a loading aid

364

50 round 45 ACP 1911 drum magazine, pinned to 10 rounds

365

Three magazines to fit PS50 (lot 148) including a 10 round and two 30 round.

366

Six XCR .308 ten round pistol magazines, compatible with AR 10

367

Six XCR .308 cal ten round pistol magazines, compatible with AR-10

368

Six Magpul 30/5 AK Pmags, five of which are new in package

369

Six LAR-15 RRA model 10 round 9mm pistol magazines

370

Three stamped metal rifle 10 round rifle mags for AIA type rifles and three stamped metal magazines
for M-14 short

371

Two vintage 32 round Sterling carbine mags, each pinned to 5 rounds.

372

Triple mag pouch with three 9mm Luger GSG MP40 magazines, each pinned to five rounds.

373

Selection of BRS accessories including top rail cover, sling, flip-up front grip and three magazines

374

Selection of 9mm MINI FAME accessories including magazines, folding stock etc.

375

Three 10 round MEGGAR pistol mags labeled P14-.45 plus a foam lined pistol case

376

Two Bersa 10 round 9 mm pistol mags labeled Thunder Nine by consignor, plus a pistol case.

377

Two unmarked pistol magazines, labeled by consignor Norinco MP 7.62 cal and a pistol case

378

Minecraft camouflage Robertson M96 furniture set

379

Bushnell Banner 4-12X40 scope with Bushnell box which is possibly not original to the scope

380

Bushnell Sportview 6X40 scope with non-original box

381

Wooden ammo crate and contents including two bayonets and scabbards, military style sheaths and
belt holders etc. note some water damage

382

Wooden ammo crate and contents including leather pouch with round projectiles, powder flasks,
leather flask holder, assorter calibers of lead, cleaning rods and tools etc.

383

Two leather Bianchi holsters including Ruger for 7 1/2" Old Army and a #X15 large holster with should
strap plus two soft hand gun cases

384

Wooden crate containing a selection of ammo., spent brass etc. including full 25 count Winchester 12
gauge 3" no. 2, 15 count of Maxum 12 gauge 2 3/4" no. 2, two ammo. belts holding approximately 35
assorted 12 gauge, plus bags of assorted mixed, used casings

385

Dan Wesson Arms .357 Magnum 10" barrel, possible fits 15-2, a Winchester hard pistol case and a soft
case

386

Vintage fitted wooden handgun case and contents including brass loader, bullet mold, cleaning rod,
caps and cap dispenser and tool in fitted box. Note handgun NOT INCLUDED, fits lot 550B (Colt Navy
Arms 1838 Texas Patterson).

387

Two vintage Colt wooden handgun cases including "The Colt Heritage" with removable tray, Colt
Heritage book, in very poor water damaged condition, fitted base with original keys, and a Colt black
powder case with Colt medallion in top and flask, bullet mold, too and caps tin plus small oiler and
key, note all have signs of water damage.

388

Two vintage Colt wooden handgun cases including glass top fitted for two handguns (Peacemaker &
Frontier six shooter), and an "Authentic Black Power Colt" which includes brass medallioned ebonized
case, powder flask, bullet mold, key, caps tin and gun tool. Note no handguns included

389

Four vintage handgun cases including wrapped Walther with contents and three wooden cases
including fitted Colt case with oiler, fitted Remington case with oiler, cleaning tools and a unknown
case, note all appear to have been water damaged.

390

Selection of firearms related leather goods including strap holster, Old West Gun leather ammo.
pouch, a musket ball pouch, assorted belts and slings including leather and web etc.

391

Selection of firearms collectibles including Colt grips, Colt medallion on wooden plinth, vintage oil tins,
two soft handgun cases, Syncrude buckle on leather belt, 177 cal. barrel, Remington tin, Co2
cartridges, BB's and darts etc.

392

Four foam lined hard rifle cases including Flambeau, Doskosport, Plano and Marstar

393

3/8" metal target on stand

394

Bear 70 lbs. right hand compound bow, serial no. 3172875, includes sight, counter weight, trigger,
nine target arrows and a Blackout brand soft case

395

Bear Whitetail II labeled draw length 30", draw weight 70 lbs., AMO compound string length 38"
including quiver five arrows with target tips

396

Selection of ammo. including plastic bag with 16 count of assorted 12 gauge and 2 count .410 round,
four full 5 count boxes of Remington 12 gauge 3" 00BK, full 20 count box of American Eagle 308
Winchester 150 grain, full 20 count of Imperial .308 Winchester 150 grain, 16 count of Winchester
.308 Winchester 180 grain FS and Winchester box with 15 count mixture 7mm Rem mag and .300 Win
mag.

397

Selection of ammunition including Remington tin with approximately 150 count assorted .22 LR, 13
count of Imperial .410 gauge 3" no 4, 7 count of Imperial .410 gauge 3" no 6, and seven full 5 count
boxes of .410 gauge 2 1/2" rifled slug hollowpoints

398

Selection of .30-30 Win ammunition including full 20 count box of Winchester Super X 150 grain
Power Point plus a Styrofoam sleeve with seven rounds and thirteen empty brass

399

Three full 20 count boxes of Remington .35 Remington 200 grain Core-Lokt SP

400a

Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt model Army Special, 32-20 WCF six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl
length 151mm [Blued finish. Fixed sights. Branded checkered grips. Cylinder lock and release missing.
Action functions but is stiff and sometimes catches. Most bluing worn leaving gray brown patina and
some pitting. Some screws are missing. Buy as parts or project gun.] serial # 331247, FRT # 17412-6
PAL required

400b Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt model Police Positive, .38 S&W six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl
length 101mm [Blued finish with fixed sights. Branded checkered plastic grips. Mechanically appears
near excellent with minor bluing wear in use, handling and holster areas with slight cylinder ring.]
serial # 6582, FRT # 45223-34 PAL required
400c

Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt model Army Special, 32-20 WCF six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl
length 127mm [Blued finish. Fixed sights. Shop made wooden checkered grips. Includes Hunter 110040 leather holster. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use, handling and
holster areas. Spots of very minor surface pitting plus other use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
588558, FRT # 17412-5 PAL required

400d Prohib 12-6 handgun MAB model Model D, 9mm Brwng Short/.380 ACP eight shots semi automatic,
w/ bbl length 100mm [Blued finish. Fixed sights. Shop made smooth wooden grips. Includes one
detachable magazine. Fitted with lanyard ring. Marked 'MADE IN FRANCE FOR W.A.C.[ Winfield Arms
Corp U.S.A]' on right side of slide, 'MODELE D' and '38' on left side of slide etc. Mechanically appears
to function reasonably well. Use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 92416, FRT # 20730-2 PAL
required
400e

Prohib 12-6 handgun Astra model Constable, 22LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 90mm
[Blued finish. Fixed sights. Checkered plastic grips. Includes two detachable magazines and plus
includes decorative tooled modern holster. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Some
unfortunate storage damage on left side of slide including above trigger guard, at very rear plus
hammer and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 1090025, FRT # 16158-1 PAL required

400f

Prohib 12-6 handgun Smith & Wesson model 34-1, 22LR six shot single action, w/ bbl length 102mm
[Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Branded checkered wooden grips. Includes

decorative tooled holster. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use,
handling and holster areas plus other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # M82041, FRT # 218532 PAL required
400g

Prohib 12-6 handgun Unknown model S&W Copy, 38 S&W five shot hinge break double action revol,
w/ bbl length 90mm [Nickel plated with fixed sights. Branded checkered grips. Markings including
"EMFGR" under grip on left side of frame, star over a "B" on right side of frame, two lines of text on
top of barrel that are too worn to read. Mechanically needs work, both halves of grips have pieces
missing, no finish on trigger guard and one screw missing. Most plating intact on frame and barrel.
Nicks and scratches and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 7042, certificate # 12526856,
FRT # 50470-2 PAL required

400h Prohib 12-6 handgun MAB model D, 32 ACP nine shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 102mm [Blued
finish with fixed sights. Checkered branded grips and includes one detachable magazine. Markings
include 'MADE IN FRANCE" on right side of slide, "PM" on right side of frame near serial number.
Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use, handling and holster areas plus
other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 4058, certificate # 13074403, FRT # 20730-3 PAL
required
400j

Prohib 12-6 handgun TAC model S&W Safety Hammerless, .32 S&W five shot hinge break/ double
action, w/ bbl length 83mm [Nickel plated. Fixed sights. Branded checkered grips. Mechanically
appears to function well. No finish on trigger guard. Most plating intact. Small piece of right side of
grip missing plus other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 834, certificate # 16903241, FRT #
22703-7 PAL required

400k

Prohib 12-6 handgun Fn Browning model 1922, 32 ACP semi automatic, w/ bbl length 114mm [Blued
finish. Fixed sights with branded checkered grips. Includes one detachable magazine. Mechanically
appears to function reasonably well. Assorted proof marks on slide, frame and barrel. Overall brown
patina with use, handling and storage marks.] serial # A3966, certificate # 13074412, FRT # 36234-3
PAL required

400m Prohib 12-5 rifle Poly Technologies model AKS, 7.62X39mm five shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length
482mm [Blued finish with adjustable front and rear sights. Wooden stock, pistol grip and forend.
Includes one detachable magazine pinned to five round, cleaning kit stored in butt stock and cleaning
rod. Mechanically appears excellent and likely had little use with minor use, handling and storage
marks.] serial # PN86C00001, certificate # 18689285, PAL required
400n Prohib 12-5 rifle Norinco model 84S-1, 5.56X45mm five shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 483mm
[Blued finish with adjustable front and rear sights. Wooden stock, pistol grip and forend. Includes one
detachable magazine pinned to five round, cleaning kit stored in butt stock and cleaning rod.
Mechanically appears excellent and likely had little use with minor use, handling and storage marks.]
serial # 600574, certificate # 18603050, PAL required
400p Prohib 12-5 rifle Norinco model 84S-1, 5.56X45mm five shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 489mm
[Blued finish with adjustable front and rear sights. folding stock, wooden pistol grip and forend.
Includes one detachable magazine pinned to five round and cleaning rod. Mechanically appears
excellent and likely had little use with minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 412090,
certificate # 18655806, PAL required
400q Prohib 12-6 handgun Bersa model Lusber 844, 7.65 semi automatic, w/ bbl length 87mm [Blued finish.
Fixed sights. Branded checkered plastic grips with right strong hand thumb rest. Include detachable
magazine. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Minor use, handling and storage marks]
serial # 051214, certificate # TCI - JP, PAL required

400r

Prohib 12-6 handgun FN Browning model 1900, .32 Auto semi automatic, w/ bbl length 101mm [Blued
finish with fixed sights. Branded checkered grips. Includes one detachable magazine. Matching serial
number on frame and slide. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use and
handling areas and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 550943, certificate # TCI - JP, PAL
required

400s

Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt model 1903 Pocket Hammerless, .32 ACP semi automatic, w/ bbl length
95mm [Blued finish with fixed sights. Branded checkered grips. Includes one detachable magazine.
Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Front sight blade is missing. Left side grips has large
cracks and some pieces missing. Right side has crack from screw hole backwards. Bluing worn in use
and handling areas, some surface pitting and other marks.] serial # 180974, certificate # TCI - JP, PAL
required

400t

Prohib 12-6 handgun Grvena Zastava model 70, 7.65mm semi automatic, w/ bbl length 91mm [Blued
finish with fixed sights. Branded checkered grips. Includes one detachable magazine. Mechanically
appears to function reasonably well. Magazine base appears newer than the firearm. Magazine seems
to fit well, locks slide etc. Bluing worn in use, handling and holster areas with remaining blue taking on
brown patina. Other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 002, certificate # TCI - JP, PAL required

400u Prohib 12-6 handgun CZ model 27, 7.65mm semi automatic, w/ bbl length 97mm [Blued finish. Fixed
sights. Checkered branded grips. Includes one detachable magazine marked "P.MOD.27" . Matching
serial number on frame, slide and side plate. German military mark on right side etc. Mechanically
appears to function well. Most bluing intact. Some pitting and other use, handling and storage marks.]
serial # 165890, certificate # TCI - JP, PAL required
400v

Prohib 12-6 handgun Beretta model 1934, cal .9 scurt ( .380 ACP) semi automatic, w/ bbl length 86mm
[Blued finish with fixed sights. Smooth branded grips. Includes one detachable magazine with finger
rest. Matching serial number on frame and slide plus serial number in electric pencil on top of barrel.
Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use, handling and holster areas.
Nicks in grips and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 21026, certificate # TCI - JP, PAL
required

400w Prohib 12-6 handgun Beretta model 94B, 22LR semi automatic, w/ bbl length 85mm [Blued finish with
fixed sights. Checkered branded grips. Includes one detachable magazine with finger rests. Marked
1954 on left side of frame. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use and
handling areas with other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 043939N, certificate # TCI - JP,
PAL required
401

Non-Restricted shotgun Berika Arms model FX3, 12Ga 3" semi automatic, w/ bbl length 18" [Choked
markings include (NONE SEEN), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.716), muzzle diameter
(.715)] [Satin black finish on barrel and receiver. Front blade sight. Black polymer stock with recoil
pad. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Includes sling. Mechanically appears near excellent and
likely only had light use. Use, handling and storage marks including storage rubs on top of barrel at
muzzle area.] serial # B18SA0283, PAL required

402

Non-Restricted rifle Navy Arms Co. model 1873, 45 Long Colt lever action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued
octagonal barrel and full length tube. Case hardened receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable
rear sights. Smooth straight wooden stock with curved metal butt plate. Mechanically appears
excellent. Likely had light use with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 70653, PAL
required

403

Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 700, 30-06 SPRG. bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued barrel
and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with scope bases. Hardwood stock with branded recoil pad and
fixed riser. Checkered semi pistol and fore grip. Fitted with sling rings and includes one detachable

magazine. Mechanically appears near excellent with minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
D6642739, PAL required
404

Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1894, 38-55 lever action, w/ bbl length 26" [Blued barrel,
receiver and full length tube. Fixed front sight. No barrel mounted rear sight. Fitted with receiver
mounted adjustable Lyman peep sight. Smooth straight wooden stock with curved metal butt plate.
Action appears to function reasonably well. Most bluing worn leaving gray patina. Rear barrel mount
sight dovetail filled with nicely fitted matching metal and has matching patina. Some surface pitting
on metal surfaces. Dings and gouges in stock and forend but no cracks seen. Other use, handling and
storage marks.] serial # 293994, PAL required

405

Non-Restricted shotgun Remington model 1100, 12Ga 2 3/4" semi automatic, w/ bbl length 25 1/2"
[Choked markings include (SKEET), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.7295), muzzle
diameter (.725)] [Blued ribbed barrel and receiver. Two bead sight. Semi deluxe hardwood stock with
branded recoil pad. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Barrel marked 'MADE IN USA', receiver
marked 'MAGNUM'. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use and
handling areas. Some scratches to metal surfaces and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
N304176M, PAL required

406

Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 70, 22-250 bolt action, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued barrel and
receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Fitted with Simmons 3-10X44 wide angle scope.
Hardwood stock with checkered branded butt plate. Checkered semi pistol and fore grip. Fitted with
sling rings. Mechanically appears near excellent with use, handling and storage marks to wood and
metal.] serial # G1228305, PAL required

407

Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 70, 308 Win. bolt action, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued barrel and
receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sight with fiber optic insert. Fitted with scope bases.
Hardwood stock with checkered branded plastic butt plate. Fitted with sling rings. Mechanically
appears to function well. Marked 'MADE IN USA' . Minor bluing wear in use and handling areas. Some
dings and scratches in stock plus other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # G1336238, PAL
required

408

Non-Restricted rifle Charter Arms model AR-7 Explorer, 22LR semi automatic, w/ bbl length 16" [Black
parkerized style finish. Fixed sights. Hollow plastic stock that house metal components for survival/
backpacking. Includes one detachable magazine. Mechanically appears to function. Rubs and wear on
metal finish and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # A258929, PAL required

409

Fitco FS6-24X52B scope with box, illumination working at time of cataloguing

410

Six full 50 count boxes of Blazer Brass 40 S&W 180 grain FMJ ammunition

411

Six full 50 count boxes of Blazer Brass 40 S&W 180 grain FMJ ammunition

412

Six full 50 count boxes of Blazer Brass 40 S&W 180 grain FMJ ammunition

413

Full 250 rounds of box UMC Remington .40 S&W 180 grain Metal case ammunition

414

full 250 rounds box of UMC Remington .40 S&W 180 grain Metal case ammunition.

415

Selection of handgun accessories including four leather holsters, three Sig P226 magazines,
unidentified .22 mag and a soft case.

416

Selection of loading accessories including Lyman Turbo 600 tumbler, two 100 count bags of .357
Maximum unprimed brass cases, a RCBS.357 REM Max three die set plus Shooting Chrony Master
Beta kit in box

417

Four soft rifle cases

418

Three foam lined soft rifle cases

419

Browning branded foam lined hard case, no key, 11" X 36" X 5"

421

Non-Restricted rifle Ruger model 10/22 Take-Down, 22LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 18
1/2" [Stainless steel barrel and alloy receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Black polymer
stock with checkered branded butt plate. Includes a ten round detachable magazine and branded soft
case with shoulder strap. Mechanically appears near excellent with only minor use, handling and
storage marks.] serial # 82266113, PAL required

422

Non-Restricted rifle Investarm model Hawken, 45 Perc. Single Shot muzzle loader, w/ bbl length 28"
[Heavy heavy octagonal stainless steel barrel. Fixed front and rear sights. Case hardened lock. Half
length hardwood stock with brass butt plate, patch box, trigger guard and other accent pieces.
Includes ram rod. Fitted with set trigger. Mechanically appears to function well and likely had light use
if any. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 155647, PAL required

423

Non-Restricted rifle Truline model 40, 22 Mag bolt action, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued barrel and
receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sight. Smooth wooden stock with plastic butt plate.
Includes one detachable magazine. Marked 'EATONS OF CANADA' on top of barrel. Mechanically
appears to function well with use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 9138, PAL
required

424

Non-Restricted rifle Weatherby model Mark V, 300 Magnum bolt action, w/ bbl length 26" [Blued
barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Swarovski AV3-10X42 scope, serial no. MA6918959.
Semi-deluxe hardwood stock. Branded recoil pad. Checkered semi pistol and fore grip. Includes
Hunter brand padded leather sling and box for scope. Barrel marked 'MADE IN W. GERMANY". and
WEATHERBY .300 MAGNUM" presumed to be chambered for .300 WBY Magnum, but not confirmed
by auction house. Mechanically appears near excellent. Use, handling and storage marks to wood and
metal.] serial # P37806, PAL required

425

Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1890, 22 W.R.F pump action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued
octagonal barrel and receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight
wooden stock with curved metal butt plate and corn cob forend. Mechanically appear to function
well. Only minor bluing wear in high spots. Presumed restored and refinished with only minor use and
handling marks since.] serial # 411338A, PAL required

426

Non-Restricted rifle Savage model 12, 223 Rem. bolt action, w/ bbl length 26" [Heavy stainless steel
fluted barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Bausch & Lomb 3X-9X40 scope. Black polymer
stock with recoil pad. Checkered semi pistol and foregrip. Internal magazine. Mechanically appears
excellent likely had light use if any. Use, handling and storage marks.] serial # G042373, PAL required

427

Non-Restricted rifle Ruger model M77, 458 Win.Mag. bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued heavy
barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Hardwood stock with Decelerator recoil
pad. Fitted with sling ring. Includes original manual. Mechanically appears excellent and appears to
have had very little use if any. Mostly minor use, handling and storage marks with a couple of extra
storage dings in stock.] serial # 7444724, PAL required

428

Non-Restricted rifle Marlin model 70, 22LR semi automatic, w/ bbl length 18" [Blued barrel and black
alloy receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Fitted with Bushnell 4X Custom .22
scope. Smooth wooden stock with plastic checkered butt plate. Includes one detachable magazine.
Mechanically appears to function well and does not appear to have had very little use. Use, handling
and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 17302295, PAL required

429

Non-Restricted rifle Mauser Preduzece 44 model 98, unknown caliber bolt action, w/ bbl length 24"
[Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Sporterized stock with metal butt

plate and leather sling. Matching numbered bolt. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well.
Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Old repairs and modifications to stock. Some minor water
damage on stock at butt plate. Some storage rust in corners like around sight and other use, handling
and storage marks.] serial # 8185, PAL required
430

Non-Restricted rifle/ shot gun Savage model 24H-DL, 22 Win Mag RF / 20Ga 3" two shots hinge break,
w/ bbl length 24" [Choked markings include (NONE SEEN), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle
(.6245), muzzle diameter (.5935)] [Blued barrel and white metal receiver. Fixed front and elevation
adjustable rear sights. Hardwood stock with plastic butt plate. Includes leather sling. Engraved with
fox on one side and pheasant on the other. Barrel selector on hammer. Mechanically appears to
function well. Use, handling and storage marks.] serial # NIL, PAL required

431

Non-Restricted rifle Browning (Japan Miroku) model X-Bolt, 270 Win. bolt action, w/ bbl length 22"
[Satin blued tapered barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Leupold VX-III 3.5-10X40 scope,
serial no. 280206N. Mossy oak stock with Inflex recoil pad. Includes detachable magazine, padded
sling, rifle and scope boxes and manuals. Mechanically appears excellent, possibly only test fired.
Minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 24363ZV354, PAL required

432

Non-Restricted rifle Browning (Japan) model Medallion, 375 H&H Mag bolt action, w/ bbl length 20
1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Fitted with scope bases and
rings, note one ring screw missing. High gloss stock with branded recoil pad. Includes padded sling and
fitted with Boss adjustable muzzle brake system. Receiver engraved with decorative scroll and marked
Medallion. Mechanically appears excellent and likely had very light use if any. Scope bases must have
seen service on another firearm and stock has some storage dings. Use, handling and storage marks to
wood and metal.] serial # 70656NV317, PAL required

433

Non-Restricted shotgun Remington model 812, 28 Ga 2 3/4" Single Shot hinge break, w/ bbl length
28" [Choked markings include (FULL), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.550), muzzle
diameter (.5255)] [Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. Wooden stock with plastic butt plate.
Marked "MADE IN BRAZIL' . Matching serial number on receiver and barrel. Mechanically appears
near excellent. Shows little signs of use. Mostly only minor use, handling and storage marks plus some
residue on right side of stock.] serial # C57133, PAL required

434

Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 9422M, 22 Win. Mag. lever action, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued
barrel, receiver and full length tube. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Straight laminated stock
with checkered branded butt plate. Checkered stock and forend. Includes original box. Mechanically
appears excellent. Likely had light use if any with only minor handling marks.] serial # F614044, PAL
required

435

Non-Restricted rifle Weatherby model Mark V, 270 WBY Mag bolt action, w/ bbl length 26" [Highgloss blued barrel. No fixed sights. Deluxe stock with decelerator recoil pad. Oak leaf and acorn
checkering. Includes original box and manual. Appears to be only factory test fired. Very minor
handling marks] serial # PB049526, PAL required

436

Non-Restricted rifle Savage Arms model 340 Series E, 22 Hornet bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued
barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Hardwood stock with plastic butt plate.
Decorative checkering on semi pistol and foregrip. Includes one detachable magazine. Left side of
receiver threaded for scope mount. Mechanically appears near excellent and likely only had light use.
Minor use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # C613066, PAL required

437

Non-Restricted rifle Savage model 111, 338 Lapua Mag bolt action, w/ bbl length 26 1/2" [Satin blued
barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with optic rail. Black polymer stock with recoil pad. Fitted
with adjustable riser and muzzle device. Includes one detachable magazine and original box.

Mechanically appears excellent. Likely had little use if any. Factory stickers still applied to stock and
riser. Minor handling marks.] serial # H386758, PAL required
438

Non-Restricted rifle Ruger model M77, .338 Win Mag bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued barrel and
receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Redfield 3X-9X scope. Hardwood stock with recoil pad. Checkered
semi pistol and foregrip. Mechanically appears near excellent and likely had light use with only minor
use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 77309592, PAL required

439

Non-Restricted rifle Browning (Japan Miroku) model X- Bolt, .308 Win. bolt action, w/ bbl length 22"
[Tapered stainless barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Nikon PR 51 3.5-14X40 scope, serial
no. 2304366. Semi-deluxe stock with Inflex recoil pad. Includes one detachable magazine, sling, box
and manual. Receiver engraved with decorative scroll and marked "WHITE GOLD MEDALLION" in gold
lettering. Mechanically appears excellent and likely only test fired with very minor handling marks.]
serial # 33728ZT354, PAL required

440

Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 8 take-down, 35 Rem semi automatic, w/ bbl length 22 1/2"
[Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with wooden
butt plate, presumed shop made. Fitted with rear sling ring and hole in underside of barrel likely was
for forward sling ring currently not included. Forward lower tang screw not original, additional hole
near rear sling mount plus two smaller holes on underside of rear end of stock. 1" long crack on
underside of forend near receiver. Small cracks in stock leading back from upper tang. Rear sight
mount has been silver soldered to the barrel. Includes foam lined hard rifle case, sling and slip on
recoil pad. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Approximately 50% of bluing worn
leaving overall gray patina plus additional use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 21436, PAL
required

441

Selection of vintage .22 ammo. mostly LR with one box Long, total of 450 rounds

442

Selection of mostly vintage .22 ammunition, mostly LR, some Long and some Short, total of over 550
rounds

443

Full 50 count box of vintage Remington Arms .25-20 60 grain mushroom bullet

445

Four full 20 count boxes of .32 Remington ammunition including three boxes of CIL 170 grain and one
box of Western 170 grain

446

Two full 20 count boxes of vintage 250 Savage ammunition including Dominion 100 grain and Gevelot
117 grain

447

Two full 20 count boxes of Norma .308 Norma Mag 180 grain SP Spire Point ammuntion

448

Nine full 20 count boxes of 7.62 X 39 ammo. plus and addition 15 rounds.

449

Two 20 count boxes of Remington ammunition including full box of Western 200 grain and 19 rounds
of Dominion 200 grain

450a

Restricted handgun Girsan model MC 28 SA, 9mm Luger ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length
108mm [Black Cerakote style finish on slide and polymer receiver. Fixed three dot sights. Includes
foam lined hard case, two detachable magazines, two additional back straps, mag loading aid etc.
Frame has integral laser / flashlight mounts. Mechanically and aesthetic appear near excellent. Likely
had light use with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # T636815AV00708, certificate #
18445439, PAL required

450b Restricted handgun Ruger model New Model Blackhawk, 45 Auto/45 Colt six shot single action
revolver, w/ bbl length 140mm [Blued finish with fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Branded
checkered plastic grips. Includes original molded case, .45 ACP cylinder and .45 Colt cylinder, manual

etc. Mechanically and aesthetically appear excellent and likely had very little use with only use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # 4858314, certificate # 17686051, PAL required
450c

Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson model M&P 40 Crimson Trace, 40 Cal ten shot semi automatic,
w/ bbl length 108mm [Stainless steel slide with black Armornite finish. Fixed three dot sights. Polymer
frame with integral flashlight mount. Includes foam lined plastic case, three detachable magazines,
three different sized backstraps plus factory issue Crimson Trace laser grips, currently installed and
working. Mechanically and aesthetically appears excellent with only minor use, handling and storage
marks.] serial # DUJ1773, certificate # 15408206, PAL required

450d Restricted handgun Herbert Schmidt model 121 S, .357 Mag. six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl
length 152mm [Blued finish with fixed sights and smooth wooden grips. Matching serial number on
frame and barrel. Extractor mechanism is missing. Otherwise mechanically appears to function
reasonably well. Alloy backstrap and trigger guard. Frame is interesting plum coloured. Use, handling
and storage marks.] serial # 15218, certificate # 5541865, PAL required
450e

Restricted handgun Ruger model MARK 1, 22LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 152mm [Blued
finish with fixed sights. Branded checkered plastic butt plate. Includes one detachable magazine.
Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Use,
handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 1203056, certificate # 110856, PAL required

450f

Restricted handgun Sig Sauer model 1911-22, 22LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 127mm
[Dessert sand finish. Fixed front and rear three dot sights. Soft touch Hogue grips with finger grooves.
Includes two detachable magazines. Skeletonized hammer and trigger. Ambidextrous thumb safety.
Mechanically appears to function well. Finish worn in use, handling and holster areas. Use, handling
and storage marks.] serial # F195139, certificate # 19857041, PAL required

450g

Restricted handgun Colt model 1860 Army Gen 2, .44 Percussion six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl
length 203mm [Blued barrel, cylinder and back strap. Case hardened frame, hammer and ram rod.
Brass trigger guard. Fixed sights. Smooth wooden grips. Includes branded fitted box with accessories
including wood and brass shoulder stock etc. Mechanically appears near excellent, possibly unfired.
Some handling marks including scratches and marks to backstrap and grip, likely from putting stock on
and off. Matching serial number on frame, barrel, trigger guard, backstrap, engraved and shoulder
stock. Shoulder stock has only minor use, handling and storage marks. Box and contents have
suffered water damage, but there appears to be no water damage to the gun and shoulder stock
indicating that they were stored separately from the box at the time of flooding.] serial # US0360,
certificate # 20410791, FRT # 18325-1 PAL required

450h Restricted handgun Colt model 1848 Dragoon M2 Gen 2, 44 Percussion six shot single action revolver,
w/ bbl length 190mm [Blued barrel and cylinder. Case hardened frame, hammer and ram rod. Brass
backstrap and trigger guard. Included fitted branded wooden box and accessories. Mechanically
appears near excellent. Possibly unfired. Box and revolver suffered water damage leaving surface rust
and pitting on some surfaces including stain on right side of grip.] serial # 33344, certificate #
20410792, FRT # 33756-1 PAL required
450j

Restricted handgun Colt model Dragoon Mod 1 1776-197, 44 Percussion six shoot single action
revolver, w/ bbl length 190mm [Blued barrel, cylinder, back strap and trigger guard. Case hardened
frame, hammer and ram rod. Fixed sights and smooth wooden grips. Matching serial numbers found
on frame, barrel, cylinder, back strap and trigger guard. Mechanically may need some work, cylinder
gets stiff consistently in the same location, reason not investigated. Cylinder roll engraved with battle
scene and marked 'U.S.M.R." Decorative medallion is missing from left side of grip. Left side of barrel
marked "1776-US Bicentennial-1976". Appears unfired. Use and handling marks including tooling

mark on right side of barrel approximately where octagonal meets round. Use, handling and storage
marks.] serial # 0360DG, certificate # TCI - B, FRT # 18034-1 PAL required
450k

Restricted handgun Colt model Python US 1776-1976 Bi, .357 magnum six shot double action revolver,
w/ bbl length 152mm [Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden grips with
American eagle medallion on left side. Decorative engraving includes "1776-USA Bicentennial-1976"
on left side of barrel. Iconic American landmarks including Statue of Liberty, Liberty Bell, Capitol
Building etc. plus script including "Give me Liberty or Give Me Death". Mechanically appears near
excellent. Mostly minor handling marks plus a couple areas of likely storage damage including small
mark on right side of frame forward of trigger guard, another on left side at front of barrel lug plus
other minor use, handling and storage marks. ] serial # 0360PY, certificate # 20410793, FRT # 180361 PAL required

450m Restricted handgun FN Browning Husqvarna model 1907, 9mm Browning semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 127mm [Blued finish. Fixed sights. Branded checkered grips. Fitted with lanyard ring. Includes
one detachable magazine. Left side of frame stamped 'A8 NO 841'. Mechanically appears to function
well. Colourful paint residue on underside of trigger guard. Tape residue around grip. Right side of grip
cracked behind attachment threads. Bluing worn in use, handling and holster areas and other use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # 25431, certificate # 19105753, PAL required
450n Restricted handgun Unknown Belgian model Schofield Copy, .44 Russian six shot double action
revolver, w/ bbl length 140mm [Blued finish with fixed sights. Checkered grips. Mechanically appears
to function well. Marked "SCHOFIELD'S PATENT OCT B. 17.1876" on top of barrel and some Belgium
proof marks. Appears to be .44 Russian caliber, not confirmed. Most bluing worn leaving light surface
rust and pitting plus other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 4300, certificate # 19187664,
PAL required
450p Restricted handgun Armi San Paolo model 1851 Navy, 44 Percussion six shot single action, w/ bbl
length 191mm [Blued octagonal barrel and cylinder. Case hardened frame. Brass trigger guard and
backstrap. Smooth wooden grips. Matching serial number on frame and barrel. Engraved cylinder.
Mechanically appears to function well. Likely had very little use with only minor use, handling and
storage marks.] serial # 45873, certificate # 5022535, PAL required
450q Restricted handgun Pistolet Central model SXS No 59, 44-40 two shots hinge break, w/ bbl length
129mm [Nickel plated. Single bead sight. Checkered wooden grips. Fitted with lanyard ring. Markings
include 'PISTOLET CENTRAL J.A.' on top of barrel, ' MADE IN SPAIN NO.59" on underside of barrels plus
scroll work on sides of receiver. Mechanically works quite well. Most plating intact with use, handling
and storage marks.] serial # 338, certificate # 19105754, PAL required
450r

Restricted handgun Ruger model New Bearcat, 22LR six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl length
107mm [Blued finish. Fixed sights. Smooth wooden branded grips. Includes original molded case,
manual etc. Non-fluted cylinder engraved with a bear and a cougar. Mechanically and aesthetically
appear excellent. Possible only factory fired with minor if any handling marks, very slight cylinder
ring.] serial # 9345784, certificate # 13626105, PAL required

450s

Restricted handgun Ruger model GP100, .357 Mag. six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl length
107mm [Stainless steel. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Branded soft touch grips with finger
grooves. Includes molded case, manual etc. Mechanically and aesthetically appear near excellent.
Possibly only test fired, very slight cylinder ring. Very minor handling marks.] serial # 17705594,
certificate # 17916765, PAL required

450t

Restricted handgun Ruger model New Bearcat, 22LR six shot single action, w/ bbl length 107mm
[Blued finish. Fixed sights. Smooth wooden branded grips. Includes original molded case, manual etc.
Non-fluted cylinder engraved with a bear and a cougar. Mechanically and aesthetically appear

excellent. Possible only factory fired with minor if any handling marks, very slight cylinder ring.] serial
# 9347985, certificate # 15507279, PAL required
450u Restricted handgun Ruger model Redhawk, .44 Mag six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl length
140mm [Stainless steel. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth branded wooden grips.
Includes original molded box, manual etc. Mechanically and aesthetically appear excellent with a very
minor cylinder ring and very minor handling marks.] serial # 50368620, certificate # 17913235, PAL
required
450w Restricted handgun Ruger model New Bearcat, 22LR six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl length
107mm [Blued finish. Fixed sights. Smooth wooden branded grips. Includes original molded case,
manual etc. Non-fluted cylinder engraved with a bear and a cougar. Mechanically and aesthetically
appear excellent. Possible only factory fired with minor if any handling marks, not even cylinder ring.]
serial # 9347961, certificate # 14588809, PAL required
450xa Restricted handgun Ruger model New Model Single Six, 22LR six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl
length 165mm [Bisley model. Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth branded
wooden grips. Engraved non-fluted cylinder. Mechanically and aesthetically appear near excellent and
likely only had light use with only minor use, handling and storage marks. NOTE: Currently registered
in the old system, expect delays in transfer.] serial # 26152030, certificate # K-370440, PAL required
450xb Restricted handgun Ruger model New Model Blackhawk, .44 Magnum six shot single action, w/ bbl
length 190mm [Stainless steel. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Deluxe smooth branded grips.
Marked 'RUGER HUNTER SUPER BLACKHAWK" on top. Barrel is set up for optics mount. Includes
molded box. Mechanically and aesthetically appear excellent with some powder residue on top of
non-fluted cylinder plus minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 8833174, PAL required
450xc Restricted handgun Ruger model New Vaquero, 357 Mag. six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl length
117mm [Blued finish with fixed sights. Smooth branded wooden grips. Includes original molded box
and manual. Mechanically appears excellent. Minor bluing wear in holster areas and cylinder ring.]
serial # 51299936, PAL required
450xd Restricted handgun Ruger model New Vaquero, 357 Mag. six shots single action revolver, w/ bbl
length 117mm [Blued finish with fixed sights. Smooth branded wooden grips. Includes original molded
box and manual. Mechanically appears excellent. Minor bluing wear in holster areas and cylinder
ring.] serial # 51299730, PAL required
450xe Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson model 460XVR, 460 S&W Magnum five shot double action
revolver, w/ bbl length 189mm [Stainless steel. Fixed fiber optic front sight and adjustable rear sight.
Branded rubber soft touch grips with finger grooves. Includes foam lined box and total of two muzzle
devices, one installed and one in the box. Mechanically appears excellent. Some powder residue in
front of cylinder and forcing cone. Otherwise only minor handling marks.] serial # CVN7942, PAL
required
450xf Restricted handgun Ruger model New Model Blackhawk, 30 Carbine six shot single action revolver, w/
bbl length 191mm [Blued finish with fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth branded wooden
grips. Mechanically and aesthetically appear near excellent and likely only had light use with only
minor use, handling and storage marks. NOTE: Currently registered in the old system, expect delays in
transfer.] serial # 5133142, certificate # K-428415, PAL required
450xg Restricted handgun Ruger model New Model Blackhawk, .357 Mag. six shot single action revolver, w/
bbl length 190mm [Bisley model. Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth branded
wooden grips.Mechanically and aesthetically appear near excellent and likely only had light use with

only minor use, handling and storage marks. NOTE: Currently registered in the old system, expect
delays in transfer] serial # 3683588, certificate # K-370439, PAL required
450xh Restricted handgun Ruger model New Model Blackhawk, 44 Magnum six shot single action revolver,
w/ bbl length 190mm [Bisley model. Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth
branded wooden grips. Mechanically and aesthetically appear near excellent and likely only had light
use with only minor use, handling and storage marks. NOTE: Currently registered in the old system,
expect delays in transfer] serial # 8580191, certificate # K-368092, PAL required
450xj Restricted handgun Ruger model New Model Single Six, 22LR six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl
length 241mm [Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth branded wooden grips.
Marked on top of barrel "MADE IN THE 200TH YEAR OF AMERICAN LIBERTY'. Mechanically appears
excellent. Very minor surface rust on top of barrel and other use, handling and storage marks. NOTE:
Registered in the old system. Expect delays in transfer.] serial # 6494452, certificate # K-348480, PAL
required
450xk Restricted handgun Ruger model Mark II Target, 22LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 140mm
[Blued heavy barrel and frame. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Branded checkered plastic grips.
Includes three detachable magazines. .Mechanically and aesthetically appear near excellent and likely
only had light use with only minor use, handling and storage marks. NOTE: Currently registered in the
old system, expect delays in transfer] serial # 21505674, certificate # K-443219, PAL required
451

Full 20 count box of Winchester Super-X .38-55 Winchester 255 grain SP and 15 rounds of vintage
Dominion .38-55 SP

452

Selection of 30-06 ammo. including two full 20 count boxes of Dominion 150 grain and 10 rounds of
Peters 150 grain

453

Two full 20 count boxes of Dominion 258 Winchester ammunition 200 grain

454

Two 20 count boxes of 300 H&H Magnum ammunition including full Winchester (red box) 180 grain
and 19 rounds of Winchester (white box) 180 grain

455

Two full 20 count boxes of Hungarian made 7.62X54 R FMJ ammunition

456

Selection of 8mm ammunition including full 20 count box of Remington 8mm REM Magnum 185 grain
SP, three CIL with total of 4 rounds of 8mm Mauser

457

Selection of 30-30 ammunition including two 10 count packages of branded Smith & Wesson made in
Canada. Full 20 count box of Gevelot 150 grain, five 20 count Dominion boxes with a total round count
of 30 rounds which appear factory and 10 reloads

458

Selection of assorted ammunition including full 50 count CIL .38 Special 148 grain Wad Cutters, full 25
count box of .32 Automatic, 14 rounds of Remington 458 Win Mag 510 grain SP, 30 rounds of
Dominion 270 130 grain SP, full 20 count (assorted sources) 222 Remington 50 grain SP, 19 rounds of
Dominion 240 Winchester 100 grain PSP, 20 rounds of Federal 250 Roberts 117 grain SP and 20
rounds of unboxed 25-06 Rem

459

Pelican Travel Vault foam lined double rifle case 52" X 15" X 6", and three trigger locks with keys

460

Two Gunguard foam lined hard rifle cases, plus two trigger locks with keys and Outers rifle cleaning
kit and a selection of ammunition including six full 50 count boxes plus a box containting 30 rounds of
Winchester Wildcat .22 Long plus a full 20 count box plus 3 count of .303 British plus ammo. reloads

461

Selection of loose vintage ammo. including some rare pieces

462

Selection of ammunition including approximately 400 rounds of .22 LR and an assortment of reloads,
assorted calibers and most appear to have some water damage

463

Full 50 count box of .45 Colt Cowboy Action loads, 70 rounds of .22 LR, 50 rounds of .32 Auto and a
small selection of miscellaneous reloads

464

Selection of approximately 75 assorted 12 and 20 gauge shot gun ammo. and two almost full boxes of
clay targets

465

Lyman Turbo 1200 brass tumbler, electronic scale, RCBS press etc.

466

Large selection of assorted use rifle brass

467

Approximately 23 ounces of Hodgdon H-4831 gun powder and a pail of assorted shot plus
approximately 250 assorted primers, miscellaneous projectiles etc. PAL REQUIRED. NO SHIPPING

468

Two sets of 38-55 loading dies, and approximately 120 count of 38-55 used brass, 15 rounds of
reloads and a bag of lead projectiles. PAL REQUIRED, NO SHIPPING

469

Lee melting pot, ingot mold, 38-55 RN mold, .45 FN mold etc.

470

Selection of black powder shooting gear including near full 16 oz. can FFFG powder, flasks, bullet
molds, shooting kit etc. PAL REQUIRED, NO SHIPPING.

471

Leather gun belt, two holster and selection of buckles

472

Two leather belts with holsters, tan coloured rig labeled 30"-34", black rig labeled 32"-36"

473

Three pairs of vintage spurs

474

Two pairs of spurs, one with brass accents

475

Four folding knives with sheaths including Schrade etc.

476

Selection of knives including sheathed, folding etc.

477

Tasco 60X spotting scope with case and a shooting Chrony, not tested

478

Selection of assorted sized ammunition reloading cases, cleaning kit, targets etc.

479

Large selection of arrows, bow holders, accessories etc.

480

Small selection of gun parts including rear peep sights, trigger etc.

481

Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1894 ADJ, 38-55 Win. lever action, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued
barrel with full length tube. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Includes foam carton with sleeve
and fitted wooden presentation box. Rifle and presentation box have extensive water damage
including damage to interior external finish to firearm. Forend band screw is missing. Action appears
to function, some internal water damage is visible.] serial # ADJ300, PAL required

482

Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 94 RCMP, .30-30 lever action, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued barrel.
Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Gold toned receiver, barrel bands, butt plate and RCMP stock
medallion. Marked "RCMP CENTENNIAL 1873-1973" on right side of barrel, 'MP BRAND" on right side
of stock. Fitted with saddle ring. Include foam carton and sleeve, no documentation. Sleeve and
firearm have water damage. Damage to firearm appears to be isolated to butt plate, butt plate screws
and rear 3rd of stock. Mechanically appear excellent with some additional handling marks.] serial #
RCMP5182, PAL required

483

Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1894 (Limited Edition), 30-30 Win. lever action, w/ bbl length
20" [Blued barrel and full length tube. Fixed front and adjustable rear sight. Gold toned receiver and
lever. Includes original Styrofoam and cardboard sleeve and velvet lined wooden box with Winchester
branding. Sleeve and foam are in good condition, however, wooden box and firearm have extensive
water damage with damage to exterior finish on complete firearm. Action and trigger appear to
function reasonably well, however water damage noted inside action.] serial # 77L153, PAL required

484

Non-Restricted rifle W.R. Pape model Martini, 22 cal Single Shot falling block, w/ bbl length 26" [Blued
heavy barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights plus rear peep sight. Semi deluxe
hardwood stock and forend. Metal butt plate branded SVG. Serial no. 026733 on side of barrel and
12401 on trigger guard. Marked 'W.R. PAPE, CALLINGWOODS, NEW CASTLE UPON TYNE" and
"AMMUNITION .22 RIM FIRE" on top of barrel. Non-original peep sights which is held on with only one
screw. Mechanically appears to function well. Overall brown patina on all metal. Some nicks and
gouges in wood and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 12401 & 026733, PAL required

485

Non-Restricted shotgun J. Stevens model 5100, 12Ga, 2 3/4" two shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 30"
[Choked markings include (NONE SEEN), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (L .726, R .728),
muzzle diameter (L .697, R .693)] [Blued barrels with single bead sight. Case hardened receiver.
Hardwood stock with Pachmayr recoil pad. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Mechanically
appears to function reasonably well. Although visually the left barrel appears to have bulge,
measurements indicate smooth internal transmission into choke: measurements include at 2" from
muzzle .7265, at 1 3/4" .725 and 1 1/2" in .725, at 1 1/4" .7195, at 1" .714, at 3/4" .699, at 1/2" .697,
at 1/4" .697. Bluing worn in use and handling areas, 1 " long cracks in front of both sides of stock,
homemade stock spacer under recoil pad. Other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # NIL, PAL
required

486

Non-Restricted rifle Cooey model 600, 22 S-L-LR bolt action, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued barrel and
receiver. Fixed front, rear sight removed and not included. Fitted with Bushnell Banner .22 scope.
Smooth wooden stock with metal butt plate. Mechanically appears to function well. Magazine to
barrel fitment is loose and bracket has some tooling marks on it. Otherwise minor use, handling and
storage marks.] serial # CG092441, PAL required

487

Non-Restricted rifle Cooey model Sport, 22LR Single Shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 14 1/2" [Blued
finish. Fixed front and rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with metal butt plate. Mechanically appears
to function reasonably well. Marked SPORT .22 LONG RIFLE" on top of receiver. Stock has been
refinished and metal appears refinished. Use, handling and storage marks.] serial # NIL, PAL required

488

Non-Restricted rifle Cooey model 600, 22 S-L-LR bolt action, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued finish. Fixed
front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Wooden stock with Winchester branded butt plate. Action
appears to function reasonably well. All bluing has been removed. Stock is refinished. Use, handling
and storage marks.] serial # CG003729, PAL required

489

Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 6, .32 Short RM or Long RM Single Shot falling block, w/ bbl
length 20" [Blued finish with fixed front sight and rear sight missing. Smooth wooden stock with metal
butt plate. Action does seem to work. Old repairs to stock with cracks and holes on top and bottom
etc. Most bluing worn leaving gray brown patina and surface rust and pitting etc.] serial # 402214, PAL
required

489a

One full 50 count box of CIL Canuck .32 Short rimfire ammunition

490

Non-Restricted rifle Cooey model Ranger, .22 Single Shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued finish
with fixed front and rear sights. Wooden stock with metal butt plate. Marked 'RANGER .22 CAL" on
top of receiver. Action functions but is stiff. Stock has been refinished and has had repairs of large
cracks. Barrel and receiver refinished with evidence of pitting under new blue.] serial # NIL, PAL
required

491

Non-Restricted rifle Cooey model Canuck, 25 rimfire Single Shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 18" [Blued
finish. Fixed front and rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with metal butt plate. Marked "CANUCK .25
CALIBRE" on top of receiver and "HW COOEY MACHINE AND ARMS CO. TORONTO CANADA". Action
cycles. Stock has been refinished. Metal appears refinished with evidence of some pitting prior to rebluing, plus other use, handling and storage.] serial # NIL, PAL required

491a

Full 50 count box of CIL Canuck .25 Steven Long rimfire ammunition, full 50 count box of CIL SuperClean .25 Short rimfire ammunition plus baggy with eleven assorted short and long rounds.

492

Non-Restricted rifle Cooey model Ace III, 22 Single Shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued finish
with fixed front and rear sights. Wooden stock. Action cycles but is a bit stiff. Top of receiver marked
"ACE III .22 CAL". Wood and metal refinished with pitting under new bluing. Old repairs to stock etc.]
serial # NIL, PAL required

493

Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 6, 22 S-L-LR Single Shot falling block, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued
finish. Fixed front and rear sights. Smooth stock with metal butt plate. Action appears to function
reasonably well. Wood and metal refinished with old repairs and cracks in stock, pitting under new
blue etc. plus other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # S333054, PAL required

494

Non-Restricted rifle Salvia model Air Rifle, .177 Single Shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 15 1/2" [Blued
finish with fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock. Mechanically
appears to function reasonably well. No butt plate or stock button. Stock has been refinished. Bluing
worn in use and handling areas with some surface rust and pitting plus other use, handling and
storage marks.] serial # 290935, PAL required

495

Non-Restricted rifle / shotgun Valmet model 412, 25/35, 12 ga. 2 3/4" two shot hinge break, w/ bbl
length 26" [Blued barrels and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Hardwood stock with
Browning recoil pad. Matching serial number on receiver, barrels and forend. Other markings include
"MADE IN FINLAND" on underside of receiver. "6.5 X 52 R, 12/70" and proof marks on left side of
barrels etc. Action not engaging firing mechanism. Stock is pinned on left side for old crack repair.
Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 4250, PAL
required

496

Non-Restricted shotgun Eibar model Amazon SXS, 12Ga, 2 3/4" two shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 25
1/2" [Choked markings include (FULL CHOKE), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (L .7265, R
.7305), muzzle diameter (L . 7225, R .722)] [Blued barrels with single bead sight. Engraved white
metal receiver. Hardwood stock, missing butt plate. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Fitted with
sling rings. Matching serial number on receiver, barrels and forend. Other markings include "AMAZON
NITRO" on top of barrel, assorted proof marks etc. Action cycles, surface rust and pitting on barrels, 1"
long crack on front of forend, cracks on both sides of stock where it meets receiver and other use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # 104229, PAL required

497

Non-Restricted rifle Savage model 840, 25-35 bolt action, w/ bbl length 21 1/2" [Blued barrel and
receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Savage-SUWA 4X33 scope. Wooden stock with plastic butt plate.
Includes one detachable magazine. Fitted with sling mounts. Action appears to cycle reasonably well.
Tooling marks on scope mount screws. Bluing worn in use and handling areas with overall brown
patina, dings and marks in stock plus other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # A460985, PAL
required

498

Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester model 1200 Defender, 12Ga 2 3/4" & 3" pump action, w/ bbl
length 18 1/2" [Choked markings include (NONE SEEN), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle
(.7285), muzzle diameter (.73)] [Blued barrel and full length tube. Black anodized alloy receiver. Single
bead sight. Smooth wooden stock with recoil pad and corncob forend. Fitted with sling ring and
includes leather sling. Mechanically appears near excellent and likely had little use. Use, handling and
storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # L1300822A, PAL required

499

Non-Restricted rifle Defense Ballistics model RS-Q1 Eagle, .223, 5.56X45mm five shot semi automatic,
w/ bbl length 20" [Stainless barrel. No fixed sights and fitted with full flat top rail. Black coated alloy
receiver and forend. Polymer fixed stock and pistol grip. Includes one detachable ten round LAR pistol
magazine. Barrel is marked iBi .223 Wylde 8T 5R and is fitted with threaded flash hider. MLOCK slots

on sides and bottom of forend. Mechanically appears near excellent with only minor use, handling
and storage marks.] serial # 10042, PAL required
500a

Prohib 12-6 handgun Orbea model S&W Copy, 32 S&W six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl length
83mm [Nickel plated. Fixed sights. Mother-of- pearl grips. Double and single action triggers operate
reasonably well. Cylinder appears to index reliably however, consistently falls short of locking. Marked
'CAL 32 LARGO" on left side of barrel. Left side of grip broken at top and piece missing. Nickel plating
worn and flaking in the usual corrosion and touching areas plus other use, handling and storage
marks.] serial # 111094, certificate # 12538462, PAL required

500b Prohib 12-6 handgun Browning model 1922, 32 ACP semi automatic, w/ bbl length 114mm [Blued
finish. Fixed sights with checkered wooden grips. Includes one detachable magazine. Matching serial
number on frame, slide and barrel plus German military markings. Mechanically appears to function
well. Bluing worn in use, handling and holster areas. Overall brown patina and other use, handling and
storage marks.] serial # 179011, certificate # 5022568, PAL required
500c

Prohib 12-6 handgun Acha Hermanos model Looking Glass, 32 ACP semi automatic, w/ bbl length
84mm [Blued finish. Fixed sights with checkered grips. Includes one detachable magazine.
Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use, handling and holster areas and
other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 63940, certificate # 5022570, PAL required

500d Prohib 12-6 handgun Webley & Scott model Mark III, .38 S&W six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl
length 101mm [Blued finish with fixed sights. Checkered wooden grips. Matching serial number on
frame, barrel and cylinder. Other markings include "MARK III .38" on left side and other assorted
proof marks. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use, handling and
holster areas plus other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 53579, certificate # 5022532, PAL
required
500e

Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt model Diamond Back, .38 Special six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl
length 102mm [Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Branded checkered wooden grips.
Mechanically appears near excellent. Slight bluing wear in use and holster areas and other minor use,
handling and storage marks plus right side of grip has been re-glued.] serial # D6862, certificate #
19869381, FRT # 17419-5 PAL required

500f

Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt model Diamond Back, .38 Special six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl
length 102mm [Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Branded checkered wooden grips.
Mechanically appears near excellent. Slight bluing wear in use and handling areas plus other minor
use, handling and storage marks.] serial # D70888, certificate # 19854276, FRT # 17419-5 PAL required

500g

Prohib 12-6 handgun Luger (Kreighoff/Suhl) model P08, 9mm eight shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length
102mm [Blued finish with fixed sights. Checkered plastic grips. Included one age appropriate
detachable magazine. Marked "KREIGHOFF SUHL" on top of toggle. Other markings include faint
number including 31 on left side of receiver, appears to be matching serial number plus 16 on locking
bolt. No other serial number markings seen and no proof marks seen. Mechanically appears to cycle
reasonably well. Most bluing worn leaving behind surface pitting and overall gray patina plus other
use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 6831, certificate # 19173867, FRT # 31559-1 PAL required

500h Prohib 12-6 handgun Beretta model 1934, .380 ACP seven shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 88mm
[Blued finish with fixed sights. Smooth branded grips. Includes one detachable magazine with finger
rest. Matching serial number on frame and slide. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well.
Bluing worn in use, handling and holster areas, slide taking on plum patina. Some surface pitting and
other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 02506, certificate # 50225544, FRT # 16550-1 PAL
required

500j

Prohib 12-6 handgun Webley & Scott model 1905 Auto, .32 ACP eight shot semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 89mm [Blued finish with fixed sights. Checkered grips. Includes one detachable magazine.
Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Left side grip is broken with pencil eraser sized
piece missing. Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Some surface rust and pitting plus other use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # 143499, certificate # 260601, FRT # 25026-2 PAL required

500k

Prohib 12-6 handgun J.P Sauer & Sohn, Suhl model 1913, 32 ACP seven shot semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 78mm [Blued finish. Fixed sights. Branded checkered grips. Includes one branded detachable
magazine. Mechanically appears to work well. Bluing worn in use, handling and holster areas plus
other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 23196, certificate # 19283506, FRT # 20467-3 PAL
required

500m Prohib 12-6 handgun Walther model 4, 7.65mm semi automatic, w/ bbl length 85mm [Blued finish
with fixed sights. Checkered branded grips. Includes one detachable magazine. Action cycles, feels a
bit stiff. 1/2" crack from bottom of left side grip. Bluing worn in use and handling areas with other use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # 182690, certificate # TCI - JP, PAL required
500n Prohib 12-6 handgun Mauser model 1910, 6.35mm semi automatic, w/ bbl length 76mm [Blued finish
with fixed sights. Branded checkered grips. Includes one branded detachable magazine. Matching
serial number on frame, slide and barrel. Mechanically needs work, trigger doesn't always engage etc.
Small chunks of both sides of grips are missing. Overall well worn condition. Virtually all bluing worn
with surface pitting.] serial # 362733, certificate # TCI - JP, PAL required
500p Prohib 12-6 handgun CZ model 45, 25 Auto semi automatic, w/ bbl length 61mm [Blued finish with
fixed sights and branded checkered grips. Includes one detachable magazine. Mechanically appears to
work well. Interesting double action design. Bluing worn in handling and high spots. Other use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # 139526, certificate # TCI - JP, PAL required
500q Prohib 12-6 handgun Beretta model 418, 6.35mm semi automatic, w/ bbl length 59mm [Blued finish
with fixed sights. Smooth branded grips. No magazine included. Mechanically appears to function
reasonably well. Matching serial number on frame and slide. Left side of frame stamped 1961 plus
other proof marks. Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Some surface pitting and other use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # 56660A, certificate # TCI - JP, PAL required
500r

Prohib 12-6 handgun MAB model A, 6.35mm semi automatic, w/ bbl length 51mm [Blued finish with
fixed sights. Branded checkered grips. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Bluing worn
in use and handling areas. Right side grip cracked from screw downward with other use, handling and
storage marks.] serial # 77185, certificate # TCI - JP, PAL required

500s

Prohib 12-6 handgun FN Browning model 1906, 6.35mm semi automatic, w/ bbl length 51mm [Blued
finish with fixed sights. Branded checkered grips. Includes one detachable magazine. Approximately
50% of bluing worn leaving brown patina and surface pitting. Mechanically appears to function. Use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # 996363, certificate # TCI - JP, PAL required

500t

Prohib 12-6 handgun Browning model Baby, 6.35mm semi automatic, w/ bbl length 52mm [Blued
finish with fixed sights. Branded checkered grips. No magazine included. Electric pencil mark 77-011303 #1 on left side of frame. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in high
spots with some surface pitting predominantly on left side with other use, handling and storage
marks.] serial # 207634, certificate # TCI - JP, PAL required

500u Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt model 1908 Pocket Hammerless, 25 Auto semi automatic, w/ bbl length
52mm [Blued finish with fixed sights. Branded checkered grips. Includes one branded detachable
magazine. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Left side grip has been broken and re-

glued. Bluing worn in use and handling areas with surface pitting predominately on left side plus other
use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 142260, certificate # TCI - JP, PAL required
500v

Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt model 1903 Pocket Hammerless, 32 ACP semi automatic, w/ bbl length
95mm [Blued finish with fixed sights. Branded checkered grips. Includes one detachable magazine.
Does not appear to be correct to the pistol. Action cycles. Most bluing worn off slide. Also appears as
if a replacement coating was applied that has also worn off. Surface rust on most metal and other use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # 113768, certificate # TCI - JP, PAL required

500w Prohib 12-6 handgun Tanfoglio model GT27, 25 Auto semi automatic, w/ bbl length 63mm [Blued
finish with fixed sights. Checkered wooden grips. Includes original box and one detachable magazine.
Mechanically appears to function well. Very little wear but storage pitting and rust on side of frame
plus other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # D49822, certificate # TCI - JP, PAL required
501

Non-Restricted shotgun Remington model 870 Express Magnum, 20Ga, 2 3/4" & 3" pump action, w/
bbl length 27 1/2" [Choked markings include (THREADED), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle
(.6165), [Satin black ribbed barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. Wooden stock with branded recoil
pad. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Fitted with one unidentified screw in choke. Mechanically
appears to function well. Storage dings to top of stock and other use, handling and storage marks.]
serial # A197678U, PAL required

502

Non-Restricted rifle BSA 30-06 bolt action, w/ bbl length 22 1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed
front and adjustable rear sights. Fitted with Bushnell Legend 3-9X40 scope. Hardwood stock with
recoil pad. Includes leather sling. Barrel and receiver marked "MADE IN ENGLAND". Matching serial
number on receiver and bolt. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Approximately 30%
of bluing worn, plum brown patina. Recoil pad is well worn, nicks and dings in stock by no cracks see.]
serial # 6252, PAL required

503

Non-Restricted rifle Savage model 11, 223 Rem bolt action, w/ bbl length 22" [Black Cerakote style
finish on tapered barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Bushnell 3X-9X-40 scope. Black
polymer stock with recoil pad. Mechanically and aesthetically appear near excellent and likely had
little use with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # H637407, PAL required

504

Non-Restricted rifle Browning (Japan) model A-Bolt, 243 WSSM bolt action, w/ bbl length 22" [Satin
black Cerakote style finish on tapered barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Bushnell Elite
3200 3-10X40 scope. Black synthetic stock with branded recoil pad. Includes black webbed sling plus
set of RCBS No. 11601 dies, selection of brass and projectiles and two internal magazines.
Mechanically appears excellent and likely had light use. Storage rubs to barrel, left rear of receiver
and stock primarily on the left side.] serial # 82792MX351, PAL required

505

Hornady Auto Progressive Lock-N-Load reloading press

506

Black Stack-On single door gun cabinet with two keys, 55" X 21" X 16"

507

Hinged lid, checker plate strong box, 10" high 30" wide and 14" deep

508

Hinged lid, checker plate strong box, 10" high 30" wide and 14" deep

509

Four FN FAL inch patterned magazines, all pinned to 5 rounds.

510

Four FN FAL magazines, all pinned to 5 rounds including three inch pattern and one metric, plus a
speed loader

511

Large selection of AK 47 parts and accessories including drum magazine, stick mags all pinned to five,
folding stock, pistol grips etc.

512

Hyskore shooting rest and a Wheeler Engineering reticle leveling system

513

Selection of accessories including Remington 700 Mag base and well, several trigger locks including
three new in package, sheathed bayonet labled "AK-47 CCCP", snap caps, soft pistol case, Blue book of
gun values and Cabela's extending shooting stick

514

Magellan GPS 2000XL with manual, not tested plus a Bushnell Sport 850 range finder that is working
at time of cataloguing

515

Selection of surplus items including pouches, rifle case, First Aid dressings, double mag pouch with
two M1 Carbine mags, a Carbine book and an M14 book

516

Foam lined hard rifle case by Field Locker and a Colt branded soft rifle case

517

Four foam lined hard rifle cases

518

Three foam lined hard rifle cases plus a leather take-down rifle case

519

Aluminum custom built two rifle case with foam lining and lockable latches 52" X 14" X 5 1/8"

521

Non-Restricted shotgun Unknown model SXS, 16 Ga, chamber unknown two shot under lever hinge
break, w/ bbl length 27 1/2" [Choked markings include (NONE SEEN), bore diameter as measured 6"
from muzzle (L .6745, R .6745), muzzle diameter (L .6745, R .6845)] [Blued Damascus barrels with
single bead sight. Decorative and mechanically interesting receiver and locks. Deluxe stock with metal
butt plate and fixed riser. Checkered straight grip. Matching serial number on receiver and barrels.
Other markings include ELG proof mark etc. Mechanically functions reasonably well. Right side firing
pin fitment nut is broken. Hand engraved receiver, side locks, hammers, trigger guard and dual lever
mechanism. Tradition under lever mechanism to unlock hinge plus addition lever to unlock integral
forend from barrels. Grip rearward of trigger guard appears to be horn. Most bluing worn leaving gray
brown patina with expected use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 1704, PAL required

522

Non-Restricted shotgun W.Fisher model SXS, 12Ga, chamber unknown two shot under lever hinge
break, w/ bbl length 29 3/4" [Choked markings include (NONE SEEN), bore diameter as measured 6"
from muzzle (L .706, R .7085), muzzle diameter (L .7085, R . 712)] [Blued Damascus barrels. Single
bead sight. Blued receiver. Hardwood stock with metal butt plate. Faint checkering on straight stock
grip and forend. Matching serial number on water table. Barrels and forend. Other markings include
"13" and assorted proof marks under barrels etc. Action does function. Overall parts fitment is loose.
Under lever screw does not appear original. Full cheek rest area of stock appear re-glued. Most bluing
worn leaving natural brown patina. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial #
3984, PAL required

523

Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield model No 4 MK 2 (F), .303 Brit ten shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 24
1/2" [Wrapped in original packaging. Still packed with Cosmoline. Exposed at muzzle and top of action
only. Date stamped on receiver 12/54.] serial # PF337150, PAL required

524

Non-Restricted rifle Mauser model 71/84, .43 Mauser bolt action, w/ bbl length 31 1/2" [Blued barrel
and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Half length smooth wooden stock with metal butt
plate. Has integral tube magazine and action has magazine cut off for single shot operation. Matching
serial number on receiver, barrel, bolt, safety lever, underside of rear sight, butt plate, trigger guard
plus several screws and other assorted areas. Other markings including crown over FW, crown over
"SPANDEAU" plus assorted proof marks on receiver, "6.JE, 2. 199" on butt plate, assorted proof marks
on stock etc. Includes set of Lee dies. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Most bluing
worn leaving natural plum brown patina and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 301, PAL
required

525

Selection of Ruger parts springs, grips, bolts, triggers, pins, pawls, screws etc

539

Scharde Walden 165 knife with scabbard and ordinal box and a Trail Camera trail cam possibly
unused, not tested.

540

Large foam lined plastic pistol case, set of Crimson Trace 1911 laser grips, appear unused, also not
tested and unnamed red and green electric optic, working at time of cataloguing with test battery, no
battery including, with original box

541

Full 25 count box of Winchester Oliver Winchester Commemorative .38-55 ammunition with head
stamp "OFW 38-55 WIN"

542

Full 20 count box of Winchester Wells Fargo & Co. 30-30 silver tip ammunition with head stamp "WF
& CO. 30-30 WIN'

543

Full 20 count box of Winchester Alberta Diamond Jubilee 38-55 ammunition with headstamp 'W-W
38-55 WIN"

544

Full 20 count box of Winchester Saskatchew Diamond Jubilee 38-55 ammunition with head stamp
"SDJ 38-55" WIN

545

Factory sealed full 20 count box of Winchester Klondike Commemorative 30-30 ammunition with
unknown head stamp and factory gold seal

546

Factory sealed full 20 count box of Winchester Klondike Commemorative 30-30 ammunition with
unknown head stamp and factory gold seal

547

Full 20 count box of Winchester Little Big Horn Centennial 44-40 ammunition, head stamp "W-W 4440 WIN'

548

1850 rounds of .22 LR ammunition including three collector packs

549

Large selection of .22 LR ammunition including Winchester Super-X, Imperial etc., approximately 1700
rounds plus 60 count .22 LR shot shells

550a

Restricted handgun Colt model Peacemaker Commemorative, .45 Colt six shot single action revolver,
w/ bbl length 191mm [Blued barrel, cylinder, backstrap and trigger guard. Case hardened frame and
hammer with smooth wooden grips. Matching serial number on frame, cylinder, trigger guard and
backstrap. Other markings include "1873 PEACEMAKER CENTENNIAL 1973" on left side of barrel etc.
Mechanically appears to function reasonably well however, extensive storage damage on all metal
surfaces.] serial # MPC360, certificate # 20410453, FRT # 18077-1 PAL required

550b Restricted handgun Navy Arms model Colt 1838 Texas Paterson, .36 Percussion five shot single action
revolver, w/ bbl length 191mm [Blued octagonal barrel. Fixed sights. Smooth wooden grips. Includes
fitted wooden box with accessories including second cylinder, bullet mold, speed loader etc. Features
include cylinder is roll engraved with scenes featuring four men holding up a stage coach and a folding
trigger. Mechanically appears near excellent. Possibly unfired. Box and contents have suffered water
damage, but there appears to be no water damage to the gun indicating that it was stored separately
from the box at the time of flooding.] serial # 316, certificate # 20410454, FRT # 54038-2 PAL required
550c

Restricted handgun Colt model New Service, .45 Colt six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl length
140mm [Blued finish with fixed sights. Branded checkered wooden grips. Matching serial number on
frame and crane. Marked "M.P" on heel [ presumably Canadian Mounted Police] and number "NO.
2538" on back strap. Fitted with lanyard ring. Mechanically appears near excellent with only minor
use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 349593, certificate # 20407901, FRT # 17530-6 PAL required

550d Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson model 29-2, .44 Magnum six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl
length 213mm [Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Branded checkered wooden grips.
Mechanically appears near excellent with only minor use, handling and storage marks. Includes

branded rosewood box with speed loader and cleaning rod. Box and accessories suffered water
damage. Lack of water damage to revolver would indicate it was stored separate from the box at the
time of flooding.] serial # N385082, certificate # 20407900, FRT # 21950-10 PAL required
550e

Restricted handgun Colt model Diamondback, .22LR six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl length
152mm [Blued finish with fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Branded checkered wooden grips.
Matching serial number on frame and crane. Includes leather Safariland holster. Mechanically appears
near excellent although in need of cleaning. Gold lettering on fading on barrel, otherwise only minor
use, handling and storage marks.] serial # R50831, certificate # 20407902, FRT # 17419-3 PAL required

550f

Restricted handgun Ruger model Old Army, 44 Percussion six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl length
191mm [Stainless steel with fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth branded wooden grips.
Includes fitted wooden box with accessories. Mechanically appears near excellent. Possibly unfired
with only minor use, handling and storage marks. Box and contents have suffered water damage, but
there appears to be no water damage to the gun indicating that it was stored separately from the box
at the time of flooding.] serial # 14507863, certificate # 20407898, FRT # 24910-1 PAL required

550g

Restricted handgun Colt model Python, .357 Mag six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl length
152mm [Blued finish with fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Checkered branded wooden grips.
Includes soft case and rubber Pachmayr grips. Mechanically appear excellent with minor use, handling
and storage marks.] serial # AL5302, certificate # 20407899, FRT # 17532-5 PAL required

550h Restricted handgun Colt model Match Target, 22LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 152mm
[Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Branded checkered grips with right strong hand
thumb rest. Includes two branded detachable magazines. Mechanically appears near excellent.
However, extensive storage damage to bluing on right side primarily and a little on front of rear of left
side plus other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 140824S, certificate # 20410790, FRT #
146119-2 PAL required
550j

Restricted handgun Unknown German model Target, 22 Single Shot hinge break, w/ bbl length
204mm [Blued octagonal barrel and receiver. Fixed sights. Checkered wooden grips. Fitted with set
trigger. No maker name, likely made in the early Guild system. Markings include "0.2 GR N.G.P M/71
1.8 GR BI" on side of barrel plus three crown, one over top of B, one over G, and one over U, 5.2mm, 7
under barrel etc. Markings include the the pieces has been inspected and rifled plus Mauser powder
M-71. The number "7" could very likely be the serial number although it is registered with assigned
RCMP no. Mechanically appears to function quite well. Virtually all bluing worn leaving over all gray
patina with some minor surface rust.] serial # NIL, certificate # 8392456, PAL required

550k

Restricted handgun Colt model Police Positive, .38 S&W six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl length
150mm [Blued finish with fixed front and rear sights. Branded checkered wooden grips. Mechanically
and aesthetically appear near excellent with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
316699, PAL required

550m Restricted handgun Uberti model 1873 Cattleman Bisley, .357 Mag. six shot single action revolver, w/
bbl length 121mm [Blued barrel and cylinder. Case hardened frame. Fixed sights. Smooth wooden
grips. Includes original box and manual. Mechanically and aesthetically appear excellent. Possibly only
test fired. Virtually no cylinder ring visible and only very minor handling marks.] serial # J64621,
certificate # 10223528, PAL required
550n Restricted handgun Browning model High Power, 9mm Luger ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length
119mm [Blued finish with fixed front and rear sights. Checkered wooden grips. Includes three 10
round detachable magazines. Marked "MADE IN BELGIUM". Mechanically and aesthetically appears
near excellent and likely only had little use with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
T144947, PAL required

550p Restricted handgun Ruger model Single-Ten, 22LR six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl length
117mm [Stainless steel. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights with fiber optic inserts. Smooth branded
wooden grips. Includes original molded case and manual etc. Mechanically and aesthetically appear
excellent. Possibly unfired or test fired only. Only minor handling marks and very slight cylinder ring.]
serial # 81018982, certificate # 18334938, PAL required
550q Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson model SD40 VE, 40 S&W ten shots semi automatic, w/ bbl length
107mm [Stainless steel slide. Fixed front and rear three dot sights. Polymer frame. Includes two
detachable magazines. Original box, manual etc. Mechanically and aesthetically appears excellent.
Possible only factory fired with only minor handling marks.] serial # HFY4612, certificate # 18084642,
PAL required
550r

Restricted handgun Colt model Police Positive Special, .38 Special six shot double action revolver, w/
bbl length 126mm [Blued finish. Fixed front and rear sights. Branded checkered wooden grips.
Includes original box. Mechanically and aesthetically appear near excellent with only minor use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # 934379, PAL required

550s

Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson model 500, 500 S&W Mag five shot double action revolver, w/
bbl length 213mm [Stainless steel. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Branded soft touch grips.
Fitted with integral compensator. Includes original molded case and documentation. Mechanically
appears to have had very little use. Slight cylinder ring and otherwise only minor use, handling and
storage marks.] serial # CHE9294, certificate # 8484403, PAL required

550t

Restricted handgun Ruger model Super Redhawk, 454 Casull & .45 Colt six shot double action
revolver, w/ bbl length 241mm [Dull target gray finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Includes
soft touch grips. original box, matching coloured Ruger packaged scope rings, manual etc.
Mechanically and aesthetically appear excellent. Possible only factory fired. Very faint cylinder ring
and minor handling marks.] serial # 55219726, certificate # 55219726, PAL required

550u Restricted handgun Ruger model Single-Ten, 22LR ten shot single action revolver, w/ bbl length
140mm [Stainless steel. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights with fiber optic inserts. Smooth branded
wooden grips. Includes original molded case and manual etc. Mechanically and aesthetically appear
excellent. Possibly unfired or test fired only. Minor handling marks and very slight cylinder ring.] serial
# 81003732, certificate # 16228696, PAL required
550v

Restricted handgun Ruger model New Model Single Six, 17 HMR six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl
length 165mm [Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Checkered branded plastic grips.
Includes original molded box, manual etc. Mechanically and aesthetically appear excellent. Likely only
test fired. Very minor cylinder ring and only minor handling marks.] serial # 26506690, certificate #
14115982, PAL required

550w Restricted handgun Ruger model New Vaquero, .45 LC six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl length
140mm [High gloss stainless steel. Fixed sights. Smooth wooden branded grips. Includes molded box,
manual and baggie with assorted springs. Mechanically and aesthetically appears excellent. Visible
cylinder ring and minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 5754815, certificate # 602891, PAL
required
550xa Restricted handgun Herbert Schmidt model Mod. 21, 22LR six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl
length 121mm [Blued barrel and cylinder. Black finish alloy frame, back strap and trigger guard. Fixed
sights with smooth wooden grips. Matching serial number on frame and barrel. Mechanically appears
to function reasonably well. Possible filing of the frame to provide clearance for the hammer. Finish
worn in use and handling areas plus other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 558617, PAL
required

550xb Restricted handgun Ruger model Blackhawk, 41 Magnum six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl length
117mm [Blued barrel, frame and cylinder. Black alloy back strap and trigger guard. Fixed front and
adjustable rear sights. Smooth branded wooden grips. Mechanically and aesthetically appear near
excellent and likely had very little use with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
4017422, certificate # 18682656, PAL required
550xc Restricted handgun Sig Sauer model 1911-22, .22 LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 127mm
[Black finish with fixed three dot sights. Checkered grips. Includes two detachable magazines and
foam lined case. Ambidextrous safety, skeletonized hammer and trigger. Mechanically and
aesthetically appear near excellent and likely only had light use with minor use, handling and storage
marks.] serial # T200651, PAL required
551

550 rounds of .22 WMR, full 20 count box of Federal .223 REM 55 grain SP, and 48 rounds of Black
Hills .223 REM 52 grain Match HP

552

Lyman Case Prep Xpress, new in box

553

Megallan GPS 4000XL with manual, not tested

554

Magellan GPS 315 with books and instructional tape, not tested

555

Lyman 115 volt Universal power trimmer with cutting dies

556

RCBS Rock Chucker Supreme reloading press with box and manual, appears unused.

557

Three RCBS loading aids including Case Kicker, Power Trickler, and Uniflow powder measure

558

Selection of reloading tools including RCBS model 1010 scale, Lee Auto-Prime, RCBS Powder Measure
piggy back stand, funnels, lube, inertia hammer etc.

559

Selection of reloading accessories including shell holders, priming unit, primer trays, primer pocket
cleaner etc.

560

Selection of assorted projectiles including close to 300 count of Hornady 30 cal (.308), 100 count
Combined Technology 30 Cal (.308), 100 count of 270 and 100 assorted

561

Selection of 300 WBY Mag ammunition including full 20 count box of Remington 190 grain PTD SP
Boat-Tail, full 20 count box of Hornady 180 grain SP Interlock, Hornady box with assorted contents
and 20 rounds of presumably reloads in two 10 round plastic containers

562

Four full 20 count packages of 30-06 ammunition including one package of Federal 150 grain SP, one
package of Federal 165 grain Boat-Tail SP and two packages of Remington 150 grain SP

563

Eight full 20 count boxes of .308 Win ammunition including 3 boxes of Winchester 150 grain PowerPoint, 2 boxes of Winchester 147 grain FMJ, and 3 boxes of Winchester 180 grain Power-Point

564

Three full 20 count boxes of Federal 338 Win Mag ammunition including two boxes of 225 grain SP
and one box of 225 grain Sierra Pro-Hunter SP

565

Selection of .303 British ammunition including two full 20 count boxes of Imperial 150 grain, 10
rounds of Winchester Super-X 180 grain and 16 rounds of unboxed Imperial

566

Full 20 count box of Remington 300 Remington Ultra Mag 200 grain Nosler Partition and 16 rounds of
Remington 300 Remington Ultra Mag 180 grain Nosler Partition

567

Selection of 375 H&H Magnum ammunition including 31 rounds of Winchester 300 grain silver tip, 14
rounds of Remington 270 grain SP and 11 rounds of Winchester 270 grain FS

568

Selection of 270 Win ammunition including 40 rounds of Federal 130 grain Bonded Soft Point, 20
rounds of Winchester 130 grain Rapid Controlled Expansion Polymer Tipped, 14 rounds of Browning
150 grain Soft Point Semi-Spitzer plus 20 rounds of WBY .270 WBY Magnum 130 grain Spitzer

569

Selection of 308 Win ammunition including five full 20 count boxes of Winchester 150 grain Rapid
Controlled Expansion Polymer Tip, Musgrave 150 grain, PRVI 180 grain, Pioneer 150 grain, Browning
155 grain BXR Rapid Expansion plus 17 loose rounds

570

Three full 20 count boxes of Remington 357 H&H Mag 270 grain SP ammunition

571

Two full 20 count boxes of Federal 44 REM Mag 240 grain jacketed SP ammunition

572

Full 20 count box of Federal 300 Win Short Mag 180 grain SP ammunition, 73 rounds of 300 WBY Mag
reloads in Case-Gard case

573

Full 20 count box of Hornady 7mm WBY Mag 157 grain Spire Point, full 20 count box of Winchester
7mm REM Mag 175 grain Power-Point and 9 count of loose 7mm REM Mag

574

Full 250 count box of Estate 20 gauge 2 3/4" 7 1/2 ammunition

575

Large selection of assorted shot gun ammunition including approximately 140 rounds of 20 gauge, 25
rounds of 12 gauge, 10 count of 20 gauge slugs, 40 rounds of 410 gauge 3" 7 1/2, 10 count of 410
gauge of rifled slugs etc.

576

Large selection of vintage 12 gauge 2 3/4" ammunition totally approximately 180 rounds plus 50
rounds of blanks

577

Large selection of assorted 12 gauge shot gun ammunition including approximately 125 rounds of 2
3/4" No. 6, 10 rounds of Browning No.4, 5 count of 3" slugs, 5 count of .00 Buck, 5 count of No. 4 Buck
etc.

578

Selection of vintage 16 gauge shot gun ammunition including 78 rounds 2 3/4" assorted round No. 4, 5
and 6 and 25 rounds of 2 9/16" No. 4

579

Four 25 count boxes of vintage 12 gauge 2 3/4" ammunition including full No. 4, No.5 and No. 7 1/2
and one with 21 rounds of No. 5

580

Five full 25 count boxes of Winchester 12 gauge 2 3/4" shot gun ammunition including two boxes No.
7 1/2, one box of No. 9, one box of No. 4 and one box of BB

581

Large selection of assorted vintage 20 gauge shot gun ammunition including approximately 50 rounds
of No. 4, 25 rounds of No. 5, 25 rounds of No. 6, 24 rounds of 7 1/2 and 9 count slugs

582

Selection of 28 gauge 2 3/4" shot gun ammunition including 50 rounds of Target loads and 49 rounds
of Western No. 6 plus 10 loose rounds

583

Selection of 410 gauge shot gun ammunition including 125 rounds of assorted 2 1/2" and 67 rounds 3"

584

Shadow box display of vintage shotgun, rifle and pistol ammunition and a selection of loose samples.
PAL REQUIRED, NO SHIPPING.

585

Selection of vintage and collectible shotgun ammo. including one shadow box display of Wescan made
in Okotoks Alberta in the 1960's and a selection of individually packaged rounds from assorted
sources. PAL REQUIRED NO SHIPPPING.

586

Three full 1 lbs. containers of IMR 7826, all are factory sealed 49.52 oz.

587

Selection of gun powder including a 1 lbs. Reloader 22 ( factory sealed) and two of Hodgdon 4831SC, (
one factory sealed) total weight 47.9 oz.

588

Two 1 lbs. tin of IMR powder including 4064 and 4831, total weight 35.87 oz.

589

Selection of reloaders ammo. case, homemade tumbler, full bottle of Lyman tumbling media and
selection of assorted used brass including 7mm Rem Mag. , 223 Remington, 25-06 Remington etc. and
new brass including 7mm Rem Mag, 270 WBY etc.

590

Four sets of RCBS dies including .270 WBY Mag no. 13401, 7mm Rem Mag no. 13601, 7mm Rem Mag
Sizer no. 13631 and .375 H/H Mag no. 1690P

591

Five sets of RCBS dies including .300 WBY Mag, no. 15201, .17 Rem no. 17201, 270 Win no. 13501, .22
Hornet no. 10201

592

Four sets of RCBS dies including .7mm WBY Mag. no. 167901, .222 Rem no. 10901, .25/06 no. 12001,
.22-250 (.22 Varminter) no. 10631

593

Selection of large Magnum rifle primers including a 1000 count Federal no. 215 and 100 Federal no.
GM 215 M

594

Selection of scope ring and bases, some loose in package

595

Case-Gard gun cleaning kit with gun rests, locks, screwdriver, set of Mastercraft digital caliper, new in
package Champion bi-pod, sling shot etc.

596

Selection of hunting DVD's and tapes, animal calls etc.

597

Selection of collector knives including wall mounted Civil War pair with Robert E. Lee and Ulysses S.
Grant, three boxed knives each figuring a different animal and a multi bladed Kershaw "Blade-Trader"

598

Hardcover copy "The Winchester Book" by George Madas, appears signed by author

599

Two Colt books including Colt Firearms from 1836 by James Serven and Colt-An American Legend

600a

Prohib 12-6 handgun & handgun Colt & Colt model Lord Deringer No 4 X 2, .22 short & .22 short single
shot & single shot rotating hinge, w/ bbl length 62mm & 62mm [Pair of cased Colt pistols each with
black finish barrel, gold toned receiver and smooth walnut grips. Consecutive serial numbers in fitted
branded hinged case with shipper, both appear unfired.] serial # 32120DER & 32119DER, certificate #
TCI -P, PAL required

600b Prohib 12-6 handgun FN Browning model 1910, 32 ACP No Mag semi automatic, w/ bbl length 86mm
[Blued finish with fixed sights. Checkered branded grips. No magazine included. Mechanically
functions reasonably well. Bluing worn in use, handling and holster areas. Overall brown patina with
surface pitting and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 373961, certificate # TCI -P, PAL
required
600c

Prohib 12-6 handgun Webley & Scott model 1908, 7.65mm & 32 Auto semi automatic, w/ bbl length
90mm [Blued finish with fixed sights. Checkered grips. Includes one detachable magazine.
Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in handling and holster areas plus
other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 163403, certificate # 5317166, PAL required

600d Prohib 12-6 handgun Savage model 1907, 32 auto semi automatic, w/ bbl length 95mm [Blued finish
with fixed sights. Checkered branded grips. Includes one detachable magazine. Mechanically appears
to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Other use, handling and storage
marks.] serial # 227199, certificate # 12981997, PAL required
600e

Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt model 1903 Pocket Hammerless, .32 auto semi automatic, w/ bbl length
95mm [Blued finish with fixed sights. Checkered branded grips. Includes one branded detachable
magazine. Mechanically functions reasonably well despite being well used. Appears re-blued with
surface pitting under bluing. Left front of frame slightly dented inward rubbing finish off slide and
other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 416392, certificate # 5225187, PAL required

600f

Prohib 12-6 handgun FN Browning model 1900, .32 auto semi automatic, w/ bbl length 101mm [Blued
finish with fixed sights. Checkered branded grips. Includes one detachable magazine. Matching serial
number on frame and slide. Mechanically appears near excellent. Most bluing intact with some wear

in use, handling and holster areas and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 279118,
certificate # 391972, PAL required
600g

Prohib 12-6 handgun Beretta model 1934, 380 ACP semi automatic, w/ bbl length 86mm [Blued finish
with fixed sights. Smooth branded grips. Includes one detachable magazine with finger rest.
Mechanically appears near excellent. Plum patina on slide. Minor bluing wear on use, handling and
holster areas plus other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 913544, certificate # 1571054, PAL
required

600h Prohib 12-6 handgun Beretta model 71, 22LR semi automatic, w/ bbl length 90mm [Blued finish. Alloy
frame. Fixed sights. Branded checkered grips. Includes leather flap holster and two branded
detachable magazines, each with finger rests. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well.
Bluing worn in use and handling areas plus some surface pitting. Other use, handling and storage
marks.] serial # 62776, certificate # 8647857, PAL required
600j

Prohib 12-6 rifle Gabilondo/ Llama model Ruby Extra, .38 long six shots double action revolver, w/ bbl
length 101mm [Blued finish with fixed sights. Checkered branded wooden grips. Action cycles, indexes
etc. however is stiff and dirty. Bluing mechanically removed from side plate. Approximately 50% or
remaining bluing is worn, some minor pitting and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
507285, certificate # 1181597, PAL required

600k

Prohib 12-6 handgun Smith & Wesson model 617-1, 22LR six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl
length 102mm [Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Hogue rubber grips with finger grooves.
Mechanically and aesthetically appears near excellent with only minor use, handling and storage
marks.] serial # BRA1505, certificate # 19100216, PAL required

601

Selection of hard and soft cover reloading guides including Hornady Handbook of Cartridge reloading
Vol. I & Vol. II, Nosler Reloading Guide, Barnes Bullets, Lyman 47th Reloading Handbook etc.

602

Coleman cooler and contents including hard and soft cover books including Vimy by Pierre Burton,
The Explorer Naturalist by Vinson Brown, The Handy Sportsman by Loring D. Wilson, All About Small
Game Hunting in America by Russell Tinsley, Trophy Deer of Alberta by Russell Thornberry etc. 36
books including hard and soft cover

603

Large selection of hunting and firearms books including gun value books, Cartridges of the world,
Flayderman's Guide to Antique American Firearms, Gun Trader Guides etc.

604

Blue Box of Gun Values, a digital caliper (not working at time of cataloguing, battery not replaces for
testing), fiber optic bore light, Lyman E-ZEE case gage etc.

605

Two vintage brass flasks including Civil War motif "Peace" flask and a Asian brass flask with loose
fitting parts and old repairs

606

Vintage saber style bayonet 22 1/2" blade and matching serial numbers on hilt and scabbard

607

Two antique bayonets with leather scabbards, one dated 1907 and the other dated 190?, each with
17" blade

608

Six assorted bayonets with scabbards

609

Two Gunguard foam lined hard rifle cases

610

Two Kolpin foam line hard rifle cases

611

Gunguard foam lined 38" hard rifle case and two Cammo. soft rifle cases

612

Ten soft rifle cases

613

Herter's folding shooting bench with rest, appears virtually unused

614

Big Game Tree Stands, model Stealth Deluxe 15" ladder stand, no. CR3810, new in box.

615

Unnamed brown single door gun cabinet for eight rifles plus one shelf, 55 1/2" X 21" X 10", includes
one key

616

Quad seat lounger with extra storage

617

One full 20 count box of Federal .30-06 Spring, 165 grain Nosler Ballistic tip ammnunition, red ammo.
clip with eight .30-06 reloads, leather rifle sling and ammo. belt, Regal RTL 06 trigger lock plus a hard
plastic rifle Kolpin case

618

Six full 50 count boxes of 9mm Luger ammunition including four Winchester 124 grain FMJ,
Remington 124 grain FMJ and Blazer Brass 124 grain

619

Six full 50 count boxes of 9mm Luger ammunition including three American Eagle 124 grain FMJ,
Remington 124 grain FMJ and two Federal 147 grain FMJ FP

620

Four full 50 count boxes of Barnaul 9mm Luger ammo. 115 grain FMJ and 50 rounds of Remington
9mm 115 grain FMJ

621

Selection of ammunition including 185 rounds of CCI .22WMR, 44 rounds of Blazer 357 Mag 158 grain
JHP, 85 rounds of Sellier & Bellot 38 Special 158 grain FMJ FP, 50 rounds of Remington 38 Special 158
grain LDRN, 40 rounds of 7.65X12 Tokerov

622

Two foam lined hard plastic pistol cases, a full 100 count bag of new 38 Special unprimed shell case
and a full 100 count bag of 357 Mag unprimed shell cases. Set of Lee .38 Special/ 357 loading dies,
selection of assorted used pistol brass, two screwdriver style cleaning kits etc.

623

Selection of surplus kit including note book, pouches, canteen, cleaning kit, mesh laudry bags etc.

624

Selection of assorted surplus kit including flashlight, pouches, light sleeping bag, canteen, socks,
mittens etc.

625

Selection of surplus kit including hats, first aid dressing etc.

626

Selection of assorted webbing including Uncle Mikes size 3 shoulder holster, unnamed green shoulder
holster, green flap holster with mag pouch etc.

627

Selection of assorted items including six unmarked rifle magazines, pinned to 5 rounds each, German
flag, trench art ashtray, knife with scabbard etc.

629

Box containing 16 count of Weaver scope ring sets, all appear new in package plus two 1" quick
mount scope rings etc.

630

Box containing eight assorted Weaver scope ring sets, a Simmons scope ring set, all appear new in
packaging plus two packages of Weaver mounts

631

Selection of Colt handgun parts including two new in package GSG 1911 Spare-Part kits, a Colt 1911
seat spring, Flat spring, Walter-Dragoon screw driver key, set of rubber grips and a set of wooden
grips

632

Flat containing two Talon Tactical rear pistol grips, new in package, a collapsible metal stock, a CSA .22
Rem AR-15 magazine adapter, a ATI Drop Tube adapter, FAB Defense M16/M4/AR-15 receiver gap
closure etc.

633

Selection of rifle parts including two new in package Kal-Tec Sub-420-4 forend kit with rails,LOP (
Length of Pull) spacer kit for Remington synthetic stocks, a box of assorted used gun parts including
bolts, mags. rings etc.

634

Large selection of empty shell casing including .30-30, .30-06, .330 Win Mag, 7mm Rem Mag. etc.

635

RCBS R.A.S.S. Rapid Acquisition folding adjustable shooting bench

636

Lahti Rifle Evaluator shooting rest and Hyskore Dangerous Game Machine rest

637

North Country Archery Lobo 70 lbs. compound bow, serial no. LT 3012 with six aluminium Easton
arrows with target tips and twelve with no tips plus a soft case

638

Raven Wear winter camouflage jacket and pants, size 2XL

639

Two Hogue O.M Series soft rubber overmolded rifle stocks both marked " Remington 700 BDL L.A
Detachable mag heavy barrel" plus a McMillan rubber stock and a Boyt laminated wooden stock
purportedly for Remington

640

Two soft rifle cases and a Cabela's waist pack

641

Selection of ammo. and brass including Remington .22 Ammunition & Playing Card with eight 50
count boxes of .22 High velocity plus a gift pack with six 50 count boxes of .22 High velocity ammo
and a folding pocket knife plus three 50 count bags of new unmprimed 7mm RUM nosler brass and
nine 20 count boxes of Sako 6mm PPC unprimed brass cases

642

Selection of loading dies including Redding 7mm Remington Ultra Mag two die set, Redding 7mm Rem
Ultra Mag type S bushing style neck sizing two die set, Redding FL die set 338 Rem Ultra Mag three die
set and two RCBS die sets including .303 Brit and .270 Win and a Hornady 338 Ultra Mag die plus Lee
7mm RUM Custom neck sizing collet die and deadlength bullet seater and Lee .338 Rum three die set

643

250 rounds of Challenger 12 gauge, 2 3/4" No. 7 1/2, all are 1 1/8 oz.

644

250 rounds of Challenger 12 gauge, 2 3/4" No. 7 1/2, note 175 are 1 oz. and 75 are 1 1/8 oz.

645

Burris AR-332 3X Prism tactical sight, working at time of cataloguing, includes original box

646

Vortex Sparc red dot optic with box, working at time of cataloguing

647

New in box commemorative combat dagger with PPCL VP-100 branding, complete with molded
scabbard, new in box

648

Thirteen rifle socks

649

Selection of 12 gauge shot gun ammo. including 25 rounds of 2 3/4" No. 8, 50 rounds of 2 3/4" No. 7
1/2, Bandolera with assorted shot gun shells and 30 count of 2 3/4" slugs, 5 count of 3" slugs, 15
rounds of Buckshot etc.

650a

Restricted handgun Ruger model Vaquero, .45 LC six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl length 140mm
[High gloss stainless steel. Fixed sights. Smooth wooden branded grips. Includes molded box, manual
and baggie with assorted springs. Mechanically and aesthetically appears excellent. Visible cylinder
ring and minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 5758137, certificate # 676697, PAL required

650b Restricted handgun Uberti model 1873 Cattleman, 38-40 six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl length
140mm [Blued barrel, cylinder, trigger guard and backstrap. Case hardened frame. Smooth wooden
grips. Includes original box and manual. Mechanically and aesthetically appear near excellent, possibly
on test fired. Very faint cylinder ring and only minor handling marks.] serial # J65487, certificate #
11117581, PAL required
650d Restricted Two handguns Ruger model NMB (50th Year Blackhawk), .357 Mag. + .44 cal six shot + six
shot single action revolvers, w/ bbl length 117mm + 165mm [Matched set of 50th Anniversary blued
finish revolvers. Each with fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Branded checkered plastic grips. Each
in near mint condition and likely only factory test fired. Minor handling marks and very slight cylinder
rings. Each includes fitted Anniversary case with manual etc. Both marked on top of barrel including
.357 model marked in gold lettering "50TH YEAR BLACKHAWK 1955-2005" and .44 Magnum marked

'50 YEARS OF .44 MAGNUM 1956-2008" . Also includes wooden hinged presentation box with glass
top.] serial # 52014655 + 87014655, certificate # 10949632, PAL required
650e

Restricted handgun Ruger model New Bearcat, 22LR six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl length
107mm [Stainless steel with fixed sights. Branded smooth wooden grips. Includes original molded
case, manual etc. Non-fluted cylinder engraved with a bear and a cougar. Note consecutive serial
number to lot 650F. Mechanically and aesthetically appear excellent. Likely only factory test fired.]
serial # 9348035, certificate # 14472477, PAL required

650f

Restricted handgun Ruger model New Bearcat, 22LR six shot single action, w/ bbl length 107mm
[Stainless steel with fixed sights. Branded smooth wooden grips. Includes original molded case,
manual etc. Non-fluted cylinder engraved with a bear and a cougar. Note consecutive serial number
to lot 650E. Mechanically and aesthetically appear excellent. Likely only factory test fired.] serial #
9348034, certificate # 14472476, PAL required

650g

Restricted handgun Ruger model New Model Blackhawk, .44 Special six shot single action revolver, w/
bbl length 140mm [Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Branded checkered plastic
grips. Includes molded case, manual etc. Mechanically and aesthetically appears near excellent with
very slight cylinder ring and minor handling marks.] serial # 52025410, certificate # 15912103, PAL
required

650h Restricted handgun Ruger model Redhawk, 45 Colt six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl length
191mm [Stainless steel. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth branded wooden grips.
Includes original molded case and manual. Mechanically appears excellent. Likely had light use. Slight
cylinder ring and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 50326539, certificate # 14101260,
PAL required
650j

Restricted handgun Ruger model Single-Ten, 22LR ten shot single action, w/ bbl length 140mm
[Stainless steel. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights with fiber optic inserts. Smooth branded
wooden grips. Includes original molded case and manual etc. Mechanically and aesthetically appear
excellent. Possibly unfired or test fired only. Only minor handling marks.] serial # 81003840, certificate
# 16228695, PAL required

650k

Restricted handgun CZ model 85, 9mm Luger ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 120mm [Rare
satin nickel finish. Fixed front and rear sights. Checkered branded plastic grips. Includes two
detachable magazines. Foam lined cardboard wrapped box, manual and factory target. Mechanically
and aesthetically appear excellent. Possibly only factory fired. Minor handling marks.] serial # 00664,
certificate # 5605903, PAL required

650m Restricted handgun Ruger model Redhawk, 41 Mag. six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl length
139mm [Blued finish. Yellow ramp insert front sight and adjustable rear sight. Smooth branded
wooden grips. Includes original box. Mechanically appears excellent. Consignor dates to 1982, our
research dates to 1985. Visible cylinder ring and scratches to bluing on heel, otherwise only minor
use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 50177722, certificate # 5525886, PAL required
650n Restricted handgun Ruger model Standard MK 1 (1967), 22LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length
119mm [Blued finish with fixed sights. Branded checkered plastic grips. One detachable magazine.
Consignor purported manufacture date of 1968, our research dates to 1967. Mechanically appears to
function well with bluing worn in use and handling areas plus other use, handling and storage marks.]
serial # 448314, certificate # 566288, PAL required
650p Restricted handgun Ruger model Single Six ( 1956), 22LR/22Win. Mag. six shot single action revolver,
w/ bbl length 140mm [Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Black anodized back strap,
trigger guard and ejection rod housing. Smooth branded wooden grips. Includes original box, .22 LR

cylinder and .22 Mag. cylinder. Fitted with trigger widener. Mechanically appears near excellent.
Slight bluing wear in use, handling and holster areas. Other use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
549427, certificate # 5523900, PAL required
650q Restricted handgun Ruger model Single Six, 22LR, .22 Mag six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl
length 160mm [Blued finish. Fixed front and rear sights. Black anodized back strap and trigger guard.
Smooth branded wooden grips. Includes original box and manual and both .22 LR and .22 Mag
cylinders. Mechanically appears excellent and likely had very little if any use. Some handling marks
including scuff to bluing on left front of barrel, tip of ejector rod housing and other minor handling
marks.] serial # 341009, certificate # 5524426, PAL required
650r

Restricted handgun Ruger model Single Six, 22LR six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl length 140mm
[Blued barrel and frame. Black anodized alloy, trigger guard, back strap and ejector rod tube. Smooth
wooden grips. Fixed front and rear sights. Mechanically appears excellent. Minor use and handling
marks.] serial # 2128338, certificate # 5524413, PAL required

650s

Restricted handgun Ruger model Single Six, 22LR six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl length 140mm
[Blued finish. Fixed front and rear sights. Black anodized backstrap, ejector rod housing and trigger
guard. Smooth branded wooden grips. Includes original box, manual, .22 LR cylinder and .22 Mag
cylinder. Mechanically appears excellent and likely had very little if any use. Some handling marks
including holster style wear on muzzle, slight cylinder ring and other minor handling marks.] serial #
826090, certificate # 5523908, PAL required

650t

Restricted handgun Ruger model Single Six, 22LR six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl length 140mm
[Blued barrel and frame. Black anodized alloy, trigger guard, back strap and ejector rod tube. Fixed
front and rear sights. Smooth branded wooden grips. Mechanically appears excellent. Use, storage
and handling marks.] serial # 440998, certificate # 926671, PAL required

650u Restricted handgun Ruger model Single Six, 22LR / .22 Mag six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl
length 165mm [Blued barrel and frame. Black anodized alloy, trigger guard, back strap and ejector rod
tube. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden grips. Includes .22 LR cylinder and .22
Mag cylinder. Mechanically appears excellent. Minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
512309, certificate # 5523897, PAL required
650v

Restricted handgun Ruger model Single Six, 22LR/22Win. Mag. six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl
length 140mm [Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Black anodized backstrap, ejector
rod housing and trigger guard. Smooth branded wooden grips. Includes original box, .22 LR and .22
Mag cylinders and manual. Mechanically appears excellent and likely had very little use. Some minor
handling marks including slight bluing wear on muzzle, slight cylinder ring etc.] serial # 6060897,
certificate # 5526134, PAL required

650w Restricted handgun Ruger (1968) model Single Six, 22LR/22Win. Mag. six shot single action revolver,
w/ bbl length 165mm [Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Black anodized back strap,
trigger guard and ejector housing. Smooth branded wooden XR3 red grips. Includes original box with
manual, .22 LR cylinder and .22 Mag. cylinder. Mechanically appears near excellent. Finish worn in use
and handling areas plus other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 6057084, certificate #
5526133, PAL required
651

Full 20 count box of Weatherby 300 Weatherby Magnum 180 grains Spitzer and second box labeled
the same that appears to be 13 factory rounds and 6 reloads

652

Selection of 9mm Luger ammo. including 115 rounds 115 grain FMJ and 50 rounds lead, possibly
reloads

653

Approximately 85 rounds of Winchester 44-40 200 grain SP and 45 rounds of Winchester 38 S&W 145
grain lead

654

Selection of 25-20 ammunition including full 50 count box of Winchester 86 grain SP, 21 count of
Dominion 60 grain FMJ, 31 rounds of Winchester (silver box) 86 grain SP, two full 20 count Dominion
boxes containing an assortment etc.

655

Ten full 25 count boxes of 7.65mm plus approximately 70 rounds of Winchester 32 Automatic 71 grain
FMC

656

Reloading set up including RCBS Jr. 2 press, Du-O-Measure powder measure, trimmer, 9mm dies etc.

657

Selection of leather holsters including Browning, Hunter 1100 39, Bucheimer model APF-29 etc. plus a
soft pistol case

659

Unmarked sword knife with 15 1/2" blade and leather scabbard and a sheathed Ka-Bar knife marked
USMC with 6 3/4" blade

661

Hardy Marquis No. 5 fishing reel with original packaging and manual, appears unused.

662

Selection of fishing rods including four section extending rod with reel, three piece unnamed, three
piece with spare tip, and a storage tube

663

Two piece Woodstream 8 1/2' composite fly rod, large selection of flies in plastic containers and two
tackle boxes with contents

664

Selection smokeless powder including two bottles of IMR 3031, 21.7 oz total and one bottle of IMR
4831, 17.9 oz.

665

Selection of powder including Winchester 760 9.7 oz., Hercules 2400 7.5 oz.. IMR SR 4756 5.8 oz.,
Hogdon H4895 11.2 oz. and IMR Hi-Skore 800- X 7.6 oz.

666

Woodstream tackle box with 400 rounds of .22 LR, 12 rounds of .410 3" No. 7 1/2, five trigger locks
with keys, foam lined pistol case and soft rifle case PAL REQUIRED, NO SHIPPING

667

RCBS RS 2 loading press, Lee hand held press, powder measure kit, selection of empty cases including
30-06, 300 Win mag and .357 Mag, selection of primers including large rifle, small rifle, small pistol
etc. NO SHIPPING

668

Lyman 1500 XP electronic reloading scale, case trimmer, screw driver set, punches, inertia hammer,
micrometer etc.

669

Three sets of RCBS dies including .303 Brit No. 15401, .22 Rem No. 11101, 30-06 No. 14801 and a set
of Lee .357 Magnum

670

Large selection of projectiles including full or near full 38 cal., 30 cal, 22 cal, 6mm, totaling
approximately 8 box and half full or less 6 boxes

671

Fenwick Eagle Graphite 10 1/2', 6-15 lbs. two piece fishing rod with Swedish made Embassadeur 6500
reel and a wooden fly reel

672

Three foam lined rifle cases and a Benchmaster rifle rest

673

Selection of trigger locks, hearing protectors, 60 rounds of assorted 12 gauge ammo. cleaning kit etc.

674

Foam line aluminum locking hard case 36" X 14" X 5 1/2"

675

Gunguard foam lined hard rifle case, one soft rifle case and a Woodstream foam lined green plastic
pistol case

676

Approximately 80 rounds of vintage 12 gauge ammo. and a soft rifle case PAL REQUIRED, NO
SHIPPING

677

Three soft rifle cases

678

Crosman CO2 revolver with broken hammer spur, 30 rounds of 25-35 ammo. , 10 rounds of 30-30
ammo. and 5 soft pistol cases. PAL REQUIRED, NO SHIPPING

679

Stack-On Allegiance Series gun locker with space for ten long guns and includes one shelf and set of
keys plus seven assorted cleaning rods and five trigger locks

680

Full 20 count box of Winchester .308 180 grain Power-Point plus 9 assorted other rounds

681

Selection of ammunition including 58 rounds of Winchester 20 gauge 2 3/4" no. 7 1/2", 17 rounds of
270 Win reloads, 33 rounds of .303 Brit reloads

682

17 rounds of 9.3X62 in a Norma box, some factory and some reloads. 18 rounds of 9.3X62 of reloads
in Hornady box. Set of Hornady 9.3X62 dies item no. 546412

683

Selection of 7.62X39 ammo. including 160 rounds Brag Gear 123 grain labeled non-corrosive, 40
rounds of Barnaul 123 grain, 40 rounds MFS 125 grain, 19 reloads plus set of Hornady 7.62X39 dies
no. 546424

684

Bushnell Trophy 4-12X40 scope, some use marks on it, includes original box and manual.

685

Leapers 3-9X40 mini sporting type scope with original box and manual

686

Selection of projectiles: .270 Winchester including 89 count Hornady 140 grain , 90 count Hornady
130 grain, 60 count Sierra 90 grain plus .303 caliber including 30 count of Woodleigh 215 grain, 41
count of Sierra 150 grain, 8 count of Sierra 180 grain, 5 count of Sierra 174 grain, 20 count Hornady
150 grain and 78 count of Speer 180 grain

687

Two black leather flap holsters with mag pouches and a size 5 tan cammo. holster plus a soft rifle
case

687a

Three pistol mags marked ".45 ACP ACT-MAG", seven round capacity for Colt Officers model, all in
virtually new condition

688

Six assorted pistol magazines, two in package for S&W 5900 Series 9mm, pinned to 10 rounds, one
marked by consignor to fit CZ 75/85 etc. and three marked by consigner CZ 75?

689

Three pistol magazines, appear to be in original bags labeled MAGNP762 for Norinco NP

690

One pistol barrel marked Husquavarba M1907, fitment not confirmed.

691

Restricted length luger barrel and what appears to be complete upper assembly. Markings including
"6010" on left side, "87" on rear sight, toggle, extractor etc. proof marks on right side "1918" on top,
"ERFURT" on toggle, barrel length approximately 149mm

692

Full 1500 count crate of 7.62X39 FMJ ammunition, note corrosive surplus

693

Full 300 count box of Aguila 5.56X45 mm, 55 grain FMJ Boat-tail ammunition

694

Full 300 count box of Aguila 5.56X45 mm, 55 grain FMJ Boat-tail ammunition

695

Olive green foam lined soft rifle case with back pack sling and side pouches, in as new condition,
approximately 40" X 12"

696

Two soft rifle cases including black coloured Pitbull and an unnamed green case with back pack slings
and external pouches

697

Baldor Catalogue no. 407B one h/p 115/230 volt 1800 rpm double sided buffer with polishing wheels.

698

Large selection of fishing gear including three empty tackle boxes, four shipping/ storage tubes, seven
rods including Gladding, Lancer SC 200 etc.

699

Small Plano shot shell box with accessories including Browning Bar MK 2 .300 WSM magazine,
Browing X-bolt short magnum magazine plus three set of assorted scope rings

700

Three fly fishing rods including 8 1/2' Eagle Claw Denco, Olympic 8180-FC, plus one unmarked and two
storage tubs.

700a

Prohib 12-6 handgun Ruger model Police Service Six, .38 Special six shot double action revolver, w/
bbl length 101mm [Blued finish with fixed sights. Branded checkered wooden grips. Mechanically
appears near excellent. Visible cylinder ring and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
15136587, certificate # 5524898, PAL required

700b Prohib 12-6 handgun Ruger model Bearcat (1967), 22LR six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl length
103mm [Blued finish with fixed sights. Smooth walnut grips with silver coloured emblem, brass trigger
guard, black anodized aluminum ejector rod housing. Includes original box and manual. Mechanically
appears excellent and likely had very little use. Some holster wear on muzzle and slight cylinder ring
and otherwise light handling marks.] serial # 82681, certificate # 5523910, PAL required
700c

Prohib 12-6 handgun Ruger model Bearcat, 22LR six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl length 103mm
[Blued finish. Black alloy extractor rod housing. Brass trigger guard. Non-fluted roll engraved cylinder
featuring bear and mountain lion. Fixed sights. Smooth branded wooden grips. Mechanically appears
to function well. Minor bluing wear and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 9100557,
certificate # 5471644, PAL required

700d Prohib 12-6 handgun Ruger model Bearcat, 22LR six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl length 103mm
[Blued barrel and cylinder. Black alloy extractor rod housing and frame. Brass trigger guard. Nonfluted roll engraved cylinder featuring bear and mountain lion. Fixed sights. Smooth branded wooden
grips. Mechanically appears to function well. Minor bluing wear and other use, handling and storage
marks.] serial # 9004632, certificate # 5533685, PAL required
700e

Prohib 12-6 handgun Ruger model Bearcat, 22LR six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl length 103mm
[Blued finish. Black alloy extractor rod housing. Non-fluted roll engraved cylinder featuring bear and
mountain lion. Fixed sights. Smooth branded wooden grips. Barrel marked ".22 CAL" . Mechanically
appears to function well. Minor bluing wear and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
9142101, certificate # 5533696, PAL required

700f

Prohib 12-6 handgun Ruger model Bearcat, 22LR six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl length 103mm
[Blued finish. Black alloy extractor rod housing. Brass trigger guard. Non-fluted roll engraved cylinder
featuring bear and mountain lion. Fixed sights. Smooth branded wooden grips. Barrel marked ".22
CAL". Mechanically appears to function well. Minor bluing wear and other use, handling and storage
marks.] serial # 9136116, certificate # 9136116, PAL required

700g

Prohib 12-6 handgun Ruger model Bearcat, 22LR six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl length 103mm
[Blued barrel, cylinder and extractor rod housing.. Black alloy frame. Brass trigger guard. Non-fluted
roll engraved cylinder featuring bear and mountain lion. Fixed sights. Smooth branded wooden grips.
Includes original box and manual. Mechanically appears to function well. Minor bluing wear and other
use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 41746, certificate # 5523894, PAL required

700h Prohib 12-6 handgun Ruger model Bearcat, 22LR six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl length 103mm
[Blued barrel, cylinder and extractor rod housing . Black alloy frame. Brass trigger guard. Non-fluted
roll engraved cylinder featuring bear and mountain lion. Fixed sights. Plastic and wood chip grips.
Mechanically appears to function well. Minor bluing wear and other use, handling and storage marks.]
serial # L745, certificate # 5524436, PAL required
700j

Prohib 12-6 handgun Ruger model Bearcat, 22LR six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl length 103mm
[Blued barrel, cylinder and extractor rod housing. Black alloy frame. Brass trigger guard. Non-fluted

roll engraved cylinder featuring bear and mountain lion. Fixed sights. Smooth plastic and wood chip
grips. Mechanically appears to function well. Most bluing worn on barrel and extractor rod leaving
brown patina and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 2674, certificate # 5524417, PAL
required
700k

Prohib 12-6 handgun Ruger model Security Six, .357 Mag. six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl
length 69mm [Stainless steel. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Branded checkered wooden grips.
Includes original box, manual and shipper. Mechanically and aesthetically appear near excellent. In
need of a cleaning. Visible cylinder ring and minor handling marks.] serial # 15971961, certificate #
5524979, PAL required

750a

Restricted handgun CZ model 75 Kadet, 22LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 118mm [Black
poly-coat finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear three dot sights. Checkered plastic grips. Includes two
detachable magazines. Original foam lined plastic case, manual and cardboard cover. Mechanically
and aesthetically appears excellent. Appears virtually unfired and likely on factor test fired. Minor
handling marks.] serial # A192986, certificate # 10419116, PAL required

750b Restricted handgun CZ model 97B, .45 Auto ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 115mm [Blued
finish. Fixed front and rear three dot sights. Checkered grips. Includes two detachable magazines.
Foam lined plastic case, tools, DVD and manual. Mechanically appears excellent, possibly unfired with
only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # B059360, certificate # 16932789, PAL required
750c

Restricted handgun IMI Magnum Research model Desert Eagle, 357 Mag. nine shots semi automatic,
w/ bbl length 152mm [Blued finish. Fixed front and rear sights. Branded plastic grips. Includes one
detachable magazine. Original box manual and tool. Mechanically appears excellent. Likely had light
use with minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 95206565, certificate # 5605902, PAL
required

750d Restricted handgun FN Browning model 1903, 9mm Browning Long semi automatic, w/ bbl length
127mm [Blued finish with fixed sights. Branded checkered grips. Includes one detachable magazine.
Fitted with lanyard ring. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Appears re-blued, not
confirmed. Bluing worn in use, handling and holster areas plus other use, handling and storage
marks.] serial # 84728, certificate # 10685420, PAL required
750e

Restricted handgun Beretta model 71, 22LR semi automatic, w/ bbl length 152mm [Blued finish with
fixed sights. Checkered branded plastic grips. Includes one detachable magazine with finger rest.
Mechanically appears near excellent. Very little wear on bluing. Some minor use, handling and storage
marks.] serial # B02099U, certificate # 18232547, PAL required

750f

Restricted handgun S&W model M&P40, 40 S&W ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 106mm
[Blued slide with fixed three dot sights. Green polymer frame with integral flashlight/ laser mount.
Black backstrap. Includes on detachable magazine. Mechanically appears to function well. Slight finish
wear on high points of slide. Green finish worn on frame, especially around trigger guard, possibly
from holster retention. Other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # DXC8080, certificate #
17506979, PAL required

750g

Restricted handgun S&W model M&P9, 9mm ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 106mm [Blued
style slide with fixed three dot sights. Black polymer frame with integral flashlight/ laser mount.
Includes one detachable magazine. Mechanically and aesthetically appear near excellent wit only
minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # DXW8919, certificate # 17000550, PAL required

750h Restricted handgun Colt model Alberta Diamond Jubilee, .45 ACP Seven shot semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 127mm [Custom limited edition Alberta Jubilee No. 146 of 200. with blued finish, fixed sights.
Custom gilt grips with Alberta 75 logo. Decorative gold scroll on slide. Includes ribbon with script

"ALBERTA DIAMOND JUBILEE", Alberta Jubilee logo plus Alberta and Canadian flags on both sides of
slide. Includes custom fitted box with Jubilee and Colt plaques. Likely unfired. Only minor handling
marks.] serial # 58443B70, PAL required
750j

Restricted handgun AMR model Kentucky Pistol Repro., 12mm Perc Single Shot muzzle loading, w/ bbl
length 230mm [Blued octagonal barrel with fixed sights. Full length wooden stock/grip. Includes ram
rod. Brass accents, engraved barrel and lock. Includes original box. Mechanically and aesthetically
appears near excellent and likely unfired.] serial # 18179, PAL required

750k

Restricted handgun AMR model Kentucky Pistol Repro., 12mm Perc Single Shot muzzle loading, w/ bbl
length 230mm [Blued octagonal barrel with fixed sights. Full length wooden stock/grip. Includes ram
rod. Brass accents, engraved barrel and lock. Includes original box. Mechanically and aesthetically
appears near excellent and likely unfired.] serial # 19796, PAL required

750m Restricted handgun Walther model P38, 9mm eight shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 121mm [Blued
finish with fixed sights. Appears to be bakelite grips. Includes one detachable magazine. Possibly
amorer refurbished as serial number for barrel and slide are in electric pencil and original barrel serial
number was 12916. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Pitting and rust under new
finish especially on frame plus other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 2289e, certificate #
19706664, PAL required
750n Restricted handgun Norinco model 1911 Frame, NIL NIL semi automatic, w/ bbl length NIL [Frame only
in green finish with branded plastic grips. No magazine. Marked "MADE IN CHINA" on left side of
frame and 'EXPORTED BY NORINCO" on right side. Appears to be complete frame and internal
components. No serial number found and registered with no serial number. EXPECT DELAYS IN
TRANSFER".] serial # NIL, certificate # 12239386, PAL required
750p Restricted handgun Ruger model Single Six (1954), 22LR six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl length
139mm [Blued barrel and receiver. Black alloy backstrap and trigger guard. Fixed front and rear sights.
Branded factory stag grips. Flat loading gate. Mechanically and aesthetically appear excellent with
only minor handling marks and only the faintest of cylinder ring.] serial # 9748, PAL required
750q Restricted handgun Ruger model Single Six (1957), 22LR six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl length
139mm [Blued barrel and receiver. Black alloy backstrap and trigger guard. Fixed front and rear sights.
Branded factory stag grips. Mechanically appears near excellent. Bluing worn in use, handling and
holster areas, visible cylinder ring with catch marks on indexing slots. Use, handling and storage
marks.] serial # 66191, certificate # 5523905, PAL required
750r

Restricted handgun Ruger model Single Six (1954), 22LR six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl length
139mm [Blued barrel and receiver. Black alloy backstrap and trigger guard. Fixed front and rear sights.
Branded factory stag grips. Flat loading gate. Mechanically appears near excellent. Approximately 30%
bluing worn in use, handling and holster areas and other use, handling and storage marks] serial #
9458, certificate # 5524434, PAL required

750s

Restricted handgun Ruger model Single Six (1957), 22LR six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl length
119mm [Rare lightweight Tri-color revolver with blued barrel and round head ejector rod housing.
Aluminum frame, alloy cylinder with Martinized brown hardcoat finish. Black alloy backstrap and
trigger guard. Fixed front and rear sights. Branded black rubber checkered grips. Total weight is 23
ounces. Mechanically appears near excellent. Bluing worn in use and holster areas. Visible cylinder
ring and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 204721, certificate # 5524410, PAL required

750t

Restricted handgun Ruger model Single Six, 22 RF Mag six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl length
165mm [Blued finish. Black alloy back strap and trigger guard. Fixed front and rear sights. Branded
checkered rubber grips. Mechanically appears to function well. Finish worn in use, handling and

holster areas and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 302330, certificate # 5524421, PAL
required
750u Restricted handgun Ruger model Single Six (1958), 22LR six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl length
119mm [Blued barrel, cylinder and ejector rod housing. Black alloy frame, back strap and trigger
guard. Fixed front and rear sights. Branded checkered hard rubber grips. Appears to be 4th type
lightweight, weight 27 ounces. Mechanically appears to function well. Bluing worn predominately in
holster areas and high spots plus other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 210394, certificate #
5524412, PAL required
750v

Restricted handgun Ruger (1957) model Single Six, 22LR six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl length
139mm [Blued finish. Black alloy backstrap and trigger guard. Fixed front and rear sights. Branded
checkered hard rubber grips. Mechanically appears to function well. White paint on rear of front sight.
Bluing worn in use, handling and holster areas plus other use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
77508, certificate # 5523907, PAL required

750w Restricted handgun Ruger (1957) model Single Six, 22LR six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl length
139mm [Blued finish. Black alloy backstrap and trigger guard. Fixed front and rear sights. Branded
checkered hard rubber grips. Mechanically appears to function well. Bluing worn in use, handling and
holster areas plus firearm has had some refinishing work, trigger guard back strap assembly appears
painted with tooling marks under paint, ejector rod housing to barrel is loose. Bluing is presumed
redone as well.] serial # 67984, certificate # 5533670, PAL required
800a

Prohib 12-6 handgun Ruger model Security Six (1982), .357 Mag. six shot double action revolver, w/
bbl length 69mm [Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Branded checkered wooden
grips. Includes original box and manual. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. In need of
a cleaning. Bluing worn in use, handling and holster areas plus a few spots of storage pitting.] serial #
15853274, certificate # 5524975, PAL required

800b Prohib 12-6 handgun Ruger model Speed Six, .357 Mag. six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl length
69mm [Blued finish with fixed sights. Branded checkered wooden grips. Includes original box, manual
and shipper. Mechanically appears near excellent. Minor bluing wear in holster and handling areas
plus visible cylinder ring.] serial # 16086338, certificate # 5524981, PAL required
800c

Prohib 12-6 handgun Ruger model Security Six, .357 Mag. six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl
length 100mm [Blued finish with fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Checkered branded wooden
grips. Action and trigger function well. Cylinder release button is stiff. Bluing worn in use, handling and
holster areas plus other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 15004341, certificate # 5524890,
PAL required

800d Prohib 12-6 handgun Ruger model Police Service Six, 357 Mag. six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl
length 100mm [Blued finish with fixed sights. Branded checkered wooden grips. Mechanically appears
excellent with minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 15135339, certificate # 5524892, PAL
required
800e

Prohib 12-6 handgun Ruger model SP101, 22LR six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl length 102mm
[Stainless steel. Fixed front and rear sights. Soft touch grips. Includes original box and manual.
Mechanically and aesthetically appear near excellent with only minor use, handling and storage
marks.] serial # 57052505, PAL required

800f

Prohib 12-6 handgun Rhoner model 115, 6.35 semi automatic, w/ bbl length 55mm [High polish
chrome style finish. Fixed sights with branded checkered plastic grips. Includes one detachable
magazine and handmade leather holster. Appear virtually unused with minor use, handling and
storage marks.] serial # 30856, PAL required

800g

Prohib 12-6 handgun Browning .380 cal semi automatic, w/ bbl length 89mm [Brown finish with fixed
sights. Branded checkered plastic grips. Includes one detachable magazine and a handmade leather
holster. Matching serial number on frame, slide and barrel. Also marked "FN 683176" on front of grip.
Mechanically appears excellent and likely had very little use with minor use, handling and storage
marks.] serial # 534176, certificate # 5525896, PAL required

800h Prohib 12-6 handgun Ruger model Speed Six, 9mm six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl length
69mm [Blued finish with fixed sights. Branded checkered wooden grips. Mechanically appears
excellent. Bluing worn in use, handling and holster areas and other use, handling and storage marks.]
serial # 15565644, certificate # 5524912, PAL required
800j

Prohib 12-6 handgun Ruger model New Model Blackhawk, .32 H&R Mag/32-20 Win. six shot single
action revolver, w/ bbl length 152mm [Blued finish with fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth
branded wooden grips. Includes original box, manual and shipper, .32 H&R Mag cylinder and .32-20
Winchester cylinder. Official designation New Model Blackhawk S-32X aka "Buckeye Special" circa
1988. Mechanically and aesthetically appear near excellent. Little to no use with very slight cylinder
ring.] serial # 61004910, certificate # 5526142, PAL required

800k

Prohib 12-6 handgun Ruger model New Model Single Six SSM, .32 H&R Mag six shot single action
revolver, w/ bbl length 140mm [Blued finish with fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth
branded wooden grips. Includes original box, manual and shipper. Consignors tag dates to 1983, our
research dates to 1984. Mechanically and aesthetically appear excellent. Faint cylinder ring and other
minor handling marks.] serial # 65000577, certificate # 5533662, PAL required

822

Four 10 round .40 S&W M&P magazines

823

Four 10 round 9mm M&P magazines

824

Full 30 count box of Federal .303 British ammunition 180 grain Hi-Shok SP

825

Five full 20 count boxes of .41 Rem Mag ammo. including one box of Winchester 240 grain Platinum
tipped HP and four boxes of Federal 210 grain JHP

826

Ten full 25 count boxes of assorted 12 gauge ammo. including Imperial, Woodwards, Winchester,
Canuck etc.

827

Selection of vintage ammunition including 85 rounds of Dominion .25 Colt Automatic, 100 rounds of
Whiz -Bam .22 Long, 100 rounds of CIL .22 LR, 50 rounds of Dominion 25-20, 38 rounds of Dominion
.38 S&W. , 24 rounds of .380 Auto and 12 rounds of 9mm Luger

828

Selection of 9mm ammunition including plastic bag with 137 assorted rounds, ten boxes, each holding
40 to 60 rounds, some marked Ball CDN MKI, some marked Winchester "FOR USE IN SUB MACHINE
GUNS" etc.

829

Four pistol magazines, two in packages labeled "CZ 75/85 9mm" and two not in packages which
appear to be the same.

830

Two 'IMITATION" Leupold scopes, one marked VX-3i 4.5-14X40mm scope, serial number 320688AV
and VX-III 3.5-10X40mm scope, serial 818331AA, both in original packaging NOTE: THESE ARE NOT
GENUINE LEUPOLD SCOPES

832

Bushnell Trophy X65 20-60X65mm spotting scope in hard case, also includes manual, soft case and tripod and small hinged lid tote

833

Fitted case of six FANTASY KNIVES by Maxam and multi blades Kershaw knife set, all appear unused.

834

Selection of firearms accessories and miscellaneous including Wheeler Engineering "The Fat Wrench",
assorted scope rings and bases, screws, butt plates, Colt Diamond Back .22 LR speed loaders, bore
sighter etc.

835

Yakeda padded tactical gun case 37" in length, appears new in packagine

836

Bushnell Scope Chief 6X scope and a Tasco 4X15, both in used condition

837

Thirteen Cabela's rifle socks

838

One full 20 count box of Federal .303 British 150 grain SP, five RRA model Lar-15 Pistol Magazines
.22/5.56 Nato ten round magazines and a Mossberg Spotshot telescope in cardboard tube

839

Selection of CCI .22 ammunition including nine 100 count box of 40 grain lead HP and two 50 count
boxes of Quiet .22 Segmented HP 40 grain

840

Selection of .45 Auto ammunition including three 50 count boxes of Blazer Brass 230 grain FMJ, one
50 count box of Winchester 185 grain FMJ, and one 50 count box of Remington UMC Leadless 230
grain FNEB flatnose

841

Five full 20 count boxes of Remington .308 Win 150 grain MC ammunition

842

Five full 20 count boxes of Remington .303 Win 150 grain MC ammunition

843

Five full 20 count boxes of Remington .303 Win 150 grain MC ammunition

844

Fourteen full 20 count boxes of American Eagle .22 Rem, 55 grain FMJ Boat-tail ammunition

845

RCBS 3- Die Carb Roll Crimp for .460 S&W Set P/N 24212

846

Four sets of reloading dies including Lyman 4-65 no. 7460490, RCBS 25/06 no. 12001, RCBS .308 Win
no. 15501 and custom made 25-20

847

Four sets of loading dies including Lee 44 S&W Russian no. 90293, RCBS .44 Mag no. 18607, Lee 38
and Bullard labeled 4-D 38.45

848

Four Lee Loader Kits including a 10 gauge 3 1/2" Magnum, 10 gauge 2 7/8", 7mm Rem Mag and one
unmarked plus a Unitized Loader caliber unconfirmed, note: boxes don't appear complete

849

Selection of reloading accessories including Lyman Universal case trimmer note: pilot multi pack not
included, selection of bullet molds etc.

850a

Restricted handgun Webley model Mark VI, 455 Webley six shot hinge break/ double action, w/ bbl
length 152mm [Blued finish with fixed sights. Checkered grips. Fitted with lanyard ring. Matching
serial number on frame, barrel and cylinder. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well,
cylinder lock up is a bit loose. Almost all bluing worn leaving overall gray patina and some minor
pitting plus other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 306870, certificate # 5225186, PAL
required

850b Restricted handgun Webly model Mark VI, .455 Webley six shot hinge break/ double action, w/ bbl
length 152mm [Blued finish with fixed sights. Smooth grips. Lanyard ring is missing. Marching serial
number on frame and barrel. Non-matching cylinder 196630. Other markings including large broad
arrow on top strap. Small broad arrows in assorted other areas and other proof marks. Possibly
modified original grips with ivory studs. Missing screw on left side. Mechanically appears to function
reasonably well. Cylinder lock up a bit loose. Bluing worn in use, handling and holster areas plus other
use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 220577, certificate # 19817268, PAL required
850c

Restricted handgun Ruger model New Model Single Six, 22LR & 22 Mag six shot single action revolver,
w/ bbl length 119mm [Blued finish. Black alloy trigger, back strap and ejector rod housing. Smooth
wooden grips with silver and red logo. Marked with gold lettering on top of cylinder "50 YEARS OF

SINGLE SIX 1953-2003". Including non-fluted .22 Mag cylinder, original box and manual. Mechanically
and aesthetically appear excellent and likely had very little use. Possible only test fired with only a hint
of cylinder ring and minor handling marks.] serial # 26844143, PAL required
850d Restricted handgun Ruger model New Model Single Six, 22LR/22Win. Mag. six shot single action
revolver, w/ bbl length 140mm [Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth branded
wooden grips. Includes original box with manual, .22 LR cylinder and .22 Mag. cylinder. Mechanically
and aesthetically appear near excellent with only slight ring visible on both cylinders.] serial #
6261244, certificate # 5533660, PAL required
850e

Restricted handgun Ruger model New Model Single Six, 22LR/22Win. Mag. six shot single action
revolver, w/ bbl length 241mm [Blued finish. Black alloy back strap, trigger guard and extractor rod
housing. Fixed front and rear sights. Smooth branded wooden grips. Includes .22 LR cylinder and .22
Mag cylinder. Mechanically appears excellent. Slight finish wear in use, handling and holster areas
with other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 2065839, certificate # 5524411, PAL required

850f

Restricted handgun Ruger model New Model Single Six, 22LR/22Win. Mag. six shot single action
revolver, w/ bbl length 139mm [Blued finish. Black alloy back strap, trigger guard and extractor rod
housing. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth branded wooden grips. Includes .22 LR
cylinder and .22 Mag cylinder. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Finish worn in use,
handling and holster areas, grip logos are discoloured and other use, handling and storage marks.]
serial # 6484629, PAL required

850g

Restricted handgun Ruger model Single Six, 22LR/22Win. Mag. six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl
length 241mm [Blued finish. Black alloy back strap, trigger guard and extractor rod housing. Fixed
front and rear sights. Smooth branded wooden grips. Includes .22 LR cylinder and .22 Mag cylinder.
Mechanically appears excellent. Finish wear in use, handling and holster areas with other use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # 2136070, certificate # 5524414, PAL required

850h Restricted handgun Ruger model New Model Single Six, 22LR/22Win. Mag. six shot single action
revolver, w/ bbl length 241mm [Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth branded
wooden grips. Includes original box with manual, .22 LR cylinder and non-fluted .22 Mag. cylinder.
Mechanically and aesthetically appear near excellent . No ring found on either cylinder.] serial #
6765526, certificate # 5533669, PAL required
850j

Restricted handgun Ruger model New Model Single Six, 22LR/22Win. Mag. six shot single action
revolver, w/ bbl length 165mm [Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth branded
wooden grips. Includes original cardboard box, fluted .22 LR cylinder and non-fluted .22 Mag cylinder.
Mechanically and aesthetically appear excellent. Very slight cylinder ring on box cylinders.] serial #
6534854, certificate # 5533666, PAL required

850k

Restricted handgun Ruger model New Model Single Six, 22LR/22Win. Mag. six shot single action
revolver, w/ bbl length 165mm [Blued finish with fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth
branded wooden grips. Includes original box and manual plus shipper, .22 LR cylinder and a .22 Mag
cylinder. Mechanically and aesthetically appear excellent. Very faint, almost invisible cylinder ring on
both cylinders. Appears that 1/4" X 1/2" chip above left side grip screw has been glued in place.] serial
# 6289184, certificate # 542414, PAL required

850m Restricted handgun Ruger model Old Army Commemorative, .44 Perc. six shot single action revolver,
w/ bbl length 191mm [Stainless steel with fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth branded
wooden grips. Includes original box and manual. Marked on top of barrel "MADE IN THE 200TH YEA R
OF AMERICAN LIBERTY". Mechanically appears excellent with visible cylinder ring and other use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # 5451, certificate # 5523899, PAL required

850n Restricted handgun Ruger model Old Army (1973), 44 Perc. six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl
length 191mm [Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth branded wooden grips.
Includes original box, manual and shipper. Mechanically appears excellent. Some bluing wear in high
spots, visible cylinder ring. Scratches visible in access ramp, some residue on right side of frame and
barrel and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 14005492, certificate # 4850822, PAL
required
850p Restricted handgun Ruger model Super Blackhawk (1971), 44 Mag. six shot single action revolver, w/
bbl length 191mm [Blued finish. Fixed front and rear sights. Smooth branded wooden grips. Includes
original box. Mechanically appears near excellent with bluing worn in use and handling areas and
light scratching on non-fluted cylinder plus other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 8037935,
PAL required
850q Restricted handgun Ruger model New Model Super Blackhawk, 44 Mag. six shot single action revolver,
w/ bbl length 191mm [Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth branded wooden
grips. Includes box, manual and shipper. Mechanically appears excellent and likely had light use,
however some handling marks including dings on non-fluted cylinder, on left side of rear sight, on left
side of trigger guard and otherwise only minor handing marks.] serial # 8411539, certificate #
5533682, PAL required
850r

Restricted handgun Ruger model Redhawk, 44 Mag. six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl length
191mm [Stainless steel. Red ramp insert front sight and adjustable rear sight. Smooth branded
wooden grips. Include original box, manual and shipper. Mechanically and aesthetically appear near
excellent. Visible cylinder ring but otherwise only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
50055556, certificate # 5525877, PAL required

850s

Restricted handgun Ruger model Blackhawk (1957), 44 Mag. six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl
length 160mm [Blued barrel and flat top frame. Black alloy backstrap and trigger guard. Branded
wooden grips. Mechanically appears excellent with slight bluing to holster areas and high spots and
other handling marks.] serial # 5522, certificate # 5523901, PAL required

850t

Restricted handgun Ruger model Blackhawk (1959), 44 Mag. six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl
length 253mm [Blued barrel and flat top frame. Black alloy backstrap, trigger guard and extractor rod
housing. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth branded wooden grips. Rare 10"
configuration. Mechanically appears near excellent. Mostly minor use, handling and storage marks
plus a blemish in the bluing on left side where it meets the barrel. Otherwise only minor use, handling
and storage marks.] serial # 20072, certificate # 5524409, PAL required

850u Restricted handgun Ruger model New Model Blackhawk, .44 Mag. six shot single action revolver, w/
bbl length 165mm [Blued finish. Flat top frame. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Branded
checkered plastic grips. Includes original moulded box, manual etc. Marked in gold letter on top of
barrel " 50 YEARS OF .44 MAGNUM 1956-2006". Appears new and unfired, not even a visible cylinder
ring.] serial # 8904411, PAL required
850v

Restricted handgun Ruger model Blackhawk (1960), 44 Mag. six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl
length 191mm [Blued barrel and flat top frame. Black alloy backstrap and trigger guard. Fixed front
and adjustable rear sights. Smooth branded wooden grips. Mechanically appears to function well.
Bluing worn in use, handling and holster areas. Visible cylinder ring plus bluing worn on full
circumference at rear of cylinder. Right side of grip has a lot of scratches plus other use, handling and
storage marks.] serial # 26306, certificate # 5524416, PAL required

850w Restricted handgun Ruger model Super Blackhawk (1982), 44 Mag. six shot single action revolver, w/
bbl length 191mm [Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth branded wooden grips.

Mechanically appears excellent. Most bluing intact with some wear in handling and holster areas and
ring on non-fluted cylinder.] serial # 18896, certificate # 5524408, PAL required
851

Selection of accessories including folding ATI polymer stock, possibly for SKS, leather holster, Black
Hawk holster for H&K USP compact, Black Hawk holster for Springfield XD 4"/ XDM 3.8", 30-06 bore
sight sleeve etc.

852

Selection of assorted ammunition including 40 rounds of 32-40 reloads, bag of assorted 12 gauge
rounds, 16 count of .303, 20 count box of 32-40 ( has had water damage) 20 count .22 LR No. 12 Shot
etc.

853

Wooden rifle stock with checkered grip and forend, plastic butt stock, fitting with sling ring. Unknown
fitment

854

serial # RCBS .41 Mag four die set and a Winchester Super X box containing 25 count of .41 Rem mag
210 grain lead,

855

Skeeter Vac, propane powered mosquito trap

856

Liberty Plus mosquito trap made by Mosquito Magnet. Runs on propane.

857

Liberty Plus mosquito trap made by Mosquito Magnet. Runs on propane.

858

Liberty Plus mosquito trap made by Mosquito Magnet. Runs on propane.

859

Non-Restricted shotgun Mossberg model 500, 12Ga 2 3/4" & 3" pump action, w/ bbl length 20"
[Choked markings include (CYLINDER BORE), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.732),
muzzle diameter (.7325)] [Satin black finish on barrel and alloy receiver. Fixed front and adjustable
rear sight. Telescoping Advanced Technology stock with five round side saddle. Black pistol grip and
forend. Accessory rail on full length of forend and sides. Full length magazine tube. Mechanically
appears to function well with use, handling and storage marks.] serial # T882779, PAL required

860

Non-Restricted shotgun Browning (Japan) model Citori, 20Ga, 2 3/4" & 3" two shot hinge break, w/
bbl length 28" [Choked markings include (TOP *, BOTTOM **), bore diameter as measured 6" from
muzzle (Top .6195, Bottom .6175), muzzle diameter (Top .5875, Bottom .6045)] [Blued ribbed barrels
and receiver. Single bead sight. Hardwood stock with branded butt plate. Matching serial number on
receiver, barrels and forend. Includes original box and manual. Mechanically and aesthetically appear
near excellent. Almost no bluing wear. Some dings and marks in stock.] serial # 04480PZ163, PAL
required

861

Non-Restricted shotgun Remington model Sportsman 58, 16Ga 2 3/4" semi automatic, w/ bbl length
27 1/2" [Choked markings include (FULL CHOKE), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.677),
muzzle diameter (.6625)] [Blued ribbed barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. Hardwood stock with
branded butt plate. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Mechanically appears to function well.
Bluing worn in use and handling areas, especially on top of receiver plus other use, handling and
storage marks.] serial # 253657W, PAL required

862

Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 70 Super Grade, 300 Win Mag bolt action, w/ bbl length 25
1/2" [High gloss blued barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Walnut stock with Decelerator recoil pad.
Checkered semi pistol and fore grip. Marked "SUPER GRADE" on barrel and mag base. Mechanically
and aesthetically appear excellent. Possibly only factory test fired.] serial # 35CZY10131, PAL required

863

Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield model SHT LE III, .303 Brit. bolt action, w/ bbl length 25" [Blued barrel
and receiver with fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Sporterized stock with brass butt plate. No
magazine. No safety and some other bits missing. Does have matching serial number on receiver,
barrel and bolt. Buy as project gun.] serial # 8908, PAL required

864

Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield model SHT LE III*, .303 Brit. ten shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 25"
[Blue barrel and receiver. Fixed sights removed. Fitted with Marksman 4X-32 scope. Sporterized stock
with brass butt plate. Includes ten round detachable magazine and leather sling. Matching serial
number on receiver barrel and bolt. Date stamped 1918. Action functions but sluggish. In well used
condition, buy as project gun.] serial # 32661, PAL required

865

Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 788, 308 Win. bolt action, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued barrel and
receiver. Fixed front sight. Rear sight removed and not included. Fitted with Bushnell 4X Banner
scope. Smooth wooden stock with branded butt plate. Includes two detachable magazines and leather
sling. The extra magazine is missing the release button. Mechanically appears near excellent. Mostly
only minor use, handling and storage marks except damaged finished on right side of front section of
stock.] serial # A6099237, PAL required

866

Non-Restricted rifle Russian model SKS, 7.62X39 five shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued
barrel and receiver. Adjustable sights. Folding polymer ATI stock with original wooden top piece.
Matching serial number on receiver, bolt and mag base. Mechanically appears to function well. Minor
use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 2692, PAL required

867

Non-Restricted rifle Ruger model SR-22, 22LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 16" [Black
hardcoat finish. No fixed sights. Flat top receiver mounted with NCStar 2-7X 32E Rangefinder.
Telescoping stock and Ruger branded pistol grip with finger grooves. Includes detachable ten round
magazine, original box and fitted with folding bi-pod. Mechanically appears excellent with use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # 28018039, PAL required

868

Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester model Ranger 120 Youth DU, 20Ga 2 3/4" & 3" pump action, w/
bbl length 22 1/4" [Choked markings include (MOD), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle
(.613), muzzle diameter (.5965)] [Blued barrel with single bead sight. Alloy receiver with black finish.
Smooth wooden stock with branded recoil pad. Corncob forend. Marked "DUCKS UNLIMITED
WHISTLER" on receiver. Includes original box and hanging tag. Mechanically and aesthetically appear
excellent, possibly unfired. Some minor dings in stock and other use, handling and storage marks.]
serial # 85DU6308, PAL required

869

Non-Restricted air rifle Crosman model 760 Pumpmaster, .177 pellet/ BB pump action, w/ bbl length
19" [Black finish. Front sight missing. Elevation adjustable rear sight. Simulated wooden stock.
Appears to function. Some minor pitting and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 831170,
PAL required

870

Non-Restricted rifle Traditions model Lightning Bolt Action, 50 Cal. Percussion single shot muzzle
loading, w/ bbl length 32" [Blued barrel. Fixed front sight with fiber optic insert. Rear sight base
included, top part missing. Black synthetic stock with branded recoil pad. Fitted with sling rings and
includes leather sling and ram rod. Mechanically appears near excellent and likely had light use with
use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 141304439797, PAL required

871

Pal Required air rifle Crosman model Fire Nitro Piston 495FPS, .177 cal, 1200 FPS Single Shot hinge
break, w/ bbl length 18 1/2" [Blued finish with no fixed sights. Fitted with Center Point 4X32 scope.
Black polymer stock. Mechanically and aesthetically appear near excellent. Use, handling and storage
marks.] serial # 518X04258, PAL required

872

Non-Restricted rifle Stevens model 305, 22 WMR bolt action, w/ bbl length 20 1/2" [Blue barrel and
receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Fitted with sling bases. Black polymer stock
with branded butt plate. Includes one detachable magazine. Mechanically and aesthetically appear
excellent and likely only had light use with minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 1365287,
PAL required

873

Non-Restricted rifle Ruger model 10/22 Carbine, 22LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 18 1/2"
[Blued barrel. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Black alloy receiver. Fitted with Bushnell 3-9
scope. Smooth wooden stock with plastic butt plate. Includes one detachable magazine. Mechanically
appears near excellent. Only bluing wear and right side of stock has virtually no marks, left side
however, has a disproportionate amount of scratches.] serial # 23187425, PAL required

874

Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield model SHT LE III*, .303 Brit. five shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 23"
[Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Modern sporter style stock with
Parker-Hale branded butt plate. Include detachable five round magazine, elastic shell carrier and
padded leather sling. Matching serial number on receiver, barrel and bolt. Date stamped 1917.
Mechanically appears to function well. Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Assorted tapped holes
and plugged holes etc. from assorted optic mounts. Stock has had assorted modifications, again likely
to accommodate different mounts etc. Other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # H7707, PAL
required

875

Non-Restricted shotgun Mossberg model Maverick Model 8, 12Ga, 2 3/4", 3" pump action, w/ bbl
length 18 1/2" [Choked markings include (CYLINDER BORE), bore diameter as measured 6" from
muzzle (.7325), muzzle diameter (.7325)] [Blued barrel and single bead sight. Alloy receiver with black
finish. Black polymer stock with recoil pad. Corncob forend. Mechanically and aesthetically appear
near excellent. Likely had light use with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
MV38960M, PAL required

876

Non-Restricted rifle Cooey model 39, 22 S, L, LR Single Shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued finish
with fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with plastic butt plate.
Action and trigger function although are well worn. Almost all bluing worn, some surface pitting and
rust. Almost all finish worn off of stock. Other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # CT019499,
PAL required

877

Non-Restricted shotgun H&R model Topper Model 88, 20Ga, 3" Single Shot hinge break, w/ bbl length
26" [Choked markings include (FULL CHOKE), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.6175),
muzzle diameter (.5915)] [Blued barrel. Single bead sight. Case hardened receiver. Smooth wooden
stock with branded butt plate. Mechanically appears near excellent and likely had light use. Storage
dings and marks to wood and metal and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # AY432367,
PAL required

878

Non-Restricted rifle H&R model Handi Rifle, 223 Rem. Single Shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 22" [Satin
stainless tapered barrel. No fixed sights. Fitted with Simmons Deerfield 3-9X40 scope. Black polymer
stock with recoil pad. Mechanically appears near excellent and likely had very little use plus other use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # HX260099, PAL required

879

Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester model 1400, 12Ga 2 3/4" semi automatic, w/ bbl length 30"
[Choked markings include (FULL), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.728), muzzle diameter
(.6935)] [Blued barrel. Single bead sight. Black finished alloy receiver. Wooden stock with branded
recoil pad. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well,
however missing magazine cap nut. Bluing worn in use and handling areas. 2" long crack at left rear of
forend and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 212497, PAL required

880

Non-Resricted shotgun Keslar Arms Corp. model 326FR, 20Ga 2 3/4" bolt action, w/ bbl length 26"
[Choked markings include (FULL CHOKE), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.5805), muzzle
diameter (.564)] [Blued finish. Single bead sight. Smooth wooden stock with metal butt plate. No
detachable magazine included. Mechanically functions, action a bit stiff and dry. Bluing worn in use
and handling areas. Old crack repairs to stock and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # NIL,
PAL required

881

Non-Restricted rifle Russian model SKS, 7.62X39 five shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 20 1/2"
[Blued style finish with adjustable sights. Wooden stock. Included cleaning kit in butt stock, attached
cleaning rod and folding bayonet. Matching serial number on receiver, bolt, trigger guard and stock.
Other markings include non-matching number 5614 on mag base, "1953 R" on bolt cap, XXXXXX over
pre-refurbishing finish on stock etc. Mechanically appears to function well. Use, handling and storage
marks on wood and metal.] serial # A02644, PAL required

882

Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield model No 4 MK 1*, .303 Brit ten shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 23"
[Blued barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Tasco 4X40 scope. Sporterized stock with Uncle
Mike's recoil pad. Includes one detachable magazine and fitted with sling rings. Mechanically appears
to function well. No matching number on bolt 84C5729. Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Other
use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 77C0481, PAL required

883

Non-Restricted rifle Russian model SKS, 7.62X39 five shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 20 1/2"
[Blued style finish. Original front sight. Rear sight removed. Fitted with 10" Matanor top rail and
attached Vortex Sparc red dot optic, working at time of cataloguing. Black polymer Arcangel
telescoping stock with adjustable cheek riser and pistol grip. Includes on Tapco detachable magazine.
Fitted with folding bayonet. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well with use, handling and
storage marks.] serial # 3N317, PAL required

884

Non-Restricted rifle Kodiak Defense model WK180C, 5.56 Nato five shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length
19" [Blued style finish. No fixed sights. Full flat top rail fitted with scope marked Leupold LCO serial no.
639068AB ( note: not genuine Leupold as confirmed with company) working at time of cataloguing,
check back for updates. Magpul telescoping stock. Single point sling ring. Texturized Magpul pistol grip
and one PMAG detachable magazine pinned to five rounds. Approximately 10" forend with MLOCK
slots on sides and bottom. Mechanically appears near excellent. Likely had light use with only minor
use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 20CA9454, PAL required

885

Non-Restricted shotgun Iver Johnson model Champion, 12Ga, chamber unknown Single Shot hinge
break, w/ bbl length 30" [Choked markings include (CHOKE BORE), bore diameter as measured 6"
from muzzle (.7285), muzzle diameter (.6965)] [Blued barrel and single bead sight. Case hardened
receiver. Smooth wooden stock, butt plate missing. Mechanically does function. Mechanically does
function. Fitment of stock at lower tang seems unusual, possible stock replacement. Most bluing worn
with surface pitting and rust on most metal surfaces. Crack in stock and forend and other use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # 23203, PAL required

886

Non-Restricted shotgun Canadian Sportsman model 269 Series E, 12Ga, 3" pump action, w/ bbl
length 30" [Choked markings include (NONE SEEN), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.726),
muzzle diameter (.707)] [Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. Wooden stock with recoil pad.
Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use and handling areas especially on
top of receiver. No cracks seen in stock but lots of nicks and scratches to finish, some gouging and
other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # D018455, PAL required

887

Non-Restricted rifle ParkerHale model Safari, 30-06 bolt action, w/ bbl length 22 1/2" [Blued barrel
and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Fitted with Bushnell Banner 1.5X-4.5X32 scope.
Hardwood stock with White Line recoil pad. Includes one branded detachable magazine with leather
sling. Marked "PARKER-HALE LTD. BIRMINGHAM ENGLAND" plus "BNP" proof mark. Mechanically
appears to function reasonably well, although needs cleaning. 1/2" long crack in stock at upper tang.
Nicks, dings and gouges in stock and other use, handlling and storage marks.] serial # Z61466, PAL
required

888

Non-Restricted rifle Mosin Nagant model M91/30, 7.62X54r bolt action, w/ bbl length 29 1/2" [Blued
finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Full wood stock with metal butt plate. Includes cleaning

rod. Assorted serial numbers including 38431 on receiver and mag base, EK467 on bolt and 60472 on
butt plate. Other markings include "1928 r" on receiver etc. Mechanically appears to function
reasonably well with use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 38431, PAL
required
889

Non-Restricted rifle Lakefield model Mark II Repeater, 22LR bolt action, w/ bbl length 21" [Blued
barrel and receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Wooden stock with plastic butt
plate. Fitted with sling rings and includes one detachable magazine. Bolt guide pin replaced with what
appears to be modified bolt. Otherwise mechanically appears to function, in need of a good cleaning.
Nicks and gouges in stock and finish and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 38960, PAL
required

890

Non-Restricted shotgun Chiappa model CD 101, 12Ga 3" Single Shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 13
1/2" [Choked markings include (THREADED), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.7245),
[Matt black finish. Black polymer stock and forend. Soft touch butt plate. Fitted with sling mounts and
one screw in choke with three notches. Mechanically appears to function well and likely had little use
with minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 20SB12V0678, PAL required

891

Non-Restricted shotgun AKKAR model Churchill, 12Ga 3" pump action, w/ bbl length 15" [Choked
markings include (NONE SEEN), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.730), muzzle diameter
(.7285)] [Blued style finish on barrel. Black anodized alloy receiver. Front blade sight. Black polymer
straight pistol grip and forend. Includes scabbard. Mechanically appears to function well with use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # 19253993, PAL required

892

Non-Resricted rifle Poly Techniques model T81SA, 7.62X39 five shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 20"
[Blued finish. Adjustable sights. Wood furniture. Includes original foam lined box. Two detachable
stick magazines and oil bottle. Fitted with attached folding bi-pod and cleaning rod. Pistol grip to
receiver fitment is loose. Mechanically and aesthetically appear near excellent and possibly unfired
with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 20201595, PAL required

893

Non-Restricted rifle CZ model ZKM468, 22LR Single Shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 22 1/2" [Blued
barrel and receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with
plastic butt plate. Fitted with sling rings. Mechanically appears to function. Most bluing worn leaving
plum brown patina. Epoxy style repair to stock behind rear sling ring. Stock has been refinished with
heavy brush strokes and runs in finish. Other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 51439, PAL
required

894

Non-Restricted rifle Lakefield Mossberg model 640KC Chuckster, 22 Mag bolt action, w/ bbl length 24"
[Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Fitted with Bushnell Banner .22
scope. Hardwood stock with plastic butt plate. Fitted with sling rings. Includes one detachable
magazine. Made in Canada. Sticker on right side of stock "SHAMROCK SHOTGUN BONSPIEL" consignor
purports it was the door prize at the event. Mechanically functions reasonably well albeit a bit dry.
Use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 976462, PAL required

895

Non-Restricted rifle Lakefield Mossberg model Mark I, 22S, L, LR Single Shot bolt action, w/ bbl length
22 3/4" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden
stock with plastic butt plate. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Some surface rust and
pitting on barrel and receiver. Stock has condition issues including section of finish damaged on right
front areas. Old crack repair on right rear and other nicks, gouges and use and handling marks.] serial
# 12373, PAL required

896

Non-Restricted rifle Savage model 340A, 30-30 bolt action, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued barrel and
receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with plastic butt plate. Fitted
with sling rings and includes one detachable magazine. Mechanically appears to function reasonably

well, albeit a bit dry. Sling rings were crudely installed resulting in excessive material removed from
stock. Bluing on top of bolt appear purposely removed plus other use, handling and storage marks.]
serial # NIL, PAL required
897

Non-Restricted rifle Ruger model 10/22 Carbine, 22LR ten shots semi automatic, w/ bbl length 18 1/2"
[Blued barrel with fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Black alloy receiver fitted with Bushnell 4X
Banner .22 scope. Smooth wooden stock with curved butt plate. Includes detachable ten round
magazine. Mechanically appears to function well. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and
metal.] serial # 23411376, PAL required

898

Non-Restricted rifle Ruger model 10/22 Carbine, 22LR ten shots semi automatic, w/ bbl length 18 1/2"
[Blued barrel with fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Black alloy receiver. Smooth wooden stock
with curved butt plate. Circa 1968. Includes detachable ten round magazine. Mechanically appears to
function well. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 138495, PAL required

899

Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1912, 16Ga, chamber unknown pump action, w/ bbl length 26"
[Choked markings include (FULL), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.668), muzzle diameter
(.64)] [Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. Smooth wooden stock with branded butt plate and
corncob forend. Action cycles but is well used. Approximately 50% of bluing worn leaving gray brown
patina. Several cracks and repairs to stock and forend. Finger nail sized chuck of butt plate missing
plus other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 87724, PAL required

900a

Prohib 12-6 handgun Ruger model Hawkeye (1963), .256 Win Mag. single shot single action, w/ bbl
length 215 mm [Blued finish with fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Fitted with Bushnell Phantom
scope. Smooth branded wooden grips. Mechanically appears excellent. Minor bluing wear on muzzle
and other high spots. Three digit low number serial number with only minor handling marks.] serial #
741, PAL required

900b Prohib 12-6 handgun Ruger model Hawkeye (1963), .256 Win Mag single shot single action, w/ bbl
length 215mm [Blued finish with fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Fitted with Bushnell Phantom
scope. Smooth branded wooden grips. Mechanically appears excellent. Minor bluing wear on muzzle
and other high spots plus little red flecks on loading gate and right side of receiver.] serial # 1459, PAL
required
900c

Prohib 12-6 handgun H&R model Auto Ejecting, .38 S&W five shot hinge break / double action, w/ bbl
length 102mm [Blued finish with fixed sights. Checkered grips. Matching serial number on cylinder.
Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use, handling and holster areas
leaving overall brown patina with some pitting. Chips to grips on bottom of left side and top of right
side plus other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 167271, certificate # 20292137, PAL required

900d Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt model 1903 Pocket hammerless, .32 cal semi automatic, w/ bbl length
95mm [Blued finish. Fixed sights. Branded checkered grips. Includes one branded detachable
magazine. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Approximately 50% of bluing worn.
Some minor pitting and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 262402, certificate #
7945902, PAL required
900e

Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt model Vest Pocket, .25 cal semi automatic, w/ bbl length 54mm [Blued
finish with fixed sights. Branded checkered grips and includes one detachable magazine. Mechanically
appears near excellent. Most bluing intact with some wear in use, handling and holster areas.] serial #
83602, certificate # 7945900, PAL required

900f

Prohib 12-6 handgun Smith & Wesson model 37 Airweight, 38 SPL. five shot double action revolver,
w/ bbl length 51mm [Nickel plated steel barrel and cylinder and alloy frame. Fixed sights. Branded

checkered wooden grips. Mechanically appears excellent. Visible cylinder and otherwise only minor
handling marks.] serial # J941731, certificate # 11386875, PAL required
900g

Prohib 12-6 handgun Smith & Wesson model 36-0, 38 SPL. five shot double action revolver, w/ bbl
length 71mm [Blued finish. Fixed sights. Soft touch Pachmyar grips with finger grooves and also
includes original branded checkered wooden grips. Mechanically appears excellent. Visible cylinder
ring and otherwise minor use and handling marks.] serial # 957J87, certificate # 1004119, PAL
required

900h Prohib 12-6 handgun Smith & Wesson model Trooper MK III, .357 Mag. six shot double action
revolver, w/ bbl length 101mm [Blued finish. Fixed front and rear sights. Branded checkered wooden
grips. Mechanically and aesthetically appear excellent with only minor use and handling marks.] serial
# 83438J, certificate # 10198995, PAL required
900j

Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt model Offical Police, 22LR six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl length
101mm [Blued finish. Fixed sights. Branded checkered wooden grips. Mechanically appears to
function well Bluing worn in use and handling areas and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial
# 45783, certificate # 10198993, PAL required

900k

Prohib 12-6 handgun FN Browning model 1922, .32 & 380 semi automatic, w/ bbl length 114mm
[Blued finish. Fixed sights. Checkered wooden grips. Includes one detachable magazine as assembled,
also includes .380 Auto barrel and magazine for it ( Registered as .32). Mechanically appears to
function reasonably well. German proof marks on frame and slide. Matching serial number on frame
slide and barrel. Bluing worn in use, handling and holster areas plus other use, handling and storage
marks.] serial # 19331a, certificate # 4424449, PAL required

900m Prohib 12-6 handgun Smith & Wesson model 15-3, .38 SPL. six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl
length 101mm [Blued finish with fixed front and rear sights. Branded checkered wooden grips.
Mechanically and aesthetically appear excellent with only minor use, handling and storage marks.]
serial # 19K1461, certificate # 10198994, PAL required
900n Prohib 12-6 handgun Smith & Wesson model 10-8, .38 SPL. six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl
length 102mm [Blued finish. Fixed front and rear sights. Branded checkered wooden grips.
Mechanically appears to function well. Bluing worn in use, handling and holster areas. Generally gives
the appears that it was once someone's duty revolver.] serial # ADJ4238, certificate # 12224774, PAL
required
950a

Restricted handgun Ruger model New Model Single Six, 22LR/22Win. Mag. six shot single action
revolver, w/ bbl length 165mm [Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth branded
wooden grips. Includes original box with .22 LR cylinder and non-fluted .22 Mag. cylinder.
Mechanically and aesthetically appear near excellent with only slight ring visible on both cylinders.]
serial # 6545202, certificate # 5533667, PAL required

950b Restricted handgun Ruger model New Model Blackhawk, .357 Maximum six shot single action
revolver, w/ bbl length 167mm [Custom revolver in fitted mahogany case. Polished blue finish, Magna-ported barrel, hand engraved scroll work frame, cylinder and barrel. Marked on underside of grip
"Series #1". Gold silhouettes on cylinder including bore, ram etc. Likely unfired or factory fired. Some
minor handling marks and very faint cylinder ring. Consignor label in box indicates 1 of 7.] serial #
60002364, certificate # 5526022, PAL required
950c

Restricted handgun Ruger model Super Blackhawk, .44 Mag six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl
length 190mm [Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Branded smooth wooden walnut
grips. Includes rare original factory mahogany fitted presentation case, purportedly very limited in
number due to fire at the box making plant. Low serial number, our reference show dates to 1960,

consignor tag dates purports 1959. Original three screw design. Mechanically appears near excellent.
Bluing worn in use, handling and holster areas and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
4153, certificate # 5523893, PAL required
950d Restricted handgun Ruger model Single Six, 22LR six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl length 139mm
[Custom revolver in fitted wooden case with inlaid brass Ruger logo on lid. Blued barrel, frame and
cylinder. Alloy backstrap and trigger guard. Smooth branded wooden grips. Hand engraved scroll work
on frame, cylinder, barrel etc. Likely only test fired with very little handling marks.] serial # 142405,
certificate # 5524403, PAL required
950e

Restricted handgun Ruger model NMSB Mag-Na-Port Mark V, 44 Mag six shot single action revolver,
w/ bbl length 126mm [Rare very limited edition New Model Super Blackhawk Mag-na-port MARK V in
mahogany presentation case and includes Brassard and letter from Mag-na-port International
referencing original purchaser was Western Auto Associates in Oklahoma on Aug. 29, 1976. A total of
200 were made and less than 50 received the Bicentennial Statement "MADE IN THE 200TH YEAR OF
AMERICAN LIBERTY". Customizing includes High polish Mag-na-port deep blue finish on ported barrel,
frame and cylinder. Jeweled and polished nickel hammer. Satin nickel finish on extractor housing,
trigger guard and back strap. Engraved markings 'Mag-na-port MARK V" on top of framed and
bicentennial statement on top of barrel. Branded walnut grips. Shortened barrel fitted with red ramp
sight. Mechanically appear excellent, possibly only test fired. Virtually all finish in unblemished with
only slight cylinder ring.] serial # 8172656, certificate # 5533678, PAL required

950f

Restricted handgun Ruger model MK1 20th Anniversary, 22LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length
120mm [Stainless steel with fixed sights. Checkered branded plastic grips. Includes one detachable
magazine, original branded cardboard box, original branded wooden box, shipper and manual. Right
side of barrel marked 1 OF 5000, top left of receiver roll marked with "Bill Ruger'" signature.
Mechanically and aesthetically appear excellent. Possibly unfired with only minor handling marks.]
serial # 1704301, certificate # 1704301, PAL required

950g

Restricted handgun Ruger model MK II 50th Anniversary, 22LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length
119mm [Blued finish with fixed sights. Checkered branded plastic grips. Includes two detachable
magazines and original molded box. Top of receiver engraved with "1949 50 YEARS 1999" . Grip logos
and logos on bottom of each magazine are red and sliver. Appears to have had very little use if any
with only minor handling marks.] serial # 22248568, PAL required

950h Restricted handgun Ruger model MK 1 (1969), 22LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 119mm
[Blued finish with fixed sights. Branded checkered wooden grips. Includes one detachable magazine,
original box and manual. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use,
handling and holster areas with other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 1020169, certificate #
5524401, PAL required
950j

Restricted handgun Ruger model MK 1 (1982), 22LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 119mm
[Blued finish with fixed sights. Branded checkered wooden grips. Includes one detachable magazine.
Mechanically appears near excellent and likely had light use with only minor use, handling and storage
marks. ] serial # 1695368, certificate # 5524405, PAL required

950k

Restricted handgun Ruger model Standard MK 1 (1981), 22LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length
151mm [Blued finish with fixed sights. Branded checkered plastic. Includes one detachable magazine.
Original box, manual and shipper. Mechanically and aesthetically appear excellent. Likely little more
than test fired with only minor handling marks.] serial # 1696286, certificate # 5524406, PAL required

950m Restricted handgun Ruger model Blackhawk (1968), .357 Mag. six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl
length 166mm [Blued finish. Black alloy backstrap, trigger guard and injector rod housing. Fixed front
and adjustable rear sight. Smooth branded wooden grips. Mechanically appears excellent. Bluing

worn in use, handling and holster areas plus other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 119947,
certificate # 4850827, PAL required
950n Restricted handgun Ruger model Blackhawk (1970), 357 Mag. six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl
length 117mm [Blued finish. Black alloy backstrap, trigger guard and extractor rod housing. Fixed front
and adjustable rear sights. Smooth branded wooden grips. Jewelled hammer. Includes original molded
box. Mechanically appears excellent. Likely had light use with only a hint of a cylinder ring. Does have
handling marks including some dings and nicks to alloy parts and a small ding on right side top of
frame near rear sight retention pin.] serial # 3038290, certificate # 5524422, PAL required
950p Restricted handgun Ruger model Blackhawk (1970), 357 Mag. six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl
length 165mm [Blued finish. Black alloy back strap, trigger guard and extractor rod housing. Fixed
front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth branded wooden grips. Mechanically appears near excellent,
bluing worn in use, handling and holster areas plus other use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
3057053, certificate # 5524423, PAL required
950q Restricted handgun Ruger model Security Six, .357 Mag. six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl length
151mm [Stainless steel with fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Branded checkered wooden grips.
Includes original box, manual and shipper. Mechanically appears near excellent. In need of cleaning.
Use, and handling marks including scuffs on left side to grip, frame and barrel. Other use, handling and
storage marks.] serial # 15853105, PAL required
950r

Restricted handgun Ruger model Blackhawk (1971), 41 Mag. six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl
length 165mm [Blued finish. Black alloy backstrap, trigger guard and extractor rod housing. Fixed front
and adjustable rear sights. Smooth branded wooden grips. Mechanically appears excellent. Minor
bluing wear in use, handling and holster areas and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
4016447, certificate # 5524432, PAL required

950s

Restricted handgun Ruger model Blackhawk (1965), 41 Mag. six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl
length 161mm [Blued finish. Black alloy backstrap, trigger guard and extractor rod housing. Fixed front
and adjustable rear sights. Smooth branded wooden grips. Mechanically appears excellent. Likely had
light use with only a hint of a cylinder ring and only minor handling marks.] serial # 402, certificate #
5524433, PAL required

950t

Restricted handgun Ruger model Blackhawk (1965), 41 Mag. six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl
length 119mm [Blued finish. Black alloy backstrap, trigger guard and extractor rod housing. Fixed front
and adjustable rear sights. Smooth branded wooden grips. Mechanically appears excellent. Minor
bluing wear in use, handling and holster areas and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
3516, certificate # 5524427, PAL required

950u Restricted handgun Ruger model Blackhawk (1958), .357 Mag. six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl
length 116mm [Blued barrel, extractor rod housing, flat top frame and cylinder. Black alloy backstrap
and trigger guard. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Checkered branded hard rubber grips.
Mechanically appears to function well. Alloy has faded to gray. Bluing worn in handling and holster
areas and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 11101, certificate # 5524402, PAL required
950v

Restricted handgun Ruger model Blackhawk (1960), 357 Mag. six shot single action, w/ bbl length
163mm [Blued barrel, extractor rod housing, flat top frame and cylinder. Black alloy backstrap and
trigger guard. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Checkered branded hard rubber grips.
Mechanically appears to function well. Bluing worn in use, handling and holster areas. Scuffs to finish
on backstrap and heel. Loading gate aging to plum patina. Use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
28926, certificate # 5524418, PAL required

950w Restricted handgun Ruger model New Model Blackhawk, 357 Mag. six shot single action revolver, w/
bbl length 117mm [Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Branded checkered plastic
grips. Top of barrel marked in gold lettering " 50TH YEAR BLACKHAWK 1955 TO 2005". Includes
original box and manual. Mechanically and aesthetically appear excellent and likely had very little use,
if any. Minor handling marks.] serial # 52001898, PAL required

